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SUMMARY
The revolutionary advances in the wireless communication technologies are inspiring
the researchers to envision the next generation wireless networking architectures, i.e., Next
Generation Wireless Internet (NGWI), InterPlaNetary (IPN) Internet, and Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN). There exist significant technological challenges for the realization of these
envisioned next generation network architectures. NGWI will be the convergence of the
Internet and currently developed heterogeneous wireless architectures, which have diverse
characteristics and hence pose different sets of research challenges, to achieve anywhere,
anytime seamless service to the mobile users. Similarly, the unique characteristics and
challenges posed by deep space communications call for novel networking protocols to realize
the IPN Internet objective. Furthermore, in order to realize the potential gains of WSN,
it is imperative that communication challenges imposed by resource constraints of sensor
nodes must be efficiently addressed with novel solutions tailored to the WSN paradigm. The
objective of this research is to develop new advanced transport protocols for reliable data
transport and real-time multimedia delivery in the next generation heterogeneous wireless
network architectures. More specifically, the analytical rate control (ARC) protocol for real-
time multimedia delivery is first proposed for wired/wireless hybrid networks. Next, a new
rate control scheme (RCS) is proposed to achieve high throughput performance and fairness
for real-time multimedia traffic over the satellite links. The unified adaptive transport layer
(ATL) suite and its protocols for both reliable data transport (TCP-ATL) and real-time
multimedia delivery (RCP-ATL) are introduced for the NGWI. A new reliable transport
protocol for data transport in the IPN Internet (TP-Planet) is then proposed to address
the unique challenges of the IPN Internet backbone links. A new integrated tranmission
protocol (ITP) is then proposed for reliable data transport over multihop IPN Internet
paths. Finally, the event-to-sink reliable transport (ESRT) protocol is proposed to achieve




The revolutionary advances in the wireless communication technologies are enabling the
realization of wide range of heterogeneous wireless systems from cellular wireless networks
to satellite networks. This technological evolution is further inspiring the researchers to en-
vision the next generation wireless networking architectures, i.e., Next Generation Wireless
Internet (NGWI), InterPlaNetary (IPN) Internet, and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN).
All of these next generation heterogeneous wireless network architectures have distinct
communication paradigms and challenges imposed by their unique characteristics and the
objectives involved in their design and deployment.
1.1 Next Generation Wireless Internet
The spectacular evolution of the wireless network technologies has yielded several genera-
tions of wireless systems referred by nG, n = 1, 2, 3, 4. Currently proposed third generation
(3G) wireless systems such as Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) and In-
ternational Mobile Telecommunication System 2000 (IMT-2000) can provide up to 2Mbps
data rates along with the multimedia support [90]. These developments in the wireless
networking technologies and the drastic increase in their usage have further dictated the
integration of wired and wireless domains. Consequently, the Next Generation Wireless
Internet (NGWI), as also referred as 4G wireless networks which is currently in the design
stage, will emerge as the convergence of next generation wireless systems and Internet with
the objective of anywhere, anytime seamless service to the mobile users.
A typical proposed NGWI architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. In this architecture,
an NG wireless terminal can roam between the diverse set of wireless architectures, i.e.,
WLAN, 3G cellular, and satellite network, as shown in Fig 1. Along with this architectural



















Figure 1: A typical proposed Next Generation Wireless Internet architecture including
WLAN, 3G, and satellite networks converged with the Next Generation Internet backbone.
from high rate data traffic to real-time multimedia traffic with a certain QoS level. These
objectives pose several challenges for the realization of the NGWI as follows:
• Heterogeneous Wireless Architectures: The wireless systems that will be part
of the NGWI have different characteristics summarized as follows:
– Different access delays are experienced in heterogeneous wireless architectures of
NGWI, i.e., negligble delay in WLAN, several hundred milliseconds in 3G links
due to the extensive physical layer processing, and to 270 ms in satellite links
[10].
– Link errors rates significantly vary from very low levels in near-wireless envi-
ronments such as WLAN, 3G pico-cells to higher than 1% in macro-cellular
environments and satellite networks [106].
– Mobility pattern affects the probability of link outage and resultant packet loss
rate, which drastically vary according to the wireless architecture.
• Heterogeneous Service Demands: The services that will be provided by the
NGWI vary from high rate reliable data to real-time multimedia such as live video
streaming.
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These challenges need to be addressed to realize the NGWI objective. The architectural
heterogeneities described above need to be handled dynamically while the mobile user mi-
grates during connection period. The diversity in the demanded services necessitates both
the reliable data transport functionality and the rate control protocol for time-constrained
multimedia delivery.
1.2 InterPlaNetary Internet
The developments in the space technologies are enabling the realization of deep space sci-
entific missions such as Mars exploration. The vision of future space exploration includes
missions to deep space that require communication among planets, moons, satellites, aster-
oids, robotic spacecrafts, and crewed vehicles. These missions produce significant amount of
scientific data to be delivered to the Earth. In addition, these missions require autonomous
space data delivery at high data rates, interactivity among the in-space instruments, security
of operations, and seamless inter-operability between in-space entities.
For successful transfer of scientific data and reliable navigational communications, NASA
enterprises have outlined significant challenges for development of next-generation space
network architectures. The next step in the design and development of deep space networks
is expected to be the Internet of the deep space planetary networks and defined as the
InterPlaNetary (IPN) Internet [114].
The InterPlaNetary Internet is envisioned to provide communication services for scien-
tific data delivery and navigation services for the explorer spacecrafts and orbiters of the
future deep space missions [23]. Many of these future planetary missions, which will be
performed by the international space organizations such as NASA and European Space
Agency (ESA), have already been scheduled for the next decade [110]. All of these future
space missions have a common objective of scientific data acquisition and delivery, which
are also the main possible applications of the InterPlaNetary Internet.
A proposed InterPlaNetary Internet communication architecture is shown in Figure














Figure 2: The InterPlaNetary Internet architecture.


















Figure 3: The PlaNetary Network architecture.
• InterPlaNetary Backbone Network: It provides a common infrastructure for
communications among the Earth, outer-space planets, moons, satellite, and interme-
diate relay stations etc. It includes the data links between elements with long-haul
capabilities.
• InterPlaNetary External Network: It consists of spacecrafts flying in groups in
deep space between planets, clusters of sensor nodes, and groups of space stations.
• PlaNetary Network: It is composed of PlaNetary Satellite Network and PlaNetary
Surface Network. This architecture can be implemented at any outer-space planet,
providing interconnection and cooperation among the satellites and surface elements
on a planet.
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– PlaNetary Satellite Network: It is composed of multiple-layer satellites cir-
cling the planets as shown in Figure 3 and provides intermediary caching and
relay service between the Earth and the planet, relay service between the in-situ
mission elements, and location management of PlaNetary Surface Networks.
– PlaNetary Surface Network: It provides the communication links between
high power surface elements, such as rovers and landers as shown in Figure 3,
which have the capability to connect with satellites. They also provide a power-
stable wireless backbone in the planet. Moreover, PlaNetary Surface Network
includes surface elements that cannot communicate with satellites directly. These
elements are often organized in clusters and spread out in an ad hoc manner,
e.g., sensor nodes and balloons as illustrated in Figure 3.
It is clear that the InterPlaNetary Internet is expected to extend the current space com-
munications capabilities to a point where the boundaries between the terrestrial and space
communications become transparent. The experience obtained, thus far, from the space
missions help to understand the unique challenges posed by the deep space communication
environments. For example, the current communication infrastructure deployed for the
NASA’s Deep Space Network (DSN) [109] provides significant research and implementa-
tion experience which also constitutes the basis to step up the development of the required
technologies for next generation deep space communications and hence the InterPlaNetary
Internet. However, there exist significantly challenging and unique characteristics of the
deep space networking paradigm that need to be addressed for this objective as follows:
• Extremely long and variable propagation delays.
• Asymmetrical forward and reverse link capacities.
• High link error rates for radio-frequency (RF) communication channels.
• Intermittent link connectivity.
• Lack of fixed communication infrastructure.
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• Effects of planetary distances on the signal strength and the protocol design.
• Power, mass, size, and cost constraints for communication hardware and protocol
design.
• Backward compatibility requirement due to high cost involved in deployment and launch-
ing processes.
These characteristics lead to different research challenges and hence necessitate differ-
ent approaches and protocol designs at each of the networking layers for the InterPlaNetary
Internet. Although some of these challenges are also encountered in the terrestrial wireless
networking domain, most of them are unique to deep space environments and they fur-
ther amplify the effects of those other similar factors. Consequently, the realization of the
InterPlaNetary Internet depends on how effectively these challenges are addressed.
1.3 Wireless Sensor Networks
The technological advances in the micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and the wire-
less communications are enabling the deployment of wireless sensor networks (WSN) which
may provide sensing capabilities in space and time that surpass the traditional sensing
approaches. WSNs can be deployed in the following two ways [62]:
• Sensors can be positioned far from the actual phenomenon, i.e., something known by
sense perception. In this approach, large sensors that use some complex techniques
to distinguish the targets from environmental noise are required.
• Several sensors that perform only sensing can be deployed. The positions of the sensors
and communications topology are carefully engineered. They transmit time series of
the sensed phenomenon to the central nodes where computations are performed and
data are fused.
While there are similarities such as communication through shared wireless medium
and lack of networking infrastructure; there exist clear differences between the wireless
sensor networks and traditional wireless ad hoc networks. The main distinction is that
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unlike wireless ad hoc networks mostly constructed for communication purposes, the sensor
networks are deployed to achieve a specific application objective via collaborative effort of
numerous sensor nodes. With this respect, the number of sensor nodes and node density
in a sensor network can be several orders of magnitude higher than the nodes in an ad-hoc
network. For this reason, sensor nodes also do not have global identification (ID) because of
the large amount of overhead and large number of sensor nodes. Moreover, the sensor nodes
have much more constrained energy, communication, processing, and memory capabilities








Figure 4: A typical wireless sensor network architecture.
In general, wireless sensor networks (WSN) are event based systems that rely on the
collective effort of densely deployed several microsensor nodes which continuously observe
physical phenomenon. Hence, the main objective of the WSN is to reliably detect/estimate
event features from the collective information provided by sensor nodes as illustrated in
Figure 4. The energy and hence processing constraints of small wireless sensor nodes are
overcome by this collective sensing notion which is realized via their networked deployment.
Based on the event features communicated to the sink, the actors in the event vicinity may
be invoked to act on the detected phenomenon.
Due to its potential advantages of collective, efficient, and accurate sensing, the wireless
sensor nodes are envisioned to be exploited for many applications, e.g., location tracking
and chemical detection in areas not easily accessible. Since sensing applications generate a
large quantity of data, these data may be fused or aggregated together to lower the energy
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consumption. The sensor nodes use their processing abilities to locally carry out simple
computations and transmit only the required and partially processed data. In essence,
wireless sensor networks with these capabilities may provide the end users with intelligence
and a better understanding of the environment. Furthermore, the wireless sensor networks
(WSN) may also be integrated with the next generation wireless Internet in order to enable
end users to interact with sensing/monitoring applications and to reach the collected infor-
mation from the wireless sensor field. In the future, the wireless sensor networks may be an
integral part of our lives, more so than the present-day personal computers. Nevertheless,
in order to realize these potential gains of wireless sensor networks, it is imperative that
communication challenges imposed by resource constraints of the wireless sensor nodes must
be efficiently addressed with novel solutions tailored to the WSN paradigm.
1.4 Research Objectives and Solutions
In order to realize these next generation heterogeneous wireless network architectures intro-
duced in Section 1.1, Section 1.2, and Section 1.3, the communication challenges posed by
each of these environments must be effectively addressed. In this thesis, new advanced trans-
port protocols are developed for reliable data transport and real-time multimedia delivery
in the next generation heterogeneous wireless network architectures, i.e., Next Generation
Wireless Internet, InterPlaNetary Internet, and Wireless Sensor Networks. The following
six areas are investigated under this research and each of them is described in the following
subsections:
1. Analytical Rate Control in Hybrid Wired/Wireless Networks
2. Multimedia Rate Control in Satellite Networks
3. Adaptive Transport in NGWI
4. Reliable Data Transport in IPN Internet
5. Integrated Transmission in IPN Internet
6. Reliable Event Transport in WSN
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1.4.1 Analytical Rate Control in Hybrid Wired/Wireless Networks
The need of rate control for real-time flows in Internet has been subject of many papers in
the literature [18], [32], [88], [87], [52]. The main objective of these schemes is to perform
rate control for the real-time multimedia streaming in order to maintain fair share of the
network resources and hence avoid congestion collapse of the Internet. However, most of the
effort has been put on the rate control research for wireline networks rather than wireless
networks. These solutions assume error-free communication path, which leads to recognition
of wireless channel error related packet losses as a congestion indication resulting in severe
performance degradation over the hybrid wired/wireless paths in the NGWI.
In this thesis, a new analytical rate control (ARC) scheme is presented for real-time
multimedia flows over hybrid wired/wireless communication paths. ARC is an end-to-end
connectionless analytical rate control scheme, which produces TCP-Friendly flows with high
throughput over wireless links. It is an equation-based rate control protocol whose control
equation is obtained via modeling TCP behavior over lossy links by excluding its shortcom-
ings. In order to obtain such equation for rate control over wireless networks, an end-to-end
path model is developed based on two-state Markov Chain known as Gilbert’s Model [54].
From the established model, the driving equation for the ARC scheme is derived based on
the desired behavior of a TCP source as a function of the state probabilities of the path
model and the round-trip time (RTT). It is then used to explicitly set the data transmission
rate for the multimedia flows. Performance evaluation via simulation experiments reveals
that ARC achieves high throughput and meets multimedia traffic expectations without
violating good citizenship rules for the shared Internet.
1.4.2 Multimedia Rate Control in Satellite Networks
Recently, much research work has been done to develop rate control protocols for real-time
multimedia applications in the terrestrial wireline networks [18], [26], [32], [52], [63], [69],
[87], [88], [100]. The common objective of these proposed solutions is to enable the real-time
multimedia applications to respond to the network congestion by controlling their band-
width share such that the link resources are fairly shared. Main drawback of them, however,
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is that these solutions are developed for wired links which are assumed to have negligible
errors and hence they cannot be directly applied to the links with high bit error rates and
high bandwidth-delay products. The performance degradation due to wireless channel er-
rors is further amplified and the problem becomes much more complicated in the paths with
high-bandwidth delay products such as satellite links which have high propagation delay
up to 270 ms [10]. This is mainly because the recovery from such an inaccurate congestion
response of rate throttle takes time proportional to the bandwidth-delay product of the
path.
In this thesis, a new Rate Control Scheme (RCS) is introduced for real-time interactive
applications in networks with high bandwidth-delay products and high bit error rates such
as satellite networks. RCS is based on the concept of using dummy packets to probe the
availability of network resources. Dummy packets are treated as low priority packets and
consequently they do not affect the throughput of actual data traffic. Therefore, RCS
requires all the routers in the connection path to support some priority policy. A new
algorithm is also proposed to improve the robustness of the RCS to temporal signal loss
conditions. The delay-bound considerations for real-time traffic sources using RCS rate
control scheme are also investigated. Simulation experiments show that in environments
with high bandwidth-delay products and high bit error rates, RCS achieves high throughput
performance without penalizing TCP connections.
1.4.3 Adaptive Transport in NGWI
Despite the extensive research in transport protocols to address the challenges in wireless
domain [99], [31], [20], [17], [10], [11], [57], most of them address these challenges only for a
specific wireless environment and hence do not solve the problems pertaining to the NGWI
which will be a convergence of heterogeneous wireless network architectures as desribed
in Section 1.1. For the NGWI architecture in which the mobile user migrates between
the different environments as illustrated in Figure 1, none of these protocols will suffice.
Similarly, although there exists a significant amount of research for rate control schemes
in this context [88], [73], [32], [87], [18], [4], [3], most of them are proposed for wired
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networks and the others are developed for specific wireless environments, e.g., [3] for hybrid
wired/wireless networks and [4] for satellite networks. Furthermore, including each of the
existing transport protocols tailored for a specific architecture in a single transport layer is
not a practical solution due to the processing and memory constraints of wireless terminals.
Hence, there exists a need for a unified transport layer to handle both architectural diversity
and heterogeneous application requirements of the NGWI.
In this thesis, a unified adaptive transport layer (ATL) suite is introduced for NGWI
which incorporates a new adaptive transport protocol, TCP-ATL, for reliable data trans-
port; and a new adaptive rate control protocol, RCP-ATL, for multimedia delivery in the
NGWI. According to the requested service type, i.e., reliable data or multimedia, ATL
selects the appropriate protocol. Both, TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL, deploy a new adaptive
congestion control method that dynamically adjusts the protocol configurations according to
the current wireless network paradigms depending where the mobile user currently resides.
Hence, the unified adaptive ATL protocol suite achieves high throughput performance in all
of underlying heterogeneous wireless architectures, i.e., WLANs, micro, macro or satellite
environments. Moreover, the developed adaptive congestion control explicitly takes fairness
into consideration. Performance evaluation via simulation experiments reveals that the ATL
protocol suite addresses the challenges posed by the NGWI and significantly improves the
performance for reliable data and multimedia transport in NGWI.
1.4.4 Reliable Data Transport in IPN Internet
The space exploration missions are crucial for acquisition of information about the space
and the universe. The entire success of a mission is directly related to the satisfaction of its
communications needs. For this goal, the challenges posed by the InterPlaNetary Internet
need to be addressed. However, in [2], the existing reliable transport protocols [10], [28],
[31], [51], [65], [66], [81], [80] have been shown to achieve very poor performance in deep
space communication networks mainly because of the inefficiency caused by their end-to-end
window-based congestion control mechanisms due to very high propagation delay and link
errors. Although there exists transport protocol solutions proposed for satellite links with
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high delays and high bit error rates [10], these solutions also cannot be directly applied to
IPN Backbone Network because of the extremely high propagation delay and the other addi-
tional challenges mentioned above. Space Communications Protocol Standards-Transport
Protocol (SCPS-TP) [38] is a set of TCP extensions that are basically a combination of
existing TCP protocols with some modifications and extensions, which are shown to be
inadequate in addressing the challenges in IPN Backbone Network.
In this thesis, a reliable transport protocol, TP-Planet, is presented for data traffic
in the InterPlaNetary Internet. The objective of TP-Planet is to address the challenges
and to achieve high throughput performance and reliable data transmission on deep space
links of the InterPlaNetary Backbone Network. TP-Planet is the first reliable data trans-
port solution for InterPlaNetary Internet. TP-Planet deploys a rate-based additive-increase
multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) congestion control, whose AIMD parameters are tuned to
help avoid throughput degradation. TP-Planet replaces the inefficient slow start algorithm
with a novel Initial State algorithm which allows to capture link resources in a very fast
and controlled manner. A new congestion detection and control mechanism is developed,
which decouples congestion decision from single packet loss in order to avoid the erroneous
congestion decisions due to high link errors. In order to reduce the effects of blackout con-
ditions on the throughput performance, TP-Planet incorporates Blackout State procedure
into the protocol operation. Bandwidth asymmetry problem is addressed by the adoption of
delayed SACK. Simulation experiments show that the TP-Planet significantly improves the
throughput performance and addresses the challenges posed by the InterPlaNetary Back-
bone Network.
1.4.5 Integrated Transmission in IPN Internet
It has been shown in [2] that the existing reliable transport protocols significantly suffer
from extremely high propagation delays and high bit errors in deep space communication
networks because of the inefficiency caused by their end-to-end window-based congestion
control mechanisms. In general, the end-to-end congestion control and reliability mecha-
nisms are deemed to suffer from the adverse effects of the above challenges. The conventional
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transport layer approaches with end-to-end congestion control and reliability mechanisms
assume the existence of an end-to-end path from the source to the final destination. Such
assumption may not be totally unreasonable for some IPN Internet paths with very few
hops such as Earth-Mars communication network despite occasional blackout situations.
In fact, a novel end-to-end reliable data transport protocol, TP-Planet presented in Chap-
ter 5, efficiently addresses the above challenges and significantly improve the throughput
performance in Mars exploration communication architecture [6]. However, intermittent
connectivity is one of the main characteristics of the IPN Internet and hence should be con-
sidered as part of any connection rather than an occasional and extreme network condition.
In this case, end-to-end transport layer protocols experience significant network inefficiency
due to frequent retransmissions performed all the way from the source to the destination.
This problem is further amplified in the IPN Backbone Network paths spanning several IPN
hops, which increases the probability of experiencing blackouts in a given connection period.
To address these problems, hop-by-hop bundle transport approach [95] is currently being
developed for the IPN Internet. However, there is no reliable data transport mechanism to
provide hop-by-hop congestion control and reliability functionalities.
In this thesis, a new Integrated Transmission Protocol (ITP) is presented for reliable
data transport in the IPN Internet. ITP is a unified transmission protocol solution for hop-
by-hop congestion control and reliability mechanisms specifically tailored for IPN Internet
paths with intermittent connectivity. The objective of ITP is to address the challenges
and to achieve high performance reliable data transport on deep space links of the IPN
Internet. Exploiting the hop-by-hop nature of the connections, ITP unifies the common
functionalities of the conventional transport and link layers. ITP deploys a new rate-
based hop-by-hop local flow control (LFC) mechanism; which exploits the local resource
availability and traffic information at the receiver in order to provide explicit available
bandwidth feedback to the sender. LFC mechanism decouples congestion decision from
reliability to avoid the erroneous congestion decisions due to high link errors and avoids
the delayed-feedback problem. ITP incorporates the selective-acknowledgment (SACK)
based Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) to assure hop-by-hop local packet-level transport
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reliability. To reduce the effects of blackout conditions on the performance, ITP includes
the Blackout Mitigation (BM) procedure. The optimum packet size is analytically obtained
to further improve the transmission efficiency over deep space links. Bandwidth asymmetry
problem is addressed by the adoption of delayed SACK. Simulation experiments show that
the ITP significantly improves the throughput performance and addresses the challenges
posed by the IPN Internet.
1.4.6 Reliable Event Transport in WSN
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are event based systems that rely on the collective effort
of several microsensor nodes. Reliable event detection at the sink is based on collective
information provided by source nodes and not on any individual report. Although there exist
some solution proposals to address the transport layer problems in wireless sensor networks
in the literature [118], [103], [117], these solutions either follow conventional reliability
approaches involving in reliable transmission of individual data packet or do not provide
reliability at all. While conventional end-to-end reliability definitions and solutions are
inapplicable in the WSN regime and would only lead to a waste of scarce sensor resources,
the absence of reliable transport altogether can seriously impair event detection. Hence,
the WSN paradigm necessitates a collective event-to-sink reliability notion rather than the
traditional end-to-end notion. Reliable transport in WSN has not been studied from this
perspective before.
In this thesis, a new reliable transport scheme for WSN, the event-to-sink reliable trans-
port (ESRT) protocol, is presented. ESRT is a novel transport solution developed to achieve
reliable event detection in WSN with minimum energy expenditure. It includes a conges-
tion control component that serves the dual purpose of achieving reliability and conserving
energy. Importantly, the algorithms of ESRT mainly run on the sink, with minimal function-
ality required at resource constrained sensor nodes. ESRT protocol operation is determined
by the current network state based on the reliability achieved and congestion condition in
the network. If the event-to-sink reliability is lower than required, ESRT adjusts the report-
ing frequency of source nodes aggressively in order to reach the target reliability level as
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soon as possible. If the reliability is higher than required, then ESRT reduces the reporting
frequency conservatively in order to conserve energy while still maintaining reliability. This
self-configuring nature of ESRT makes it robust to random, dynamic topology in WSN. Fur-
thermore, ESRT can also accommodate multiple concurrent event occurrences in a wireless
sensor field. Analytical performance evaluation and simulation results show that ESRT
converges to the desired reliability with minimum energy expenditure, starting from any
initial network state.
1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the analytical rate control (ARC)
protocol developed for real-time multimedia delivery in wired/wireless hybrid networks.
Chapter 3 introduces a new rate control scheme (RCS) is proposed to achieve high through-
put performance and fairness for real-time multimedia traffic over the satellite links with
high bit error rates and high bandwidth-delay products. Chapter 4 presents the unified
adaptive transport layer (ATL) suite and its protocols for both reliable data transport and
real-time multimedia delivery which deploy adaptive congestion control mechanism devel-
oped to address the heterogeneities posed by the NGWI. Chapter 5 describes a new reliable
transport protocol (TP-Planet) for data transport in the InterPlaNetary Internet which
addresses the unique challenges of the InterPlaNetary Internet backbone links and achieve
high rate reliable data transport. The performance evaluation of the existing transport
protocols over deep space communication networks is given in this chapter. Chapter 6
presents the new integrated transmission protocol (ITP) which unifies common transport
and link layer functionalities to achieve efficient hop-by-hop flow control and reliability
over the IPN Backbone Network links with intermittent connectivity. Chapter 7 introduces
the event-to-sink reliable transport (ESRT) protocol which achieves reliable event transport
with minimum energy expenditure and congestion avoidance in the wireless sensor networks.




ANALYTICAL RATE CONTROL IN HYBRID WIRED /
WIRELESS NETWORKS
In this chapter, a new analytical rate control (ARC) protocol for real-time multimedia traffic
over wireless networks is presented. The objective of ARC is to achieve high throughput and
multimedia support for real-time traffic flows while preserving fairness to the TCP sources
sharing the same wired link resources over hybrid wired/wireless paths of the NGWI. The
ARC protocol was first introduced in [3]. The existing related work in the literature is
explored in Section 2.2. The end-to-end path model which constructs the physical layer
abstract for the derivation of rate control equation is established in Section 2.3. In Section
2.4, based on the end-to-end path model, the desired behavior of a TCP source over lossy
links is captured via renewal theory. In Section 2.5, the ARC protocol algorithm and its
operation are introduced. The simulation experiment results and performance evaluation
are discussed in Section 2.6.
2.1 Motivation
Higher sensitivity to time constraints such as delay and jitter, and more tolerance to packet
losses are the characteristics of real-time multimedia traffic. These specifications also consti-
tute the reason why there is no transmission rate control for multimedia applications. This
fact would not lead to a problem, if the quality of service (QoS) oriented and reservation-
based DiffServ [25] or IntServ [123] architectures were used. However, there will always
exist a necessity of a rate control mechanism for real-time flows to avoid unfair resource
sharing among competing sources and congestion collapse. The transmission rate control
can be in co-operation with encoding process. Hence, the real-time multimedia encoder can




The need of rate control for real-time flows in Internet has been subject of many papers in the
literature [18], [32], [88], [87]. However, most of the effort has been put on the rate control
research for wireline networks rather than wireless networks. The common feature of these
proposals is that they follow the conservative rate halving behavior of TCP. This behavior is
inherited from the assumption of reliable and almost error-free communication link presence.
This leads to recognition of a single packet loss as a congestion indication, which may well
not hold in error-prone wireless links. Therefore, TCP-like rate control for wireless networks
leads to unnecessary rate throttle and hence severe performance degradation. One way to
overcome this problem is to distinguish packet losses due to link errors from congestion.
Although there are some proposed methods to achieve this [37], [84], [91], it is not easy
to obtain high accuracy in determination of actual reason for packet loss to take proper
action. In [106], Rate Control Scheme (RCS) has been proposed for real-time traffic in the
networks with high bandwidth-delay products and high bit error rates. RCS significantly
improves the throughput performance while maintaining fairness. However, its dummy
packet based congestion control algorithm is specifically tailored to match the requirements
of the typical satellite links with high propagation delay and may be inefficient for the
wireless environments with low access delay such as WLAN and pico-cells.
In addition to additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) rate control proposals
in the literature, some research has also been performed on equation-based congestion con-
trol [52], [83], [115], [125]. Instead of responding to a single packet loss, equation-based
congestion control uses a control equation to adjust data rate. TCP-Friendly Rate Control
(TFRC) [52] is the most important equation-based congestion control proposal in the lit-
erature. The control equation of TFRC is the TCP response function [83] governing the
steady-state transmission rate of TCP as a function of round-trip time, RTT , and loss event
rate, p. The loss event rate is calculated at the receiver and sent to the sender. The source,
having loss event rate and RTT, can adjust its data rate by using its control equation.
Hence, TFRC achieves fairness and smooth rate change with equation-based congestion
control.
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The equation-based rate control can also be used in wireless networks to address the
requirements of real-time multimedia transport and the characteristics of wireless links.
However, the existing equation-based rate control schemes cannot be directly applied to
the wireless environments. The fundamental reason is that the throughput equation in
[83] models the steady-state TCP behavior over error-free wireline links. This approach is
again based on the assumption that a packet loss is an indication of congestion and hence
is directly related to the actual link resources. For instance, TFRC [52] uses loss event
rate, which is calculated by considering packet loss event observed at receiver. In wireless
scenario, this approach can not distinguish the packet loss reasons and the calculated loss
event rate contains also the packet losses due to wireless link errors. Therefore, it may
result in inaccurate rate determination and hence underutilization of the link resources.
There also exist some studies in the literature that model the TCP behavior over lossy
wireless channels. For instance, a stochastic analytical model of TCP-Reno over lossy links
is presented in [1]. In [72], TCP performance over networks with high bandwidth-delay
products and random loss is analyzed. Nevertheless, the plain TCP behavior over wireless
links is not desirable since TCP itself is not well-suited to lossy links. Therefore, the response
function obtained from the throughput model of TCP over wireless links should not be the
control equation to achieve efficient analytical rate control. The required throughput model
should reflect the desired TCP behavior over lossy links, i.e.,
• TCP source should not throttle data rate in case of packet loss due to wireless link
error,
• It should follow standard TCP rules otherwise.
Hence, what should be modeled is not the actual TCP behavior rather its desired be-
havior over wireless links. The throughput equation obtained out of such model can achieve
throughput efficient and TCP-friendly rate control. Thus, it is necessary to obtain a new
model, whose response function can be used to control the data rate of real-time flows over
wireless links.
In this chapter, in order to address the issues introduced above, the analytical rate
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control (ARC) scheme is presented for real-time multimedia flows over wireless links. Two
key features of the analytical rate control approach construct the departure point:
• It decouples a single packet loss event from triggering rate control process.
• It achieves smooth variance in transmission rate, i.e., support for real-time multimedia
transport.
ARC is an end-to-end connectionless analytical rate control scheme, which produces TCP-
Friendly flows with high throughput over wireless links. It is an equation-based rate control
protocol whose control equation is obtained via modeling TCP behavior over lossy links by
excluding its shortcomings. In order to obtain such equation for rate control over wireless
networks, an end-to-end path model based on two-state Markov Chain known as Gilbert’s
Model [54] is first established. From the established model, the driving equation for the
analytical rate control scheme is derived based on the desired behavior of a TCP source. The
control equation is a function of the state probabilities of the path model and the round-trip
time (RTT). The overall ARC protocol operation consists of two sequential periods, i.e.,
Probe period and Steady period. Since no link information is available in the beginning of
the connection, the analytical rate control cannot be invoked. During this period, the ARC
source calls the Probe() algorithm in order to determine the initial data transmission rate.
At the end of this period, the source goes into steady period calling the Steady() algorithm.
During the steady period, the data transmission rate S is controlled by using (21) as the
required link information becomes available.
2.3 Communication Path Model
The end-to-end communication path is a concatenation of wireless and wired links. Hence,
in order to obtain an accurate throughput model, it is necessary to capture channel behavior
for the overall communication path. In the next subsections, the models for wireless channel
and wired link are setup individually, and then the channel model for the end-to-end path
is established.
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2.3.1 Wireless Channel Model
Existing studies in the literature justify that first-order Markov chain such as two-state
Markov Model provides adequate approximation to error process of Rayleigh fading channel
behavior [129], [121]. Hence, the wireless link part of the end-to-end connection path is
modeled with two-state discrete Markov chain known as Gilbert’s Model [54], [105], [120]
as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Two-state Markov chain for packet loss process model for wireless channel.
Two-state Markov chain can capture the bursty nature of the packet errors in fading
channels. The model has two states as S0 and S1 representing good and bad channel condi-
tions, respectively. When the state is S0, i.e., good state, a packet is transmitted successfully.
The transmission fails if the channel is in bad state, i.e., S1. Success or failure of the trans-
mission only depends on the current state. p and r are the state transition probabilities.
The transition between two states occurs at each packet instant. For P (S0) + P (S1) = 1








The state transition probabilities depend on error characteristics of the physical layer.
The transition probabilities can be calculated from the channel characteristics such as packet
error rate (PER). The packet error rate (PER) of the wireless link is equal to the state
probability P (S1) and depends on the transition probabilities [14]. Similarly, the probability
of successful delivery of the packets over the wireless channel is, therefore, equal to the state
probability P (S0).
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2.3.2 Wired Link Model
Recent works on the measurements of unicast and multicast packet loss in the Internet have
shown that the error process in the Internet can also be modeled with two-state Markov
Chain [13], [27]. The state diagram with two states representing good and bad conditions,
I0 and I1, is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Two-state Markov chain for packet loss process model for wired link.
Here, the bad wired link condition represents congestion situations. Hence, a packet is
lost due to congestion, when the state is I1. Packet is transmitted successfully otherwise. q
and s are the state transition probabilities. For P (I0) + P (I1) = 1 being steady-state state








As in the wireless channel model, the packet loss rate due to congestion is equal to the
state probability P (I1); and the probability of successful transmission over the wired link
is, therefore, equal to the state probability P (I0).
2.3.3 End-to-End Path Model
Since the communication path consists of both wireless and wired parts, the model for the
end-to-end path should capture behaviors of both portions of the path. Having individual
packet error process models, the overall path model can be constructed as a concatenation of
two models established in previous subsections. The resultant four-state chain representing

















Figure 7: Four-state Markov chain for packet loss in the end-to-end path including wireless
and wired links.
In this model, a transition occurs between good (S0I0) and three bad states correspond-
ing to bad wireless channel condition (S1I0), bad wired link condition (S0I1), and both
(S1I1). S1I0 and S0I1 states represent only wireless link error and congestion conditions,
respectively. When the state is S0I0, packet transmission is successful. Transmission fails
if the state is in one of the bad states. Success or failure of the packet transmission solely
depends on the current state. For P (S0I0) + P (S1I0) + P (S0I1) + P (S1I1) = 1 being
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In the four-state Markov chain shown in Figure 7 representing the packet loss process
for the end-to-end path, the total probability of packet loss, π, can be calculated by
π = 1− P (S0I0)
= P (S0I1) + P (S1I0) + P (S1I1) (4)
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where P (S0I1) is the probability that wireless link is error-free and congestion exists;
P (S1I0) is the probability that wireless link is error-prone and no congestion exists; and
P (S1I1) is the probability that wireless link is error-prone and congestion exists. Since
the total packet loss probability is the sum of the probability that packet loss is due to
congestion and the probability that packet loss is due to wireless error; by rearranging (4),
π can also be expressed as
π = 1− [1− P (S1)] [1− P (I1)] (5)
where P (S1) and P (I1) can be calculated by
P (S1) = P (S1I0) + P (S1I1) (6)
P (I1) = P (S0I1) + P (S1I1) (7)
Recall that P (S1) is the probability of being in the bad wireless channel state. On the
other hand, the estimation of the state probability of P (S1) is a challenging task and there
exists studies in the literature on the accurate estimation of the communication channel
state probabilities and the packet loss classification techniques [74], [89]. For this reason,
ARC protocol operation does not involve in direct estimation of P (S1) rather it uses the
measured packet loss rate due to wireless link at the link layer as an approximate to the
state probability of the bad wireless channel. The details of the ARC protocol operation
are presented in Section 2.5.
Note that the packet loss rate at the wireless link and π are both measurable quanti-
ties. Therefore, instead of calculating transition probabilities, i.e., p, r, q, and s, the state
probabilities of the end-to-end path model are used in developing the analytical rate control
scheme as presented in Section 2.4.
2.4 Model For Desired TCP Behavior Over Wireless Links
Having established the model for the end-to-end communication path, the next step for
the analytical rate control protocol is to derive the governing equation. The throughput
equations used by the existing equation-based congestion control algorithms are based on
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the TCP behavior over reliable wired links [52], [83]. Therefore, they are not directly
applicable to the wireless environments, since the TCP has poor performance in the error-
prone wireless links. Thus, a new model which does not represent the classical TCP behavior
over wireless links needs to be obtained. The new model should, instead, capture the steady-
state TCP behavior by excluding its drawbacks over lossy links. Therefore, the throughput
model should also be consistent with the underlying channel model obtained for end-to-end
path in the previous section.
Using the model that captures the actual TCP behavior over wireless links is not also
appropriate for this purpose. The models for the TCP behavior over lossy links do exist
in literature [1], [72] and provide us with a better understanding of TCP’s shortcomings.
However, the use of these models to obtain a response function for equation-based rate
control leads to experience the same throughput degradation with the TCP over wireless
links. Therefore, a model for the desired TCP behavior over lossy links which excludes its
drawbacks needs to be obtained.
Most of the studies for TCP over wireless links aim to avoid TCP throughput degrada-
tion due to unnecessary rate decrease in case of link error losses by two major approaches.
They either try to hide wireless link losses from TCP source, or try to distinguish the loss
reason and then act accordingly [17]. The former approach requires split, or indirect solu-
tions most of which are not scalable and do not obey end-to-end semantics of congestion
control. The latter method needs very accurate and fast way of distinguishing loss reason.
What is common in these studies is that all aim to make TCP source behave in a desired
way so that TCP source over lossy link should
• perform no rate change due to wireless link error packet loss,
• decrease rate when packet loss due to congestion occurs.
Therefore, a throughput model for such desired TCP behavior on top of the developed
end-to-end path model is obtained. The resulting equation will then be used as the data
rate controller for real-time multimedia traffic sources in the wireless networks. Note also
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that such rate control policy is suitable for the real-time multimedia flows which are loss-
tolerant to a certain extent and have strict time constraints. Since the reliable transmission
is of second importance due to the loss-tolerant nature of the real-time multimedia flows;
it is better to keep transmitting time-sensitive packets with a controlled rate using a rate
control protocol instead of backing off in case of wireless link errors.
Assuming that application always has data to send, TCP flow starting at t = 0 transmits
X(t) packets and achieves T (t) = X(t)/t throughput in t time period. Therefore, the






where X(t) is the expectation of the total number of packets transmitted in [0, t] for t→∞.
The time-dependency of the congestion window size, W , is shown in Figure 8, where
the packet loss events are due to either congestion loss (CL) or wireless link error (WL).
Time-out events are not considered in this model. For packet loss rates up to 0.1, the model
including only the triple-duplicate events is shown to be quite adequate approximation to
the actual behavior in [83]. Furthermore, the goal is to capture desired source behavior over
established path model and use its response function as a driving equation for rate control,
rather than to obtain most accurate analytical model for TCP source behavior over reliable
links as in [83]. As it is in Figure 8, there is no rate decrease at WL event arrivals but there
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Figure 8: Steady state desired behavior of a TCP source in wireless link.
Each loss-free period, i.e., loss cycle LCi, starts and ends with CL event arrival. Wi is
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the congestion window size at the beginning of each loss cycle just before the rate halving
occurs. For the total number of packets transmittedXi in the duration ofDi, the throughput
achieved during LCi is Ti = Xi/Di. For each LCi ending with Xi number of packets sent,
the evolution of congestion window Wi can be assumed to be Markov Regenerative Process






where X and D are the expectations needed to obtain for Xi and Di, respectively.






Ni is the number of RTTs in one loss cycle period. Thus, for Ni−1 is the RTT index in
which the next congestion loss event occurs, Wi+1 is the congestion window at the end of
the ith loss cycle and is equal to Wi/2 +Ni. Hence, the expectation of i.i.d random variable
W denoting congestion window size in LCi can be expressed as
W = 2N (11)



















Consequently, for mutually independent random variables of Ni and Wi, the mean of




(3N − 1)N (13)
In a loss cycle LCi, ni packets are transmitted before the congestion loss occurs. Since
a packet loss is detected in one RTT period, Wi[Ni − 1] more packets are sent after the
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packet loss due to congestion occurs. Therefore, the total number of packet transmitted in
LCi can also be expressed as
Xi = ni +Wi[Ni − 1] (14)
The random variable denoting the number of packets transmitted ni is geometrically
distributed with the unconditional probability of packet loss due to congestion P (I1). Hence,
the probability that n packets are transmitted (including the lost one) is
P [ni = n] = (1− P (I1))n−1P (I1) (15)
Let π be the total packet loss probability and ω be the probability of packet loss due
to wireless link errors. Recall that ω = P (S1). Hence, it follows from (4), (5), (6), and (7)
that P (I1) can be calculated as
P (I1) =
π − ω
1− ω , (16)
where π is the total packet loss probability, and ω is the probability of packet loss due to
wireless link errors.
Hence, ni gives the number of packets transmitted until a packet loss occurs by conges-
tion which leads to rate throttle, rather than the wireless link error. Therefore, the mean
of the total number of packets transmitted Xi can also be expressed as
X = n+W , (17)




kP [ni = k]
=
1− ω
π − ω (18)
From (11), (13), (17) and (18), the expectation of RTT count in a loss cycle, i.e., N , can















The duration of a loss cycle LCi is Di = Ni ·RTT . Therefore, its expectation is calculated
as
D = N ·RTT (20)
Thus, it follows from (13), (19) and (20) that the asymptotic throughput for the desired
source behavior as a function of RTT and the state transition probabilities of the end-to-end













Note that the obtained throughput equation depends on state probabilities of the end-
to-end path model developed in the Section 2.3. The throughput value as an output of (21)
varies with RTT , π, and ω. The equation (21) gives the steady-state throughput that could
be achieved if the TCP source would behave as desired. Hence, (21) is used as the driving
equation for the analytical rate control operation of the ARC protocol.
2.5 ARC: The Analytical Rate Control Scheme
ARC is an end-to-end analytical rate control protocol that uses the throughput equation
(21) developed in Section 2.4. The objective of ARC is to perform rate control for real-time
traffic over wireless links in order to produce TCP-friendly traffic flows while maintaining
high throughput performance. Its equation-based approach provides basis for multimedia
traffic support in terms of time-constraint such as delay and/or jitter bounds.
ARC can run on top of RTP/RTCP [94] and UDP as shown in Figure 9 to provide
real-time streaming support. ARC is not an ARQ protocol and the source does not perform
retransmission due to tighter time constraints of the multimedia flows. While the rate
control is mainly performed by the source, the receiver sends back an acknowledgment
(ACK) for any received packet. If the RTP/RTCP is implemented, then these ACKs can
be the receiver reports (RR) that includes the reception quality statistics such as the number
of packets received, RTP timestamp, fraction lost, and cumulative number of packets lost.















Figure 9: ARC protocol structure.
the RTP receiver reports [94]. If RTP/RTCP is not used for any reason, then data ACKs
would be sufficient to acquire π and RTT .
The overall ARC protocol operation consists of two sequential periods, i.e., Probe period
and Steady period. In the beginning of the connection, the information about the total
packet loss rate π and the probability of packet loss due to wireless link errors ω are not
available at the source. Hence, the data transmission rate, S, cannot be controlled by using
(21) until the required information is obtained. During this period, the ARC source calls
the Probe() algorithm in order to determine the initial data transmission rate. The probe
period lasts 2 ·RTT . At the end of this period, the data transmission rate S is set to initial
data rate SInit and the source goes into the steady period calling the Steady() algorithm.
The details of the algorithm is presented in Section 2.5.1.
During the steady period, the data transmission rate S is controlled by using (21) as
the required link information becomes available. At each loss event arrival, the required
link information, i.e., π, ω, and RTT are obtained and the data transmission rate S is set
by using (21). The details of the algorithm is presented in Section 2.5.2.
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2.5.1 Probe Period
The ARC source starts a new connection by calling the Probe() algorithm in the probe
period, which lasts 2·RTT . In [106], low priority dummy packets are used to obtain available
resource information at the beginning of the connection. Similarly, ARC source transmits
only one data packet at first and then low priority probe packets in the first RTT with the
target transmission rate, STarget. Note that the target data rate STarget could also be set
by the application to achieve highest quality real-time streaming.
The low priority probe packets can be distinguished by one of the eight bits of the IP type
of service (TOS) field in the IP header. While there exists considerable amount of ongoing
research on the available bandwidth estimation techniques [67], ARC protocol performs
link probing only in the initial phase of the connection using low priority probe packets.
Currently, most of the commercial routers already have the priority-queuing capability
based on the TOS field of the IP packet header [36]. While some routers in the Internet do
not currently apply any priority policy, in the near future, the next generation Internet will
support quality of service through the Differentiated Service Model (DiffServ) [25], which
requires all routers to support multiple service classes with different service priorities and
drop precedences. However, note that ARC does not specifically assume or require DiffServ
architecture, rather a simple priority-queuing mechanism with two priority levels suffices
for the probe packet mechanism.
The steps of the Probe() algorithm is shown in Figure 10. For the ARC connection
starting at t = 0, the ARC source sends probe packets at rate STarget during 0 ≤ t ≤
RTT . If there is a congestion, low priority probe packets are discarded first by the priority
policy deploying routers. Otherwise, they are ACKed back to the sender yielding the initial
resource availability information on the path. The ARC source counts the number of ACKs,
nAck, received for the transmitted probe packets during RTT ≤ t ≤ 2 ·RTT . Consequently,









While (t ≤ RTT )
Send PROBE PACKET with STarget;
end;
If (t ≥ 2 ·RTT ) then
Obtain nAck;





















Figure 10: The Probe() and Steady() algorithms.
2.5.2 Steady Period
The ARC source continues a connection by calling Steady() algorithm at t = 2·RTT . After
the probe period, the steady-state operation of the ARC rate control depends on (21), and
hence the total packet loss probability, π, the probability of packet loss due to wireless link
ω, and RTT .
During this period, the ARC source uses (21) to control the data transmission rate S.
To utilize (21) for this goal, the ARC source continuously obtains the packet loss rate π
from RTP receiver reports (or it measures π within sliding time window of τ using ACKs,
if RTP/RTCP is not available). RTT can be obtained from RTP/RTCP sublayer at the
sender, or from the ACK packets. The probability of packet loss due to wireless link ω
is assumed to be obtained from the lower layers, i.e., the underlying MAC layer, which
already has this information, or analytically from information available at the physical
layer of the mobile node [130], [34]. Note that ω includes all wireless link related packet
losses encountered by the underlying MAC layer due to bit errors, fading, and signal loss
due to handoff or blackout. At each loss event arrival, the required variables π, ω, and





























Figure 11: Throughput performance of ARC, RCS and TFRC for varying packet loss
probability PLoss.
where the sender is not mobile station, the information regarding to the wireless portion of
the end-to-end path, i.e., the probability of packet loss due to wireless link, ω, should be
informed to the sender.
The overall operation of the Steady() algorithm of ARC rate control scheme is shown
in Figure 10. During the steady period, at each loss event (LOSS EVENT) the source obtains
the required link information, i.e., π, ω, and RTT . Having all the required information, the













As a result, the connection starts with the probe period and then continues with the
steady period. The rate control during the steady period is performed by the rate control
function (23). At each loss event, the new π, ω, and RTT are obtained and then the rate
control (23) is invoked.
On the other hand, ARC rate control protocol can be in co-operation with an adaptive
media encoding process. The adaptive encoder can be provided with the available band-
width S(t) estimated by the ARC as shown in Figure 9. Hence, the real-time multimedia
encoder can then adapt its encoding rate R(t) according to the controlled fair share of
the network resources. By this way, the quality of the encoded multimedia can vary ho-
































The ARC is a rate control scheme for real-time traffic over wireless links. It is intended to
achieve high throughput and multimedia support for real-time traffic flows while preserving
fairness to the TCP sources sharing the same wired link resources. Hence, in order to
investigate the performance of the ARC, extensive simulation experiments are conducted.
ARC performance is investigated in terms of the throughput, goodput, fairness, and real-
time multimedia support.
2.6.1 Throughput Performance
The topology given in Figure 13 is simulated, where N ARC sources are connected to the
IP backbone via wireless access points. The corresponding N receivers are assumed to be
fixed terminals in the network. For the simulation purposes, N = 10 and the capacity of
all links are set to C = 1000 packets/sec.
The throughput achieved by ARC, RCS (Rate Control Scheme) [106] and TFRC (TCP-
Friendly Rate Control) [52] sources are observed for varying packet loss probability PLoss.
The preliminary version of the RCS protocol [106] is chosen for performance comparison,
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Figure 13: Simulation scenario for throughput performance evaluation.
congestion control protocol which uses TCP response function as its control equation, ARC
performance is also compared to TFRC. The connections passing through wireless channel
are assumed to experience packet losses due to link errors with probability PLoss.
In Figure 11, the throughput of the ARC, RCS [106] and TFRC [52] protocols are shown
for different PLoss values. Here, for low PLoss values the same throughput is achieved by all
(ARC, RCS and TFRC) protocols. However, for increasing PLoss values, the throughput
starts to decrease as expected but with different slopes. For example, for PLoss = 10
−2, ARC
improves throughput over TFRC and RCS by approximately 93% and 45%, respectively.
The goodput achieved by the ARC, RCS, and TFRC are also shown for different PLoss
values in Figure 12. A similar pattern with throughput is observed in this scenario. For
PLoss = 10
−2, ARC achieves goodput higher than TFRC and RCS by approximately 92%
and 44%, respectively.
Note also that the difference between the goodput and the throughput achieved by the
ARC sources increases as the wireless channel conditions get worse. In the worst case,
all packets transmitted by the source can get lost in the wireless link for a certain period
of time. Most of the media encoding techniques, on the other hand, are predictive and
hence based on the previously encoded portion of the multimedia stream. Therefore, the
encoding process can continue due to real-time constraints of the multimedia source even
in the presence of excessive wireless link errors. However, advanced adaptive multimedia
encoders that can adjust the encoding process according to the wireless channel conditions























Figure 14: Fairness among the ARC protocol sources: Data received at each ARC sink


























Figure 15: Simulation scenario for heterogeneous fairness evaluation.
encoding and hence transmission over the wireless links [119]. However, recall that ARC is
a transport layer rate control protocol, which adjusts the data transmission rate such that
the real-time multimedia flows use fair share of the link resources. Hence, the details of the
efficient adaptive multimedia encoding based on the wireless channel state are left beyond
the scope of this work.
2.6.2 Fairness
For the fairness performance of ARC protocol, two different scenarios, i.e., homogeneous
and heterogeneous fairness, are considered. For the homogeneous case, the fairness among
ARC flows in sharing bottleneck is observed. For heterogeneous case, the fairness of ARC
protocol is explored, where ARC sources share the bottleneck link with wired TCP sources.
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1. Homogeneous scenario: In this case, the same topology shown in Figure 13 is
simulated with N = 10 and link capacity C = 1000 packets/sec. Here, all of the
senders deploy the ARC rate control scheme and share the same bottleneck. In Figure
14, the data received at each ARC sink is shown as a function of time t. It is observed
from Figure 14 that all sinks receive almost the same amount of data at any point in
time during the simulation period. Therefore, it is concluded that the ARC sources
are all given a fair share of the network resources.
2. Heterogeneous scenario: In this case, the topology shown in Figure 15 is simu-
lated, where N = 10 ARC connections and N = 10 TCP-NewReno [51] connections
share the same bottleneck with capacity C = 1000 packets/sec. Here, ARC sources
are connected to the bottleneck via wireless channel (dashed lines in Figure 15) expe-
riencing PLoss = 10
−3 due to wireless link errors. TCP sources are connected to the
bottleneck via wired links (solid lines in Figure 15), hence they do not experience any
wireless link errors. The reason for simulating such topology is basically to observe the
fairness performance of ARC to the wired TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck
link.
Let Φ be the fairness between the ARC and TCP sources, where Φ is the ratio of the





Therefore, if Φ(t) ≈ 1, then ARC and TCP sources are given a fair share of bottleneck.
In Figure 16(a) and 16(b), the average data received by the ARC and TCP receivers
and their ratio Φ(t) as a function of time are shown, respectively. As shown in Figure
16(a), the wired TCP sources are always given a higher share of the bottleneck than
the ARC sources. In Figure 16(b), Φ(t) < 1 for all t < 0 which concludes that ARC
preserves fairness to the wired TCP sources sharing the same wired link resources
while significantly enhancing network utilization efficiency.
The simulation experiments are also performed using the same simulation environment


























































Figure 16: Fairness to wired TCP sources: (a) Average data received at each ARC and
TCP-NewReno sink (b) ratio of the received data with respect to time. Fairness to wireless
TCP sources: (c) ratio of the received data with respect to time for the cases where TCP
sources also traverse wireless links.
as ARC sources. The objective of this set of simulation experiments is to observe
how ARC sources maintain fairness after temporary wireless link errors are over, and
consequently, how TCP sources recover from unnecessary rate decrease and start to
obtain the fair share of the link resources.
Here, wireless link errors are introduced with PLoss = 10
−3 at t = 25 s for a duration
of 20 seconds. As it is observed in Figure 16(c), TCP sources have higher share of the
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bottleneck until the wireless link errors are introduced. After t = 25 s, ARC sources
start to obtain higher link resources. During 25 s < t < 45 s, ARC sources utilize
higher bandwidth than TCP sources. This is because TCP sources unnecessarily
perform rate decrease due to misinterpretation of packet losses due to wireless link
errors as congestion losses as discussed in Section 2.4. Note that effective loss-labeling
schemes such as in [21] can improve the TCP performance in wireless networks by
enabling TCP sources to more accurately identify packet loss reasons. By this way,
the transient unfairness of ARC sources to TCP sources observed in Figure 16(c) due
to the inherent shortcomings of TCP can be further minimized.
However, as shown in Figure 16(c), as the wireless link errors are over, the link share
of the ARC sources decreases. This is because TCP sources start to recover from the
erroneous rate decrease they performed in case of wireless link errors. As shown in
Figure 16(c), after t = 50 seconds, Φ < 1. Therefore, ARC sources can maintain the
fairness after the wireless link errors are over and hence TCP sources can recover their
fair share while competing with ARC sources for the same bottleneck resources.
2.6.3 Multimedia Support
In order to investigate ARC performance in terms of multimedia time-constraints, the rate
change pattern and delay variation, i.e., jitter, are observed One of the most important
properties of equation-based rate control is its smoothly changing data transmission rate.
The transmission rates of ARC, RCS (Rate Control Scheme) [106], TFRC (TCP-Friendly
Rate Control) [52] and TCP-NewReno [51] sources are shown in Figure 18 as a function of
time.
In this scenario, simulation experiments with ARC, RCS, TFRC and TCP-NewReno
sources are performed using the same simulation scenario given in Figure 13. In the experi-
ments, the sources are in wireless domain experiencing packet loss probability PLoss = 10
−2.
As shown in Figure 18, the most frequent rate change is experienced by the mobile TCP-
NewReno Source. This is because the mobile TCP source interprets every packet loss as




















































Figure 17: Jitter experienced by each packet sent by (a) ARC, (b) RCS, (c) TFRC, and
(d) TCP-NewReno sources.
very smooth rate change, however, it also cannot distinguish wireless link error losses than
congestion losses. Therefore, TFRC also experiences unnecessary rate decrease during con-
nection time. Since RCS follows the conservative TCP rule, i.e., rate halving at packet loss,
and then tries to recover from this rate change by using dummy packets [106], RCS source
also experiences more frequent rate change compared to ARC source as shown in Figure 18.
The jitter experienced by ARC, RCS [106], TFRC [52] and TCP-NewReno [51] flows are
also investigated. The jitter experienced by each packet transmitted by the ARC, TFRC
and TCP sources are shown in Figure 17(a), 17(b), 17(c), and 17(d), respectively. In Figure
17(d), it is observed that the packets sent by the TCP source always experience much higher
jitter than the packets sent by TFRC, RCS, and ARC. This is because TCP performs rate
throttle at each packet loss hence resulting in high delay variation. RCS [106] also performs
rate halving at each packet loss; however, since it recovers from unnecessary rate halving


























Figure 18: Transmission rate variation of ARC, RCS, TFRC, and mobile TCP-NewReno
sources with time.
suffers from the wireless link errors hence makes unnecessary rate changes. As observed
in Figure 17(a), 17(b), 17(c), the jitter experienced by ARC, RCS and TFRC packets is
mostly around 5, 10 and 25 ms, respectively. Thus, ARC outperforms RCS, TFRC and
TCP in terms of jitter-bounds of the real-time multimedia transmission over wireless links.
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CHAPTER III
RATE CONTROL SCHEME FOR IP NETWORKS WITH
LOSSY LINKS AND LONG ROUND TRIP TIMES
In this chapter, a new Rate Control Scheme (RCS) is introduced for real-time interactive
applications in networks with high bandwidth-delay products and high bit error rates. The
RCS protocol was first introduced in [106] and then revised and significantly enhanced in [4]
to address the temporal signal loss conditions and real-time considerations of the adaptive
multimedia applications. In Section 3.2, the current related work in the literature is exten-
sively explored. In Section 3.3, RCS protocol algorithms are introduced. In Section 3.4,
RCS operation details and behavior under different network conditions are explored: first,
when a packet loss occurs due to link errors; second, when a packet loss occurs due to net-
work congestion; third, when a packet loss occurs due to temporary signal loss. Simulation
experiment results are presented in Section 3.5.
3.1 Motivation
As discussed in Section 2.1, real-time applications have strict requirements on end-to-end
delay. In a shared network, such as the Internet, all traffic flows are expected to be good
network citizens or TCP friendly [88], i.e.,
• Rule 1: Their transmission rate can increase as long as the network is not congested,
and
• Rule 2: Their transmission rate must decrease immediately when the network is con-
gested.
Next generation IP-routers will penalize traffic flows not compliant with these rules [48].
In case of real-time streams, transmission rate, S, can be adjusted by adapting the
quality of transmitted stream based on the available bandwidth if, for example, layered
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encoding is used and the source transmits the maximum number of layers that can fit in S
[88]; or the encoding parameters are changed so that the output traffic rate is not higher
than S. Consequently, the quality of transmitted streams adapts to network condition.
In recent years, much research has been conducted to develop rate control protocols for
real-time multimedia applications in the terrestrial wireline networks [18], [26], [32], [52],
[63], [69], [87], [88], [100]. The common objective of these proposed solutions is to enable
the real-time multimedia applications to respond to the network congestion by controlling
their bandwidth share such that the link resources are fairly shared. However, the major
drawback of these solutions is that they are developed for wired links which are assumed
to have negligible errors and hence these solutions cannot be directly applied to the links
with high bit error rates and high bandwidth-delay products.
Packet losses are the only congestion sign in the current Internet. Accordingly, all the
existing rate control schemes proposed for wireline networks decrease their transmission
rates when a packet loss is detected. However, some links, such as wireless and satellite
links, are characterized by high link error rates and thus, packet loss can occur due to link
errors with probability even higher than 10−2 [20]. If the source decreases its transmission
rate when a packet loss occurs due to link errors, then the network efficiency decreases
drastically [72, 85], i.e., it can be lower than 20%. This problem is amplified by the long
delays involved in most Internet communications. For example, Table 1 shows the round
trip time, RTT , values measured when the mail server of the University of Catania (Italy)
is connected to the WEB servers of other universities. Moreover, even higher RTT values
have been observed in Wireless Wide Area Networks (WWAN). A typical round-trip time
(RTT) varies between few hundred milliseconds and seconds in cellular WWAN links due
to the extensive physical layer processing, e.g., forward error correction (FEC), interleaving
and transmission delays [60]. The access delay is much higher in satellite links, which have
high propagation delay up to 270 ms [10].
Delay can also be high because of the high hop distance between the two end systems.
In fact, each hop causes a new queuing and processing delay. In Figure 19 the current hop
distance probability distribution is shown [79]. The current average hop distance is about
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Table 1: RTT values for long distance connections.
University Country RTT
Georgia Tech USA 200 msec
University of Campinas Brasil 420 msec
Korea University Korea 430 msec
Beijing University China 800 msec
16 and is expected to increase in the future [79].
Consequently, despite the existence of many proposed rate control schemes for real-
time multimedia flows in the terrestrial wireline networks, there still exists a need for a
new rate control scheme that can address the adverse effects of the high bit error rates
and high bandwidth-delay products. In order to address this need, in this chapter, a Rate
Control Scheme (RCS) is proposed for real-time traffic in networks with high bandwidth-
delay products and high bit error rates.
RCS is an end-to-end rate control scheme which produces TCP-friendly traffic flows for
real-time interactive applications as well as real-time multimedia streaming and improves
throughput performance in networks with high bandwidth-delay products and high bit error
rates. The entire RCS protocol operation consists of four main algorithms. The connection
starts by calling the Initial algorithm which is specifically tailored to capture the link re-
sources in a fast and controlled manner in the links with high bandwidth-delay products.
This is achieved by probing the availability of the network resources in the connection path
by using low priority dummy packets. In fact, RCS is based on the idea of using low priority
packets called dummy packets [10]. This approach requires all the routers in the connection
path to apply some priority policy. If a router on the connection path is congested, then it
discards low priority dummy packets first. If the routers are not congested, then dummy
packets can reach the destination which then sends ACKs back. When the source receives
an ACK for a dummy packet, this is the evidence that there are still unused resources in
the network. Hence, RCS source exploits this information to set its transmission rate in
the Initial State accordingly. After the initial data transmission rate is set by the Initial
State algorithm, RCS source executes Steady algorithm which performs Additive-Increase
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Figure 19: Hop Distance Distribution.
Multiplicative-Decrease (AIMD) rate control. In case of a packet loss, RCS source calls De-
tected algorithm which is developed to differentiate packet losses due to congestion and link
errors by accurately capturing the actual link resources using dummy packets. In this algo-
rithm, the data rate is first halved following conservative TCP behavior for TCP-friendliness
purposes. Based on the ACKs received for the transmitted dummy packets, the source can
distinguish congestion and link error related packet losses and hence recover from the rate
throttle in case of link errors. Furthermore, in order to address the possible temporal signal
loss conditions, RCS incorporates Backoff algorithm into its protocol operation. Simulation
experiments show that RCS achieves high throughput performance without penalizing TCP
connections in networks with high bandwidth-delay products and high bit error rates.
3.2 Related Work
The need of rate control for multimedia flows in the Internet has been subject of much
research in the past. Three approaches for rate control of real-time traffic in the Internet
can be distinguished:
1. TCP-like protocols: Rate control is performed as in TCP. Packet losses are interpreted
as the clue for network congestion and the transmission rate is halved accordingly.
2. Equation based protocols: Statistics on the round trip time and packet loss probability
are utilized to estimate the available bandwidth in the network. The source sets its
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transmission rate accordingly.
3. Explicit bandwidth notification-based protocols: The network elements evaluate the
available bandwidth which is notified to the traffic source. The transmission rate is
set accordingly.
TCP-like protocols [18], [32], [63], [87], [88], [100] follow AIMD data rate control. In
[63], a congestion control scheme, which follows TCP behavior without retransmissions, is
proposed for real-time multimedia streams in the terrestrial Internet. The Streaming Control
Protocol (SCP) [32] is a modified version of TCP [64] that performs TCP-Vegas-like rate
adjustment. LDA [100] performs flow control for real-time streams by using mechanisms
very similar to those of TCP [64]. RAP [88] is an AIMD rate control protocol proposed
for unicast playback real-time streams. It additively increases the data rate periodically
as long as there is no congestion, and halves its data rate when a packet loss is detected
with its ACK-based loss detection mechanism. All of these solutions have been developed
for rate control in terrestrial wired networks where link errors are negligible. Therefore, in
case of packet losses due to link errors they follow the conservative rate halving behavior
of TCP, which assumes reliable and almost error-free communication link presence. This is
unnecessary and causes severe performance degradation. Furthermore, the recovery from
such unnecessary transmission rate decreases takes a time period proportional to the RTT.
Hence, the above problem is amplified in case of long propagation delays.
Considerable amount of research has been devoted to equation-based congestion control
in recent years [26], [52], [125]. Instead of responding to a single packet loss, equation-
based congestion control uses a control equation to adjust the transmission rate. As an
example, TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) [52] is one of the most important equation-
based congestion control proposals in the literature. The control equation of TFRC is
the TCP response function [83] governing the steady-state transmission rate of TCP as a
function of round-trip time, RTT , and loss event rate, p. However, the existing equation-
based rate control schemes cannot be applied to the links with high bit error and high
propagation delays. The fundamental reason is that the throughput equation in [83] models
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the steady-state TCP behavior over error-free wireline links. This approach is again based
on the assumption that packet loss is an indication of congestion and hence is directly related
to the actual link resources. Therefore, it may result in inaccurate rate estimation and hence
underutilization of the link resources. Furthermore, the TCP throughput equation in [83]
is inversely proportional to the RTT. As a result, the performance of equation-based rate
control schemes severely degrades when links with high propagation delay are involved in
the end-to-end communication.
Finally, schemes have been proposed which are based on explicit notifications by the net-
work elements. As an example, in [69] an adaptive congestion control scheme for real-time
video transport is presented where the video source periodically receives explicit feedback
from the network about the amount of buffer and the service rate the source can obtain.
Based on this information, the video source controls the transmission rate by adjusting the
quantization factor (Q) of the video encoder. These schemes require each router to con-
tinuously perform per flow buffer and bandwidth monitoring and to send explicit feedback.
Furthermore, this method also does not consider link errors which may avoid the arrival of
the required explicit feedback and lead to erroneous transmission rate estimation.
3.3 RCS: Rate Control Scheme
3.3.1 Protocol Overview
RCS is an end-to-end rate control scheme which uses AIMD [35] congestion control ap-
proach, in order to produce TCP-friendly traffic flows while maintaining high throughput
performance in networks with high bandwidth-delay products and high bit error rates.
RCS runs on top of RTP/RTCP [94] and UDP and is mainly implemented at the source
but also needs some functions at the destination. In fact, at the destination RCS layer
sends back an acknowledgement (ACK) for any received packet, as suggested also in [88].
Note that these ACKs are used only for flow control as will be explained in the following.
No retransmissions are performed. At the destination, RCS layer passes the received data
packet to the decoder.
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RCS protocol consists of four main algorithms specifically tailored to address the real-
time multimedia transport in the networks with high bit error rates and high bandwidth-
delay products.
The time needed to reach a certain data transmission rate in the beginning of the
connection is proportional to the RTT of the end-to-end path. For this reason, it is well
known that link resources in the connection path may not be utilized for a long period in
the links with high propagation delay such as satellite links [10]. In order to effectively
handle the adverse effects of the high propagation delay, RCS contains Initial algorithm
which is specifically tailored to capture the link resources in a fast and controlled manner
in the links with high bandwidth-delay products. The details of the Initial State behavior
are explained in Section 3.3.3.
The link probing technique exploited in the Initial State is based on the usage of low
priority dummy packets [10]. This approach requires all the routers in the connection path to
apply some priority policy. If a router on the connection path is congested, then it discards
low priority dummy packets first. If the routers are not congested, then dummy packets
can reach the destination which then sends ACKs back revealing the existence of unused
resources in the network. RCS uses low priority dummy packets in order to minimize the
effect of probing traffic on the throughput of the actual data flows. The low priority dummy
packets concept is explained in detail in Section 3.3.2
After the initial data transmission rate is set by the Initial State procedure, RCS source
executes Steady algorithm which performs additive-increase rate control. In order to address
the challenges due to high bit error rates, RCS source calls Detected algorithm in case of a
packet loss. Since the cause of the packet loss is unknown to the source at the beginning,
RCS decreases the data rate to preserve TCP-friendly behavior. Hence, in the Detected
State, RCS source halves the data rate and starts transmitting dummy packets. Depending
on the ACKs received for the dummy packets, the source can recover from the rate throttle
in case of link errors. The details of the Steady and Detected algorithm operations are


































Figure 20: Finite State Machine Model of the RCS Source.
Furthermore, in order to address the possible temporal signal loss conditions, RCS in-
corporates Backoff algorithm into its protocol operation. The objective of the Backoff
algorithm is to capture the link loss condition and hence minimize the performance degra-
dation by avoiding unnecessary rate throttles. The Backoff algorithm operation is discussed
in Section 3.3.6.
3.3.2 Dummy Packets
RCS is based on the use of dummy packets. Dummy packets are low priority packets
used by the source to probe the availability of network resources [10]. If a router on the
connection path is congested, then it discards the IP packets carrying dummy packets
first. Consequently, the transmission of dummy packets does not cause a decrease in the
throughput of actual data packets. If the routers are not congested, then the dummy
packets can reach the destination which sends the related acknowledgments. The ACKs for
dummy packets are also carried by the low priority IP packets. The source interprets the
ACKs for dummy packets as the evidence that there are unused resources in the network
and accordingly, can increase its transmission rate. Note that dummy packets may produce
some overhead, but it is demonstrated in Section 3.5 that they use resources which otherwise
would be unutilized.
The new scheme requires all routers in the connection path support some priority dis-
cipline. In fact, RCS injects dummy packets into the network regardless of the current
traffic load. As a consequence, dummy packets may congest routers and affect data packet
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throughput if a router on the connection path does not apply any priority policy. Note that
in traditional IP [86] networks the IP type of service (TOS) can be used for this purpose.
In fact, one of the eight bits of the TOS field in the IP header gives the priority level of the
IP packet [86]. Instead, more recent IP versions, e.g., IPv6 [41], explicitly provide several
priority levels. Therefore, since both dummy packets and their ACKs are encapsulated by
low priority IP packets, RCS source and the receiver can distinguish both dummy packets
and the ACKs for dummy packets from the normal data packets via TOS field in the IP
packet header.
Currently, most of the commercial routers, e.g., Cisco series 2500, 4500 and higher [36],
already implement priority-queuing capability and use the TOS field of the IP packet header.
Moreover, the trend for the Internet is to evolve towards a QoS-capable network by
means of the Differentiated Service Model (DiffServ) [25], which requires all routers to
support multiple service classes with different service priorities and drop precedences. The
details of the various priority-queuing methods are beyond the scope of the work.
Applications generating low priority traffic may be penalized by dummy packets even if
priority is supported by routers. The transmission of dummy packets may cause congestions
for low priority traffic. However, dummy packets are not continuously transmitted rather
they are transmitted for short periods of time. Hence, those possible congestion situations
last for a short period. In fact, dummy packets are transmitted only in two cases:
• In the beginning of a new connection. This occurs only once for each connection
and the RCS source transmits dummy packets for a period of one round-trip time
approximately.
• When a data packet loss is detected. Packet losses can be due to network congestion,
link errors or temporal signal loss conditions. For the first two cases RCS transmits
dummy packets for a period no longer than one round trip time. In the temporal
signal loss conditions, RCS sends dummy packets until the signal is detected again.
Moreover,
– If the packet loss was due to network congestion, then high priority traffic is
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already using all the resources, i.e., no low priority traffic is passing through the
connection.
– If the packet loss was due to link errors or temporal signal loss, the transmitted
dummy packets may harm low priority data traffic. However, it will be shown
that the payback for this problem is a high increase of the throughput of high
priority traffic.
On the other hand, the traffic generated by the data and the low-priority dummy packet
transmissions are assumed not to be isolated in the network. Therefore, the data packets
and low-priority dummy packets do not experience difference service rates rather they ex-
perience different packet loss rates due to different drop preferences. In fact, the simulation
experiment results show that RCS achieves high throughput performance for a wide range
of varying background traffic scenarios as will be presented in Section 3.5.2.
As shown in Figure 20, RCS source is a finite state machine model with four states: Ini-
tial, Steady, Detected and Backoff. In the following the behavior of RCS source is presented
in each of the above states.
3.3.3 Initial State Operation
In the beginning of a new connection, the source must set the initial transmission rate value,
SInitial. Let SAvailable be the transmission rate sustainable by the network. The choice of
SInitial is important, because
• If SInitial >> SAvailable, then the new connection will cause network congestion.
• If SInitial << SAvailable, then resource utilization is low and will stay low for a time
interval proportional to the bandwidth-delay product.
In order to effectively handle the adverse effects of the high propagation delay and hence
efficiently set the transmission rate value S, RCS incorporates the Initial() algorithm
given in Figure 21 which is the new procedure specifically tailored to capture the link
resources in a fast and controlled manner in links with high bandwidth-delay products.
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RCS starts a new connection in the Initial state and remains there for a time interval,
tInitial, equal to two times the estimated round trip time, SRTT , i.e., (tInitial = 2 ·SRTT ).
Hence, the objective of Initial state phase is to set the initial transmission rate as early
as t = 2 · RTT without leading to any congestion. RCS maintains an SRTT value as in
case of TCP [64]. There are different methods to compute SRTT , e.g., [64, 70]. However,
note that SRTT is only utilized as a reference timescale here, thus, RCS performance is
independent of the SRTT selection.




t1 = t0 + SRTT ;
tEND = t+ 2 · SRTT ;
IPGDummy = 1/STarget;
tnext dummy = t0 + IPGDummy;
nACK = 0;
while (t ≤ tEND)
while (t ≤ t1)
while(t < tnext dummy)
if (DUMMY ACK ARRIVAL)




tnext dummy = tnext dummy + IPGDummy;
end;
if (DUMMY ACK ARRIVAL)




S = max(1, nACK)/SRTT ;
state=Steady;
end.
Figure 21: Initial() Algorithm.
Let t represent the current system time and t0 be the initial time instant. The Initial
phase lasts for two times SRTT , as a result, the Initial() algorithm will terminate at the
time tEND, given by:
tEND = t0 + 2 · SRTT (25)
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Let STarget represent the value of the data transmission rate needed to transmit the
real-time stream with the highest quality. For example,
• If layered encoding is used, then STarget is the transmission rate needed to transmit
all the layers of the encoded stream.
• If adaptive encoding is used, then STarget is the transmission rate needed to transmit
the real-time stream encoded with the highest definition.
During t0 ≤ t ≤ (t1 = t0+SRTT ), RCS source sends dummy packets (send(DUMMY PACKET))
at rate STarget, i.e., the inter-transmission time is (IPGDummy = 1/STarget). RCS uses the
variable tnext dummy to indicate the time when the next dummy packet has to be sent. After
each dummy packet transmission, tnext dummy is updated as shown in Figure 21.
If there are sufficient bandwidth resources available at the routers along the path, the
dummy packets transmitted in t < RTT are received and ACKed back by the receiver
as explained in Section 3.3.2. The source interprets the ACKs for dummy packets as the
evidence that there are unused resources in the network. Therefore, RCS source counts the
number, nACK , of ACKs received for dummy packets. In fact, whenever it receives an ACK
for a dummy packet (DUMMY ACK ARRIVAL), it increases nACK by one as shown in Figure 21.
Therefore, the number of ACKs received for the dummy packets, nACK , gives the esti-
mate of the available network resources, in fact
nACK
SRTT
≈ min {STarget, SAvailable} (26)
Consequently, at the end of the Initial state, i.e., t = 2 ·RTT , RCS source sets the data






Furthermore, before leaving the Initial State, RCS sets the variable wdsn = −1. As
it is clarified in the Section 3.3.5, RCS uses the variable wdsn in order to preserve TCP-
friendliness.
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3.3.4 Steady State Operation
In the Steady state, RCS source assumes that the network is not congested. Thus, according
to the additive-increase scheme [35], it increases its transmission rate in a step-like fashion
periodically. Moreover, upon receiving an ACK for a dummy packet, the RCS source checks
the value of the variable wdsn. The variable wdsn is used in order to match RCS source
behavior with TCP behavior when the network is congested [10]. If wdsn is higher than
zero, then RCS source decreases wdsn by one, i.e., (wdsn = wdsn − 1). Otherwise, RCS
source increases its transmission rate by one packet per estimated round trip time, SRTT .
The details of the determination of the variable wdsn and how it assures TCP-friendliness
are explained along with the Detected state behavior in Section 3.3.5. RCS source leaves
the Steady state for the Detected state when a data packet loss is detected. Note that RCS




tnext data = t0;
tnext increase = t0 + SRTT ;
while (END == 0)
if (PACKET LOSS DETECTION)
END=1;
end;
if (t ≥ tnext data)
send(DATA PACKET);
tnext data = tnext data + IPG;
end;
if (t ≥ tnext increase)
S = min(S + 1/SRTT, STarget);
IPG = 1/S;
if (DUMMY ACK ARRIVAL)
if (wdsn == 0)
S = min(S + 1/SRTT, STarget);
IPG = 1/S;
else






Figure 22: Steady() Algorithm.
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During the Steady phase, RCS source executes the Steady() algorithm shown in Figure
22. The algorithm uses the following variables:
• END: It is a Boolean variable which is set to 1 when a data packet loss is detected
(PACKET LOSS DETECTION) to indicate that the algorithm must be terminated and
RCS source must go to the Detected State, i.e., state=Detected.
• t0: It gives the time instant when the current Steady phase started.
• tnext data: It is the time instant when the next data packet has to be sent. When the
current time, t, is higher than or equal to tnext data, a data packet is sent
(send(DATA PACKET)), and tnext data is updated.
• IPG: It is the time interval between two successive data packet transmissions and is
given by IPG = 1/S, where S is data transmission rate.
• tnext increase: It is the time instant when the transmission rate, S, must be increased.
According to the additive increase scheme [35], S is increased periodically in a step-
like fashion. In order to match the behavior of RCS source with the behavior of TCP
[64], the period is SRTT and the step height is 1/SRTT . However, the transmission
rate, S, never exceeds the value STarget. As a consequence, if t ≥ tnext increase, the
transmission rate is updated as follows
S = min{S + 1/SRTT, STarget} (28)
and tnext increase is updated
tnext increase = tnext increase + SRTT (29)
• wdsn: When the ACK for a dummy segment is received, i.e., DUMMY ACK ARRIVAL,
RCS source checks the value of wdsn. If wdsn = 0, then the transmission rate is
increased as in (28), otherwise wdsn is decreased by one, i.e., wdsn = wdsn− 1.
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3.3.5 Detected State Operation
In order to address the challenges due to high bit error rates, RCS source incorporates
the Detected algorithm. RCS source enters the Detected state when a data packet loss is
detected.
In the Detected state, RCS source executes the Detected() algorithm shown in Figure
23. Packet losses are the only indication of network congestion in the current Internet.
Since the reason for the packet loss is unknown to the source at the beginning, it is safer
to decrease the data rate to preserve TCP-friendly behavior. As a result, RCS source
maintains the TCP [64] conservative assumption that all packet losses are due to network
congestion and, accordingly, halves its data transmission rate, S upon entering Detected
state. The Detected phase lasts for a time interval equal to the estimated round trip time,
SRTT , thus, it will finish at time (tEND = t0 + SRTT ), where t0 is the time instant when
the Detected algorithm is initiated. At the end of the Detected phase, RCS source goes
back to the Steady or Backoff state as shown in Figure 20. Moreover,
• The transmission rate, S, for data packets is halved, i.e., (S = S/2), and IPG is
updated accordingly, i.e., (IPG = 1/S).
• The variable wdsn is set to the value wdsn = (SRTT · S).
• The time, tnext data, of the next data packet transmission is set.
• The Boolean variable ack received is initially set to false ack received = false. If
any ACK is received during the Detected state (ACK ARRIVAL), this variable is set to
true, i.e., ack received = true.
Furthermore, the sender also transmits dummy packets in order to differentiate packet
losses due to congestion and link errors by probing the actual availability of network re-
sources. In the Detected phase, data packets are sent with rate S and two dummy packets
are transmitted for each data packet. Packet transmissions are uniformly distributed, thus,
the time interval between two successive transmissions is IPG/3. The reason for transmit-




tEND = t0 + SRTT ;
S = S/2;
IPG = 1/S;
tnext data = t0;
wdsn = SRTT · S;
ack received = false;
while (t ≤ tEND)
if (t ≥ tnext data)
send(DATA PACKET);
if (t ≥ tnext data + IPG/3)
send(DUMMY PACKET);
if (t ≥ tnext data + 2 · IPG/3)
send(DUMMY PACKET);









Figure 23: Detected() Algorithm.
The ACKs for the dummy packets transmitted in the Detected state are received in the
Steady state. Let S0 be the data transmission rate when the packet loss occurs. If the packet
loss is due to congestion, then the congested router can serve S0 ·SRTT packets per round-
trip time, approximately. As a result, the network will accommodate S0 · SRTT/2 data
packets, which have high priority, and S0 · SRTT/2 dummy packets out of the S0 · SRTT
dummy packets transmitted during the Detected state. Therefore, the sender must not
increase its transmission rate S when it receives the first S0 · SRTT/2 ACKs for dummy
packets. In fact, these ACKs cannot be considered as the sign that the loss was due to
link errors, i.e., not due to network congestion. Accordingly, wdsn is set to S0 · SRTT/2
in Detected state as shown in Figure 23. As explained in Section 3.3.4, the sender checks
the value of wdsn before increasing the data rate upon reception of an ACK for a dummy
packet. Hence, this assures TCP-friendliness in case of congestion by preventing the sender
to increase its transmission rate when the first S0 · SRTT/2 ACKs for dummy packets are
received during the Steady state.
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After receiving S0 ·SRTT/2 ACKs for dummy segments, the sender increases its trans-
mission rate by 1/SRTT each time it receives an ACK for a dummy segment. As a result,
if all of the dummy segments transmitted in the Detected state are ACKed to the sender,
i.e., the packet loss is due to link error, then the data transmission rate S reaches the value
it had before the packet loss was detected, i.e., S = S0. This behavior is further traced in
Section 3.4.
In summary, with the help of the ACKs received for the dummy packets transmitted
in Detected state, the source can accurately distinguish congestion and link error related
packet losses and hence recover from the rate throttle in case of link errors in the Steady
state. If the packet loss is due to congestion, then wdsn variable assures that RCS maintains
TCP-friendliness and does not increase its transmission rate in the Steady state with the
reception of ACKs for dummy packets. If the data packet loss is due to link errors, i.e.,
the network is not congested, then these dummy packets are acknowledged and the data
transmission rate, S, is recovered accordingly.
Moreover, it is also likely to experience intermittent link blockages and signal losses
in land mobile satellite communication systems due to handoff or signal fading by envi-
ronmental obstructions such as tunnels, bridges, mountains, and weather patterns such as
rainstorms [102]. In such blockage periods, data cannot be successfully transmitted to the
receiver and hence performance severely degrades. However, it is essential to make sure
that as soon as the blockage period is over the delivery of the multimedia resumes at the
highest possible rate, hence minimizing disruption to the on-going connections. In order
to achieve this, RCS source incorporates Backoff algorithm whose details are presented in
Section 3.3.6.
Therefore, RCS source waits for an ACK during the Detected state to assess the actual
reason for the packet loss event. If the packet loss is due to the random link error, then RCS
source receives an ACK during the SRTT period of Detected state. If the packet loss is due
to congestion, then all TCP friendly protocol sources along the bottleneck would perform
rate throttle for congestion resolution in at most one SRTT [48]. Hence, if no ACK is
received until the end of one SRTT , it can be inferred as an indication of temporary signal
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loss instead of the congestion without losing accuracy. In this case, turning back to the
Steady state at the end of Detected state is not a good idea. If signal loss is not resolved
yet by the end of Detected phase and the source goes into Steady state, it detects another
packet loss and turns back to Detected state halving its transmission rate S once again.
This consecutive rate decrease problem can severely degrade the throughput efficiency.
In order to avoid this problem, RCS source waits for an ACK during the Detected phase.
Therefore, the ACK ARRIVAL event is focused in the Detected() algorithm during the De-
tected phase as shown in Figure 23. The next state is decided according to ACK ARRIVAL
event status during this state. If any ACK is received, this means that signal loss is resolved
and next state is set to Steady state, i.e., state=Steady. If no ACK is received during the
Detected phase, then the RCS source does not go back to Steady state, instead it goes to
Backoff state, i.e., state=Backoff as shown in Figure 20.
3.3.6 Backoff State Operation
In order to prevent unnecessary rate decrease until temporary signal loss is resolved, RCS
source backoffs at the end of the Detected phase, i.e., holds its current transmission rate
S, if no ACK is received in that phase. Hence, RCS source enters Backoff state and calls
Backoff() algorithm as shown in Figure 24. In this phase, RCS source sends both dummy
and data packets with the same transmission rate S. RCS source remains in the Backoff
state until it receives any ACK for dummy or data packets. At the end of the Backoff phase,
RCS source goes to the Steady state as shown in Figure 20.
In the Backoff state, RCS source executes the Backoff() algorithm shown in Figure 24.
The Backoff phase starts at t0 and lasts until any ACK is received. During the algorithm
execution,
• The transmission rate, S, and IPG are kept constant.
• The variable wdsn is set to zero wdsn = 0.
• The time, tnext data, of the next data packet transmission is set.






ack received = false;
tnext data = t0;
while (ack received == false)
if (t ≥ tnext data)
send(DATA PACKET);
if (t ≥ tnext data + IPG/2)
send(DUMMY PACKET);






Figure 24: Backoff() Algorithm.
any ACK is received during the Backoff state (ACK ARRIVAL), this variable is set to
true, i.e., ack received = true.
During Backoff phase, RCS source stops halving its transmission rate S and waits for
an ACK (ACK ARRIVAL) informing that signal is back. At the same time, RCS source sends
data and dummy packets with equal transmission rate S. Once RCS source receives any
ACK for either data or dummy packet, it goes into Steady state as in Figure 20. If no ACK
is received for a certain timeout period, TB, the source timeouts and moves back to Initial
State, as shown in Figure 20.
The reason for continuing transmission of data packets in Backoff state is two-fold.
Since the application is real-time multimedia, which is loss-tolerant to a certain extent and
has strict time-deadlines, it is better to keep transmission going on instead of buffering
the data until the signal is back. Secondly, while the blockage situation is inferred in the
Detected state, it is also possible that the signal may be back during the Backoff state.
Hence, instead of waiting until a reception of an ACK ending Backoff state, transmitting
loss-tolerant time-sensitive multimedia packets can increase the received service quality.
Furthermore, RCS source sends one dummy packet for each data packet transmitted in
Backoff state. The reason for transmitting dummy packets in Backoff state is as follows.
Since wdsn is set to 0 as shown in Figure 24, in the Steady state the source increases
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its transmission rate S by 1/SRTT each time it receives an ACK for the dummy packets
transmitted in this phase. Hence, in the following Steady state, the RCS source can increase
its transmission rate S immediately with the help of the dummy packets sent in the last
SRTT part of the Backoff phase.
3.3.7 Protocol Architecture for Adaptive Real-Time Applications
RCS evaluates the source transmission rate which must not be exceeded to be TCP-friendly.
To achieve this goal, RCS must be inserted into an appropriate protocol stack, which is the





















Figure 25: TCP-Friendly Architectures without Adaptive Encoding (a) and with Adaptive
Encoding (b).
Consider the system in Figure 25(a). RCS is responsible of calculating at any time,
t, the transmission rate, S(t), that the traffic source should respect in order to be TCP-
friendly. Since the output rate from the encoder, R(t), is generally different from S(t), i.e.,
R(t) 6= S(t), a buffer with controlled output rate is inserted between the encoder and the
RTP/RTCP layer. Accordingly, the transmission rate is equal to S(t) and the source is
TCP-Friendly. However, the above buffer introduces further policing delay, dπ, such that:
• The delay dπ is low when the network is not congested and S(t) is high.
• The delay dπ is high when the network is congested and S(t) is low. Moreover, some
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information may get lost due to buffer overflows.
As a consequence, buffering results in increased delay and delay jitter.























Figure 26: Behavior of R(t) and S(t) with Adaptive Encoding.
Real-time applications are very sensitive to delay and delay jitter thus, when S(t) is low,
it is better to decrease the quality of encoding rather than incur in further delays. As a
consequence, the encoders with feedback are used as shown in Figure 25(b): RCS provides
the encoder with S(t) as input and the encoder adapts its parameters in such a way that
R(t) is as close to S(t) as possible. Many adaptive encoding schemes have been proposed
in the literature, e.g., [124], [107]. In the ideal case, at any time t, R(t) = S(t) and as
a consequence the buffer size, k(t), should be equal to zero as well as the delay d(t), i.e.,
k(t) = 0 and d(t) = 0. However, real adaptive encoders are not able to comply exactly with
S(t), i.e., in general S(t) and R(t) are different. As an example, in Figure 26 R(t) and S(t)
obtained using adaptive video encoding are shown.
The differences between R(t) and S(t) as shown in Figure 26 result in a buffer whose
size is given in the upper plot of Figure 27 versus time. In the bottom plot of Figure 27
the delay, d(t), is shown versus time. The values of S(t) have been obtained by simulating
RCS in the environment which will be described in Section 3.5.1, whereas the R(t) is the
experimental output rate of a MSSG MPEG-2 video encoder [107] when the target source
rate is S(t). Both the plots in Figure 27 were obtained considering that the maximum size
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Figure 27: Buffer Size k(t) and Delay d(t) with Adaptive Encoding.
of the buffer is 16kb. Note that the delay can be higher than 30 sec.






















Figure 28: Average rates µR(t) and µS(t) with Adaptive Encoding.















Note that µR(t) and µS(t) are the average values of R(t) and S(t) in the time interval [0, t].











Figure 29: Proposed TCP-Friendly Architecture.
that when t is high, µR(t) ≈ µS(t). As a result, if a source generating traffic with rate S(t)
is TCP-friendly, a source generating traffic with rate R(t) is TCP-friendly as well. From
the previous discussion, the buffer with controlled rate is removed as shown in Figure 29.
Using such an architecture, TCP-friendliness can be guaranteed without introducing further
delays.
3.4 RCS Behavior
In this section, how the Detected(), Steady() and Backoff() algorithms cooperate when
a data packet loss is detected is explored. More in detail, in Section 3.4.1, Section 3.4.2, and
Section 3.4.3, RCS behavior is explored when a data packet loss occurs due to link errors,
network congestion, and temporal signal loss, respectively.
3.4.1 Packet Loss Due to Link Errors
In this subsection, the behavior of RCS is described on the consequence of a packet loss due
to a link error. The RCS source is initially assumed to be at the Steady State at t = t0 as
shown in Figure 30. At t = t0, a packet loss is detected and the source moves to Detected
state as explained in Section 3.3.5. The detailed trace of RCS protocol operation in case of
a packet loss due to link errors is presented as follows.
Let t be time instance in Figure 30.
• t = t0
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Figure 30: RCS Behavior when a Packet Loss occurs due to Link Errors.
(S = S0, state=Steady).
Suppose that the data transmission rate is S0 at time t0.
• t0 < t ≤ t1 (where t1 = t0 + SRTT )
(S = S0/2, wdsn = SRTT · S0/2, state=Detected).
Suppose at time t0 the source detects a packet loss. The source enters the Detected
state, halves its transmission rate, i.e., S = S0/2, and sets wdsn to (wdsn0 = SRTT ·
S0/2). Moreover, it transmits (SRTT · S0) dummy packets with rate equal to S0 as
explained in Section 3.3.5.
• t1 < t < t2 (where t2 = t1 + 0.5 · SRTT )
(S = S0/2, wdsn > 0, state=Steady).
At time t = t1, the RCS source returns to the Steady state and starts to receive the
ACKs for the dummy packets transmitted in the time interval [t0, t1]. If the network
is not congested and thus, dummy packets are not lost, then the number of ACKs for
dummy packets received in time interval t1 < t < t2 is (SRTT · S0/2). Consequently,
wdsn > 0 and the transmission rate is not increased.
• t2 ≤ t < t3 (where t3 = t1 + SRTT )
(S0/2 ≤ S ≤ S0, wdsn = 0, state=Steady).
In this time interval, the source receives the ACKs for the other (SRTT ·S0/2) dummy
packets transmitted during the Detected phase. Since wdsn value is 0, the source can
increase its transmission rate by 1/SRTT each time it receives an ACK for a dummy
packet.
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• t = t3
(S = S0, wdsn = 0, state=Steady).
At time t3, the source has received the ACKs for all the (nDummy = SRTT ·S0) dummy
packets transmitted in the time interval [t0, t1]. Accordingly, the transmission rate
has been increased by (∆S = S0/2); in fact
∆S = (nDummy − wdsn0) ·
1
SRTT







Consequently, with the help of dummy packet transmission during the Detected state,
the RCS source resumes its data transmission rate value it had before the data packet
loss was detected.





















Figure 31: Transmission Rate when a Packet Loss is due to Link Errors.
To observe this behavior, simulation experiments are performed on the network architec-
ture whose details and parameters are explained in detail in Section 3.5. The experiments
are performed with assuming S0 = 22 packets/sec and RTT = 550 msec. In Figure 31, the
transmission rate, S, is shown dependent on time when a packet loss is due to link errors.
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As explained in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, the data rate halved with a detection of a packet
loss is recovered by the help of dummy packets transmitted in the Detected state. Hence,
this behavior is observed in Figure 31 that the RCS source returns to its previous rate
within approximately two round trip times when a packet loss occurs due to link errors.
3.4.2 Packet Loss Due to Network Congestion
Here, the behavior of the RCS algorithms is described when a packet loss occurs due to
network congestion. The RCS source is initially assumed to be at the Steady State at
t = t0 as shown in Figure 32. At t = t0 a packet loss is detected and the source moves to
Detected state as explained in Section 3.3.5. It is shown that RCS source, indeed, halves
its transmission rate and hence maintains the TCP-friendly behavior when the network is
congested. The detailed trace of RCS protocol operation in this scenario is presented as
follows.
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Figure 32: RCS Behavior when a Packet Loss occurs due to Network Congestion.
• t = t0
(S = S0, state=Steady).
Let S0 denote the data transmission rate at time t0.
• t0 < t ≤ t1 (where t1 = t0 + SRTT )
(S = S0/2, wdsn = SRTT · S0/2, state=Detected).
Suppose that at time t0 the source detects a packet loss. Also suppose that the above
loss is due to network congestion, i.e., the connection path can accommodate at most
a transmission rate given by S0. The source enters the Detected state, halves its
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transmission rate, i.e., S = S0/2, and sets wdsn to wdsn0 = SRTT · S0/2. Moreover,
it transmits (SRTT · S0) dummy packets at a rate equal to S0. Consequently, the
overall transmission rate is (3 ·S0/2). However, the connection path can accommodate
at most a rate given by S0. Since data packets have high priority they are not
discarded, whereas the half of the dummy packets (because they have low priority)
will be discarded.
• t1 < t < t2 (where t2 = t1 + SRTT )
(S = S0/2, wdsn > 0, state=Steady).
At time t = t1, the RCS source returns to the Steady state and starts to receive the
ACKs for the (SRTT · S0/2) dummy packets transmitted in the time interval [t0, t1]
which are not discarded by the congested router. Since wdsn > 0 in the time interval
[t1, t2] , then the transmission rate will not be increased.
• t ≥ t2
(S = S0/2, wdsn = 0, state=Steady).
By the time t2, all the ACKs for dummy packets which are not dropped by the network
reach the source. The value of wdsn has always been higher than zero when the ACKs
for dummy packets were received. Consequently, the transmission of the dummy
packets during the detected state does not cause any increase in the transmission rate
hence RCS preserves TCP-friendliness in case of network congestion.
In Figure 33, the data transmission rate, S, is shown dependent on time when a data
packet loss occurs due to network congestion. Figure 33 is obtained through simulation
assuming S0 = 22 packets/sec and RTT = 550 msec. At time t0 = 0.5 sec, a packet loss is
detected, accordingly, the transmission rate, S, is set to S = 11 packets/sec. As explained
in Section 3.3.5, by the help of protocol variable wdsn, the RCS source does not increase
the rate for the first half of the dummy ACKs it receives during the Steady state. Since the
congestion is experienced, the second half of the dummy packets transmitted are discarded
and hence no rate increase is performed with the reception of dummy ACKs during the
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Steady state. Therefore, for t > t0, the transmission rate increases by {one packet}/RTT
each round trip time as in the TCP [64] case, i.e., RCS behavior is TCP-friendly.





















Figure 33: Transmission Rate when a Packet Loss is due to Network Congestion.
3.4.3 Packet Loss Due to Temporary Signal Loss
Here, it is assumed that the packet loss occurs due to temporary signal loss and describe
the resulting behavior of the proposed protocol. The RCS source is initially assumed to be
at the Steady State at t = t0 as shown in Figure 34. At t = t0 a packet loss is detected and
the source moves to Detected state as explained in Section 3.3.5.
Let t be time instance in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: RCS Behavior when a Packet Loss occurs due to Temporary Signal Loss.
• t = t0
(S = S0, state=Steady).
Suppose that the data transmission rate is S0 at time t0.
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• t0 < t ≤ t1 (where t1 = t0 + SRTT )
(S = S0/2, wdsn = SRTT · S0/2, state=Detected).
Suppose at time t0 the source detects a packet loss due to temporary signal loss. The
source enters the Detected state, halves its transmission rate, i.e., S = S0/2, and sets
wdsn to (wdsn0 = SRTT · S0/2).
• t1 < t < t2 (where t2 is the time when the first ACK is received).
(S = S0/2, wdsn = 0, state=Backoff).
Due to the signal loss, source does not receive any ACK during this period and goes
to Backoff state at t = t1, i.e., state=Backoff. Source transmits data and dummy
packets with rate S = S0/2. Once an ACK is received, source terminates Backoff
phase. Since the resolution of signal loss is detected with ACK reception, SRTT ·S0/2
dummy packets are transmitted before Backoff phase is terminated.
• t2 ≤ t < t3 (where t3 = t2 + SRTT )
(S0/2 ≤ S ≤ S0, wdsn = 0, state=Steady).
During this interval, the source receives the ACKs for the dummy packets transmitted
during the Backoff phase after the temporal signal loss is resolved. Since wdsn value
is 0, the source can increase its transmission rate by 1/SRTT each time it receives an
ACK for a dummy packet.
• t = t3
(S = S0, wdsn = 0, state=Steady).
At time t3, the source has received the ACKs for all the (SRTT ·S0/2) dummy packets
transmitted in the time interval [t1, t2]. Hence, the original transmission rate S0 is
resumed in approximately SRTT period after the temporal signal loss is resolved.
To illustrate the enhanced behavior of RCS in temporal signal loss conditions, the trans-
mission rate change, S, is shown with time in Figure 35. Figure 35 is obtained by simulation
























Figure 35: Transmission Rate when a Packet Loss is due to Temporal Signal Loss.
is assumed to be 2 · SRTT . In this case, RCS source transmits dummy and data packets
in the Backoff state with the same rate for the reasons explained in Section 3.3.6. Hence,
RCS source avoids unnecessary consecutive rate decrease in case of signal loss and resumes
its original transmission rate S0 within approximately one SRTT after the signal loss is
resolved.
3.5 Performance Evaluation
In order to investigate the performance of the RCS, extensive simulation experiments are
conducted using ns-2 [111] 1. The details of the simulation environment are presented in
Section 3.5.1. Then, RCS throughput, dummy traffic overhead, fairness, the performance
achieved in case of temporal link loss conditions, and the jitter performance are evaluated
in Sections 3.5.2, 3.5.3, 3.5.4, 3.5.5, and 3.5.6 respectively.
3.5.1 Simulation Environment
RCS is intended to achieve high throughput and TCP-friendly rate control for real-time
traffic in networks with long propagation delays and lossy links. Satellite networks are






















Figure 36: Simulation Scenario.






































































































Figure 37: Throughput Performance of RCS (solid lines) and RAP (dashed lines) for (a)
varying loss probability PLoss (b) varying round-trip time RTT (c) varying background
low-priority traffic rate SL (d) varying buffer size K.
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typical examples of networks with high bandwidth-delay products and high bit error rates.
Therefore, the network topology shown in Figure 36 is simulated where N sources transmit
data to N destinations over lossy and high propagation delay Geostationary (GEO) satellite
links. The N streams are multiplexed in the router A, whose buffer accommodates K
packets. The GEO satellite is assumed to be a bent-pipe satellite, i.e., it directly relays the
packets without any buffering and processing. The multiplexed streams are de-multiplexed
in the router B and then routed to corresponding N destinations. Both data and dummy
packets may get lost due to link errors with probability PLoss in the lossy link. It is
assumed that N = 10,K = 50 packets and the link capacity is c = 1300 packets/sec, which
is approximately equal to 10 Mb/sec for packets of length 1000 bytes. As an example of a
long delay link, unless otherwise stated, it is assumed that the RTT value is RTT = 550
msec, which is a typical RTT value in the GEO satellite links [10]. Further details of
the simulation environment corresponding to specific experiments are given in each of the
following performance evaluation subsections.
3.5.2 Throughput Performance
In order to assess the throughput performance of the RCS scheme, extensive simulation ex-
periments are performed using the simulation scenario described in Section 3.5.1. Through-
put performance is evaluated for different values of the packet loss probability PLoss, the
round trip time, RTT , the rate of the background low-priority traffic SL, and the buffer
size K.
The results obtained are shown in Figure 37. For the sake of comparison, the perfor-
mance achieved by the rate adaptation protocol (RAP) [88] is also shown.
In Figure 37(a), RCS throughput is shown for different values of loss probabilities,
PLoss
2. Here, it is assumed RTT = 550 ms. As shown in Figure 37(a), RCS significantly
improves the throughput performance over RAP for all values of PLoss. RCS throughput is
maximum when PLoss = 10
−3. With increasing PLoss, the throughput of both RCS and RAP
2The bit error rate (BER) in satellite networks can be as high as 10−4, i.e., one bad bit out of 10000
bits. For packets of 1000 bytes, the BER 10−4 gives a packet loss probability, PLoss higher than 10
−2 even
if powerful FEC algorithm is applied.
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Figure 38: Comparison of Bandwidth Overhead and Throughput Gain between RCS and
RAP.
decreases since they both follow the conservative rate decrease behavior to preserve TCP-
friendliness. However, the throughput degradation RAP experiences with increasing PLoss
is much more serious than RCS and the throughput obtained by using RCS is always higher
than the throughput obtained by using RAP [88]. For PLoss = 5 · 10−3, RCS achieves more
than 150 % throughput improvement over RCS. This is mainly because the RCS algorithms
efficiently distinguishes the cause of the packet loss and recovers from the unnecessary rate
throttles by the help of dummy packets.
In Figure 37(b), RCS throughput is shown for varying round-trip time values, i.e., 100
ms ≤ RTT ≤ 750 ms. Here, it is assumed PLoss = 10−3. RCS throughput is not significantly
affected by increasing RTT while RAP throughput severely degrades for high RTT values,
i.e., for RTT ≥ 250 ms. Such serious performance loss experienced by RAP is due to the
amplifying effects of the high propagation delay on the performance degradation due to
link errors. On the contrary, as explained in Section 3.4.1, RCS can quickly recover from
the rate halving it performs in case of packet loss due to link errors by the help of dummy
packets. Therefore, RCS achieves high throughput performance in links with high bit error
rates and high propagation delays. Furthermore, note that RCS also outperforms RAP for
moderate RTT values such as RTT = 150 ms as shown in Figure 37(b). Therefore, while
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the algorithms of RCS are specifically tailored to address the challenges in networks with
high bit error rates and high bandwidth-delay products, high throughput performance can
still be achieved in case of moderate RTT values.
In order to investigate the effects of the low-priority background traffic on the RCS
performance, it is now assumed that low-priority background traffic, which is generated
by an application at the data rate of SL packets/s, flows through the satellite channel
given shown in Figure 36. Two scenarios are considered. In the first one, the low-priority
background traffic sources are generating UDP traffic at a fixed data rate SL without
performing any congestion control. In the second scenario, it is assumed that the background
low-priority traffic sources are TCP-friendly and perform congestion control. Here, it is
assumed that PLoss = 10
−3 and RTT = 550 ms and the same simulation environment
described in Section 3.5.1 is used.
For the first scenario, a wide range of SL values, i.e, 0 ≤ SL ≤ 600 packets/s, is
considered. As shown in Figure 37(c), the throughput performance of RCS (RCS1 curve) is
not significantly affected by the low-priority traffic for moderate background traffic rates,
i.e., SL = 400 packets/s. For SL > 400 packets/s, RCS throughput degrades slightly. This
is mainly because the low-priority background traffic in this scenario does not perform
congestion control and hence creates congestion in the network. Because of very high low-
priority traffic rate, higher number of dummy packets, which are transmitted by the RCS
for link probing, are also dropped at the routers. However, as it is observed in Figure 37(c),
this degradation is very slight even for SL = 600 packets/s and RCS always outperforms
RAP for all values of SL.
In the second scenario, simulation experiments are performed using the TCP-friendly
sources generating low-priority background traffic in the scenario given in Section 3.5.1.
RAP is used as a rate control protocol at the background traffic sources to generate re-
sponsive low-priority traffic. As shown in Figure 37(c), the throughput of RCS (RCS2
curve) is not affected by the background traffic and remains almost constant. This is be-
cause the low-priority traffic also performs rate control in case of congestion and hence it



















Figure 39: The overhead due to dummy packet traffic for varying round-trip time RTT .
does not cause significant degradation in the accuracy of the RCS algorithms and hence
RCS maintains its high throughput performance for various low priority background traffic
scenarios.
Furthermore, the throughput performance is investigated for varying buffer size K. It
is assumed that PLoss = 10
−3, RTT = 550 ms, 20 ≤ K ≤ 500 and the same simulation
environment described in Section 3.5.1 is used. As shown in Figure 37(d), RCS throughput
does not change significantly for N ≤ 300. However, for higher buffer sizes, RCS throughput
slightly increases. This is mainly because of the rate-based nature of the RCS. Since RCS
can recover from the rate throttle due to link errors, it can more efficiently utilize link
resources in the links with high bit error rates and high propagation delays. Thus, an
increase in the buffer size can further contribute to this link utilization efficiency. Note also
that RCS outperforms RAP for all values of buffer sizes.
3.5.3 Dummy Packet Traffic
In this section, the amount of traffic generated by the transmission of dummy packets is
analyzed. Simulation experiments are performed with the scenario described in Section
3.5.1.
In Figure 38, the overhead due to the transmission of dummy packets is shown. Let
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• NDummy be the total number of transmitted dummy packets.
• NData be the total number of transmitted data packets.





In the upper plot of Figure 38, the overhead is shown to be dependent on the loss probability,
PLoss. Obviously, the overhead increases when PLoss increases. This is mainly because as
PLoss increases higher number of packet losses are detected and hence RCS sources enter
Detected state more frequently. This leads to transmission of higher number of low priority
dummy packets as explained in Section 3.3.5. Note that the overhead can be as high
as 21.5% when PLoss = 10
−2. However, using dummy packets RCS achieves much higher
throughput than other rate control schemes for real-time traffic. For example, in the bottom
plot of Figure 38, the throughput gain obtained using RCS is shown. The throughput gain
is evaluated as the ratio between the throughput achieved by RCS and the throughput
achieved by RAP. Note that when PLoss = 10
−2, the overhead is 21.5%, but the throughput
gain is higher than 200%.
Furthermore, note that low priority dummy packets can carry new data as well. Since
real-time multimedia flows are time-sensitive and loss-tolerant to a certain extent, low-
priority dummy packets can carry actual data payload. In this case, the bandwidth con-
sumed by the low-priority dummy packets does not stand as overhead, instead, it contributes
to the service received at the sink.
Simulation experiments are also performed to investigate the effects of RTT on the
amount of created dummy packet traffic. As shown in Figure 39(a), the overhead created
by the dummy traffic is higher for low RTT values, i.e., RTT ≈ 100ms. As RTT increases,
the overhead drops to as low as 10 % for RTT ≥ 400 ms. This is because the frequency of
entering Detected state and hence the number of dummy packets transmitted decrease with
increasing RTT . This result is also consistent with the fact that RCS is mainly developed
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Figure 40: Network Model for the Fairness Evaluation in the Heterogeneous Cases.
3.5.4 Fairness
For the fairness performance of RCS protocol, two different scenarios, i.e., homogeneous
and heterogeneous fairness, are considered. For the homogeneous case, the fairness among
RCS flows in sharing the same bottleneck is observed. For heterogeneous case, the fairness
of RCS protocol is explored in heterogeneous scenarios, i.e., connections can use different
protocols or flow through different network paths.
3.5.4.1 Homogeneous Scenario
In this scenario, all connections pass through the same path and run RCS protocol in the
simulation environment described in Section 3.5.1. Let ackedi(t) represent the number of
data packets acknowledged in the time interval [0, t] for connection i, for i = 1, 2, ..., N .
In Figure 41, ackedi(t) is shown dependent on time t for i = 1, 2, ..., N . It is seen that
at any time, t, all connections have been acknowledged the same number of data packets
approximately, i.e., ackedi′(t) ≈ ackedi′′(t), for any i′ and i′′. This means that each RCS
connection is given a fair share of network resources. Here, it is assumed that N = 10,
K = 50 packets, c = 1300 packets/sec, PLoss = 0 and RTT = 550 msec. Note that similar
results are obtained for several other cases.
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Figure 41: Fairness in the Homogeneous Case.
















Figure 42: Fairness between RCS Connections with Different Paths.
3.5.4.2 Heterogeneous Scenario
To investigate the fairness of RCS in heterogeneous scenarios, the simulation scenario shown
in Figure 40 is considered. In this case, there areM connections of type X andN connections
of type Y. Connections of type j, for j = X,Y , are characterized by round-trip time equal
to RTTj , and loss probability for link errors equal to PLoss,j . All connections pass through
the link connecting the routers A and B, which is assumed to be the bottleneck and whose
capacity is assumed to be c = 1300 packets/sec. The fairness, φ, is the ratio between the
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average throughput of connections of type X, rX , and the average throughput of connections





It is obvious that the fairness becomes higher as φ approaches 1.
In the first experiment scenario, the fairness is investigated when connections X and Y
use RCS and pass through lossy links with different propagation delays, i.e., RTTX = 550
msec, RTTY = 250 msec. Here, it is assumed that N = M = 5. As shown in Figure 42,
the ratio of the average throughput achieved by the connections X and connections Y is




This is because the throughput of the TCP-friendly AIMD schemes are inversely propor-
tional to RTT as it has already been observed and analyzed in the literature [72, 116].
In the second experiment scenario, it is assumed that both connections X and Y pass
through the same type of lossy and high propagation delay link, i.e., RTT = 550 ms, but
connections of type X are TCP connections and connections of type Y are RCS connections.
Moreover, it is assumed that N = M = 5. In Figure 43, it is seen that rY values are higher
than rX thus, resources are not shared equally between TCP and RCS connections. This
is mostly due to the problems of TCP in networks with high bandwidth-delay product and
high link error rate [85]. In fact, in Figure 43, it is shown that rX ≈ rTCP , where rTCP is
the average throughput when all connections, i.e., both X and Y connections, use TCP. This
means that RCS significantly improves network efficiency without penalizing TCP flows and
the degradation of the TCP share is mainly because of its shortcomings when applied to
the networks with high bit error rates and high propagation delays as discussed in Section
3.2.
Hence, in order to further investigate the fairness of the RCS to TCP connections,
simulation experiments are performed using the simulation environment shown in Figure
40 with different configurations. In this scenario, it is assumed that connections X, i.e.,
RCS sources, are connected to router A via geostationary satellite links and connections Y,
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Figure 43: Fairness between RCS and Traditional TCP Connections [14].
i.e., TCP sources, are connected to router A via error-free wired links. Thus, it is assumed
that RTTX = 550 ms, RTTY = 110 ms, PLoss,X = 10
−3, PLoss,X = 0, and N = M = 5.
The objective of such simulation configuration is to assess the fairness between RCS and
TCP sources which are not experiencing link errors or high propagation delays.
To assess the fairness performance of RCS, Jain’s fairness index [35] is used which quan-
tifies the degree of similarity between the amount of link resources used by all connections.
Let xi be the throughput of the i
th connection and let n be the number of connections









As it can be observed from (36), ψ is always between 0 and 1. When the fairness index is
1, all of the connections consume the same amount of bottleneck resources. The fairness
index ψ decreases as the difference between the throughput values achieved by different
connections increases.
In the first set of experiments under the simulation scenario described above, the fairness
index of RCS vs. PLossX is explored. As it is observed in Figure 44(a), RCS fairly shares the
link resources with TCP sources for PLossX < 0.001, i.e., ψ ≈ 1. For PLossX ≥ 0.001, the
























































Figure 44: Fairness Index ψ between RCS and TCP connections, where TCP sources
do not experience the same link conditions with high bit error rates and high propagation
delays, for (a) varying packet loss probability PLoss (b) varying buffer size K (c) varying
background low-priority traffic rate SL.
PLossX as also observed in Section 3.5.2. The same experiments are also performed with
RAP sources instead of RCS. Note that the fairness index obtained with RAP sources is
lower than RCS for PLossX ≥ 0.001 as shown in Figure 44(a). This is again because of the
fact that RAP cannot adapt itself to high bit error rate conditions and hence experience
throughput degradation as observed in Section 3.5.2.
Under the same simulation scenario, the effects of buffer size K on the fairness of the
RCS to the TCP sources is also explored. As shown in Figure 44(b), all of the connections
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Figure 45: (a) Throughput Performance of RCS with and without Backoff() algorithm
and RAP for Different Values of Signal Loss Duration, DSignalLoss. (b) The amount of
dummy packet traffic in temporal link loss conditions for different values of DSignalLoss.
K ≤ 600. This is mainly because the RCS throughput is not significantly affected by the
buffer size as also observed in Figure 37(d). Note that the same behavior is also observed
for the experiments performed with RAP sources as shown in Figure 44(b). However, note
also that the fairness index is lower than RCS case, which is again due to the degraded
throughput performance of RAP protocol in the links with high propagation delays and
high bit error rates.
Furthermore, the effects of background low-priority traffic on the fairness performance
of the RCS is explored. In this scenario, the UDP sources create background low-priority
traffic with constant data rate SL as in Section 3.5.2. The simulation experiments are
performed for 0 ≤ SL ≤ 600 packets/s. As shown in Figure 44(c), RCS link share does not
exceed that of TCP for SL > 0. Furthermore, RCS link share decreases with increasing SL
and hence the fairness index ψ slightly decreases as shown in Figure 44(c). This is because
the RCS throughput slightly decreases with increasing low-priority background traffic rate
as it was also observed in Section 3.5.2. However, in this case, the fairness index achieved
by RAP sources does not vary with varying background low-priority traffic rate as shown in
Figure 44(c). This is because RAP protocol does not utilize link probing technique based on
low-priority packet and hence its throughput is not affected by the background low-priority
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traffic.
As a result, RCS achieves high throughput performance in the networks with high bit
error rates and high bandwidth-delay products while it preserves fairness to the TCP sources
sharing the same bottleneck.
3.5.5 Temporal Link Blockage
In order to observe the performance of RCS in case of temporal signal loss conditions, the
same network topology given in Section 3.5.1 is simulated with varying signal loss durations
DSignalLoss. Here, it is assumed that PLoss = 10
−3 and RTT = 550 ms. In Figure 45(a), the
throughput of RCS and RAP [88] is shown for signal loss of duration 0 ≤ DSignalLoss ≤ 60
seconds. Note that while RAP performance throughput decreases dramatically as the signal
loss duration increases, the performance degradation of RCS is negligible.
In order to assess the advantages provided by the Backoff algorithm, in Figure 45(a), the
performance of RCS is also shown if the Backoff algorithm is not implemented. The Backoff
algorithm gives significant performance increase because it avoids additional transmission
rate throttles until an ACK is received indicating that the signal has been recovered. Fur-
thermore, the ACKs received for the dummy packets transmitted during the Backoff state
help RCS source to immediately increase its data rate as explained in Section 3.3.6. At
DSignalLoss = 30 seconds, RCS outperforms RAP by more than 260% throughput improve-
ment.
Since the Backoff algorithm achieves this throughput improvement in case of blackouts
by transmitting dummy packets until the link is back, the overhead caused by the dummy
packet traffic is evaluted for varying DSignalLoss. As shown in Figure 45(b), the overhead
due to low-priority dummy packets slightly increases with increasing duration of tempo-
ral link loss. This is because RCS stays in the Backoff state and continuously transmits
dummy packets until the link is back as explained in Section 3.3.6. However, by means of
the additional traffic caused by the dummy packets transmitted during Backoff state, the
throughput gain achieved in case of temporal signal loss situations is very significant as
shown in Figure 45(a).
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3.5.6 Jitter Performance
The jitter experienced by RCS is shown in the upper plot of Figure 46. For the sake of
comparison in the bottom plot, the jitter experienced by RAP [88] is also shown. The peaks


































Figure 46: Jitter experienced by each packet sent by RCS and RAP sources.
Although RCS sources experience slightly reduced jitter, note that the delay-jitter suf-
fered by RCS and RAP sources are mostly similar. This is not surprising because the
delay-jitter performance mainly depends on the variation of the delay suffered by packets




ADAPTIVE TRANSPORT LAYER FOR NEXT
GENERATION WIRELESS INTERNET
In this chapter, a unified adaptive transport layer (ATL) suite is introduced for NGWI. ATL
incorporates a new adaptive transport protocol, TCP-ATL, for reliable data transport; and
a new adaptive rate control protocol, RCP-ATL, for multimedia delivery in the NGWI.
The ATL suite was presented in [7]. A review of related work in transport layer protocols
for wireless systems and their inadequacies in addressing the diversity in the NGWI are
explored in Section 4.2. The effects of the architectural heterogeneity on the performance are
investigated via a case study; and the adaptive congestion control methods for both TCP-
ATL and RCP-ATL are then developed in Section 4.3. The overview of ATL protocols along
with their detailed operations are explained in Section 4.4. The performance evaluation of
TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL and the simulation results are presented in Section 4.5.
4.1 Motivation
The Next Generation Wireless Internet (NGWI) is expected to provide a wide range of
services including high speed data and real-time multimedia to mobile users. To realize
this expectation, a diverse set of challenges need to be addressed, which are posed by het-
erogeneous wireless networking environments within NGWI and the according application
requirements. These significantly challenging heterogeneities imposed by the NGWI can be
outlined as follows:
• Heterogeneous Wireless Architectures: The wireless systems that will be part
of the NGWI have different characteristics summarized as follows:
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– Access Delay: While the one-way access delay in the wireless link may not be
significant in WLAN, a typical round-trip time (RTT) varies between few hun-
dred milliseconds and one second in 3G links due to the extensive physical layer
processing, e.g., forward error correction (FEC), interleaving and transmission
delays [60]. The access delay is much higher in satellite links, which have high
propagation delay up to 270 ms [10].
– Link Errors: The conventional reliable Transmission Control Protocols (TCP)
vastly used for reliable data transport presume the existence of an underlying re-
liable physical link. Thus, they invoke congestion control in case of wireless link
related packet losses. This leads to significant performance degradation, whose
severity is proportional to the wireless link conditions, i.e., bit error rate and de-
lay. The packet loss rates vary from very low levels in near-wireless environments
such as WLAN, 3G pico-cells to higher than 1% in macro-cellular environments
and satellite networks [106]. The mobility related packet losses, i.e. blackouts
due to handoff or signal loss, amplify the degradation.
– Mobility Pattern: The mobility rate may increase the number of blackouts due
to handoff and hence decrease the transport efficiency. During a connection
period, almost no handoff is experienced in the global coverage, whereas frequent
handoffs may take place in pico-cellular environments.
• Heterogeneous Service Demands: The services that will be provided by the
NGWI vary from high rate reliable data to real-time multimedia such as live video
streaming. While the former requires 100% reliable transport, the latter, instead,
needs timely delivery and smooth rate variation. For multimedia traffic delivery,
UDP-based streaming without any transmission rate control may also lead to unfair-
ness to the TCP sources and further result in a congestion collapse [52].
The architectural heterogeneities must be captured dynamically while mobile users may
roam during their connection duration. Current existing transport layer protocols have
been developed for a specific network paradigm in mind, e.g., for Wireless LANs (WLAN),
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micro/macro wireless systems or for satellite systems. Using these existing different trans-
port layer protocols for NGWI to support global roaming of mobile users is not a practical
solution due to processing and memory constraints of wireless terminals. Thus, there is a
need for a unified adaptive transport layer protocol suite which can address the architectural
heterogeneities for roaming mobile users and achieve the best performance for NGWI.
All these heterogeneities coupled with the processing and power limitations of wireless
terminals call for a unified, efficient, and seamless adaptive transport layer. In order to
address this need, a new adaptive transport layer (ATL) for the Next Generation Wireless
Internet is presented in this chapter.
ATL is a unified adaptive transport layer that dynamically adjusts its protocol config-
urations to adapt to heterogeneous wireless environments and supports reliable data and
multimedia delivery. Some of its salient features are as follows:
1. Adaptive Congestion Control: ATL incorporates a new adaptive congestion control
for its new reliable data transport protocol, TCP-ATL, and its new rate control pro-
tocol for multimedia traffic, RCP-ATL. The additive-increase multiplicative-decrease
(AIMD) control parameters of both protocols are dynamically adjusted according to
the current wireless link conditions, i.e., the packet loss rate and the access delay.
This enables ATL to achieve high throughput performance despite the architectural
diversity of the NGWI. The adaptive congestion control scheme described in Section
4.3 also implicitly addresses the effects of blackouts.
2. Multimedia Support: A new UDP-based rate control protocol, RCP-ATL, for mul-
timedia traffic in the NGWI is also embodied within the ATL. RCP-ATL performs
rate control scheme by using the adaptive congestion control to achieve high goodput
performance in the heterogeneous wireless architectures. RCP-ATL also co-operates
with an adaptive encoder to achieve homogeneous and smooth quality variation as
explained in Section 4.4.2
3. Fairness: The methods for dynamic adjustment of the AIMD parameters of adaptive
congestion control for both TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL are developed in Section 4.3 by
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taking the fairness into consideration. Therefore, ATL protocols inherently preserve
fairness to the wired TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck.
4. Low Complexity & Backward Compatibility: The ATL protocols are developed based
on the current TCP and UDP protocols with additional functionalities tailored to
address the unique requirements of the NGWI. Therefore, ATL can easily communi-
cate with current transport layer implementations, which follow conventional TCP/IP
semantics. This approach also matches with a unified, low complexity adaptive trans-
port layer requirement for the processing and memory constrained mobile terminals.
4.2 Related Work
Despite the extensive research in transport protocols to address the challenges in wireless
domain [99], [31], [20], [17], [10], [11], [57], most of them address these challenges only for a
specific wireless environment and hence do not solve the problems pertaining to the NGWI.
For example, independent solutions have been proposed for micro-cell [20] and macro-cell
[99] environments, and for satellite networks [10], [11], [57]. The Snoop protocol [20] pro-
posed primarily for WLANs has been shown in [99] to be inefficient in 3G environments due
to its assumption of insignificant wireless link delays compared to the end-to-end delays.
On the other hand, WTCP proposed in [99] for wireless wide area networks (WWAN) relies
on the inter-packet separation as a congestion metric. Hence, WTCP is not applicable to
WLAN and pico-cells, since its congestion metric is not reliable in the high-bandwidth low-
delay environments. In [31], TCP-Westwood is proposed to improve the TCP performance
in the hybrid wired/wireless networks. TCP-Westwood uses ACK reception rate to estimate
the available bandwidth, which is then used to calculate the congestion window and slow
start threshold. However, for the links with high delay, TCP-Westwood performance de-
grades due to the decrease in the estimation accuracy because of late arriving feedback [31].
Furthermore, the abrupt changes in wireless link delay due to vertical handoffs between
different wireless systems of the NGWI may also decrease the accuracy of its bandwidth
estimation method.
Similarly, the solutions for satellite networks also do not stand as a unified solution
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to address the heterogeneities in the NGWI. TCP-Peach [10] and its enhanced version
TCP-Peach+ [11] significantly improve the throughput performance in the satellite links.
However, their congestion control algorithms, which are tailored to match requirements
of the links with high bandwidth-delay products, may not be applicable to WLAN and
pico-cell environments.
For the NGWI architecture in which the mobile user migrates between the different
environments as illustrated in Figure 1, none of these protocols will suffice. In [58], an
end-to-end transport layer approach called pTCP is proposed to perform bandwidth aggre-
gation for mobile terminals that are connected to multiple wireless networks. pTCP opens
and maintains one TCP-virtual connection for every interface to perform data striping. Al-
though pTCP does not propose specific congestion control schemes to be used for each of
the interfaces, it has been pointed out in [58] that incorporating interface-specific transport
protocols to address the architectural heterogeneity could be a conceivable solution until
a unified transport layer framework is developed. However, including each of the existing
transport protocols tailored for a specific architecture in a single transport layer is not
a practical solution due to the processing and memory constraints of wireless terminals.
Therefore, a unified and adaptive transport protocol that adapts itself to the different wire-
less environments is yet to be developed to address the architectural heterogeneities posed
by the NGWI objective.
On the other hand, there exists a necessity of a rate control mechanism for multimedia
flows to avoid unfairness to TCP sources and further congestion collapse [52]. Although
there exists a significant amount of research in this context [88], [73], [32], [87], [18], most
of them are proposed for wired networks. These solutions follow the conservative rate
halving behavior of TCP, which leads to unnecessary rate throttle and hence severe perfor-
mance degradation in the wireless environments. In [127], an end-to-end wireless multime-
dia streaming TCP-Friendly protocol (WMSTFP) is proposed for multimedia over wireless
Internet. In WMSTFP, the sender adjusts the sending rate by calculating the available
bandwidth estimation based on the feedback obtained from the receiver. Although the
WMSTFP improves the network utilization and maintain fairness to the TCP sources, it
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is not developed to address all of the challenges in the heterogeneous architectures of the
NGWI. For example, in the satellite networks, the RTT-based rate estimation technique
used in WMSTFP may not achieve high utilization of the link resources due to very high
propagation delay. In [106], Rate Control Scheme (RCS) has been proposed for real-time
traffic in the networks with high bandwidth-delay products and high bit error rates. RCS
significantly improves the throughput performance while maintaining fairness. However,
its dummy packet based congestion control algorithm is specifically tailored to match the
requirements of the links with high propagation delay and may be inefficient for the wireless
environments with low access delay such as WLAN and pico-cells.
Despite the significant amount of research in transport protocols for wireless networks
and rate control schemes for multimedia traffic flows, there is no single solution to address
all of these heterogeneities pertaining to the NGWI. Hence, there exists a need for a uni-
fied transport layer to handle both architectural diversity and heterogeneous application
requirements of the NGWI.
4.3 Adaptive Congestion Control
In this section, the variation in the performance degradation severity due to the architec-
tural heterogeneity in the NGWI is first investigated via a case study. Then the adaptive
congestion control for reliable data transport and multimedia traffic delivery are developed.
4.3.1 Architectural Heterogeneity: Case Study
The performance degradation experienced by current TCP protocols is primarily affected by
the wireless link conditions. The increase in the probability, pw, of packet loss in the wireless
link also increases the severity of the performance degradation. Similarly, an increase in
the round-trip time, RTT , of the end-to-end path due to an additional wireless link delay,
dw, further degrades the network utilization [10]. Moreover, the high RTT also prevents
terminal from utilizing its fair bandwidth share because of the well-known unfairness to the
TCP flows with higher RTT [72]. Therefore, the severity of the performance degradation
changes according to the varying wireless link conditions.
In order to study the effects of the architectural heterogeneity in the NGWI on the TCP
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Table 2: Simulation parameters and results.
Wireless dw pw B/W Tput Gput
System (ms) (Mb/s) (Mb/s)
Wired 10 0 1 0.7286 0.86555
WLAN 10 10−4 1 0.7271 0.84686
3G Cellular 50 10−3 1 0.4899 0.57977





























































Figure 47: Congestion window change with time for different wireless link conditions.
performance, simulation experiments are performed using ns-2 [111]. Here, 3 wireless and
1 wired TCP-Newreno sources are connected to 4 receivers via 2.5 Mb/s bottleneck link.
The wireless TCP sources are connected to the bottleneck via links with the capacity of
1Mb/s, the packet loss probabilities of pw = 10
−4, 10−3, 10−2 and the one-way link delays of
dw = 10, 50, 150 ms, respectively. All TCP sources are attached with an FTP application.
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Note that three (pw, dw) pairs used in the simulation experiments represent the typical
wireless link conditions in WLAN, 3G cellular, and satellite networks.
The congestion window (cwnd) change of the TCP sources are shown in Figure 47. The
wired TCP source halves its congestion window only in case of packet loss due to congestion.
However, the wireless TCP sources perform more rate throttles, which is proportional to
the pw as shown in Figure 47. Furthermore, the recovery from cwnd halving takes time
proportional to the RTT , which increases with the wireless link delay dw. While the per-
formance of the wireless source connected to WLAN is very close to the wired TCP source,
TCP source representing satellite connection almost cannot utilize its entire link as shown
in Figure 47. The parameters and the results of the simulation experiments are summarized
in Table 2.
It is observed in Figure 47 and Table 2 that the achievable throughput performance
significantly varies with varying wireless environment conditions. The same experiments
are also conducted with an AIMD rate control protocol [88] for multimedia traffic and
similar patterns have been observed and their goodput results are also given in Table 2.
These results motivate us to develop a unified and adaptive transport layer protocols that
maintain the maximum achievable throughput in all wireless architectures of the NGWI.
4.3.2 Adaptive Congestion Control for Reliable Data Transport
It is shown in Section 4.3.1 that the TCP performance significantly varies with wireless
link conditions. Therefore a new adaptive congestion control is necessary to maintain the
highest throughput performance possible in all wireless architectures. On the other hand,
this objective is upper bounded with the throughput of the wired TCP source sharing the
same bottleneck in order to maintain the fairness. For example, the cwnd curve achieved by
the wired TCP in Figure 47 represents the target throughput to achieve for the other three
wireless resources. Therefore, the objective for adaptive congestion control can be restated
as the minimization of the difference between the areas under the cwnd curves achieved by
the wired TCP and the wireless TCP sources.
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As observed in Figure 47, the TCP throughput directly depends on the link condi-
tions. Let Tα,β(p,R, T0, b) be the throughput achieved by a TCP source, where (α,β) are its
additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease parameters; p is the packet loss probability;
R is the end-to-end round-trip time (RTT); T0 is the initial retransmission timeout (RTO),
and b is the number of data packets acknowledged with a single ACK. Hence, the wired
TCP throughput in Figure 47 can be expressed by T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b), where pc is the prob-
ability of packet loss experienced due to congestion, and Rc is the end-to-end RTT of the
connection without any additional wireless link delay. Therefore, T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b) is the
upper bound for the target throughput due to fairness consideration. Hence, the objective
of the adaptive congestion control method is to achieve T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b) regardless of the
underlying wireless architecture and the link conditions.
In the simulation experiments presented in Section 4.3.1, the wireless TCP sources
achieved lower throughput than the wired TCP source due to the increased packet loss
rate and RTT because of the additional packet losses and the link delay experienced in the
wireless link. This situation can be generalized for p > pc and R > Rc as
T1, 1
2
(p,R, T0, b) < T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b) (37)
where p andR are the total probability of packet loss due to both wireless link and congestion
and the end-to-end round-trip time (RTT), respectively. Here, p and R can be expressed
by
p = 1− (1− pw)(1− pc) (38)
R = Rc + 2dw (39)
where pw is the probability of wireless link related packet loss; pc is the probability of packet
loss due to congestion; Rc is the end-to-end RTT of the connection without any additional
wireless link delay; and dw is the one-way wireless link delay as in Table 2.
As the mobile terminal migrates between different wireless environments of the NGWI;
pw and dw, and hence p and R in (38) and (39) vary continuously. Such variation in the link
conditions leads the mobile terminal to experience different throughput degradation levels
as observed in Figure 47.
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To maintain the highest throughput performance in all of the different wireless archi-
tectures characterized by different access delays and link error rates, and achieve fairness
to the wired TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck; ATL incorporates a new adaptive
congestion control that dynamically adjusts its AIMD parameters (α,β) according to the
current wireless link conditions, i.e., pw and dw. Therefore, the objective of the new adaptive
congestion control is to obtain (α, β) pair such that
Tα,β(p,R, T0, b) ≈ T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b) (40)
is achieved in all of the different architectures of the NGWI; i.e., ∀pw and ∀dw for p > pc
and R > Rc, where p and R are expressed in (38) and (39) as a function of wireless link
condition parameters pw and dw.
Let T̂ be the upper bound for the target throughput to be achieved by the wireless
TCP sources, i.e., T̂ = T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b). Recall that this upper bound is imposed by the
fairness consideration and hence T̂ is the throughput achieved by the wired TCP source
experiencing pc and Rc as the packet loss probability due to congestion and the end-to-end
RTT (with no additional wireless link delay), respectively. Given that p, R, pw, and dw are





Rc = R− 2dw (42)
The throughput of the TCP connection Tα,β(p,R, T0, b) in (40) can be expressed by [126]














where (α,β) are the additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease parameters; p is the packet
loss probability; R is the end-to-end round-trip time (RTT); T0 is the initial retransmission
timeout (RTO), and b is the number of data packets acknowledged with a single ACK.
Therefore, T̂ can be calculated by feeding (43) with pc, Rc, T0c, and b. Here, each data packet
can be assumed to be acknowledged by an ACK, i.e., b = 1, and T0c can be approximately
set to 4Rc to provide fairness with TCP [52]. Therefore, by substituting the obtained T̂
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p(1 + 32p2) = 1
T̂
(44)
Consequently, the additive-increase parameter α that achieves the objective stated in (40)











Therefore, once pw, dw, p, and R are known, T̂ can be calculated by (43); then (45)
can be used to set the additive-increase parameter α for ∀β ∈ [0.5, 1). The selection of
the multiplicative-decrease factor β from [0.5, 1) is discussed in Section 4.4.1 and Section
4.5.1.1. By this way, the throughput degradation can be avoided and highest throughput,
which is upper bounded by the fairness constraint, is achieved via dynamically adjustment
of AIMD parameters according to the wireless link conditions. The detailed operation of
the adaptive congestion control for reliable data transport is presented in Section 4.4.1.
4.3.3 Adaptive Rate Control for Multimedia Traffic
Similarly, a new adaptive rate control for multimedia flows is necessary to maintain the
highest performance possible in all of the different wireless architectures while preserving
fairness to the TCP sources. As in Section 4.3.2, the highest throughput is again upper
bounded by the throughput of the wired TCP source sharing the same bottleneck in order
to maintain fairness.
Assume a general rate-based AIMD scheme which increases the transmission rate, S,
additively with α at each RTT , i.e., S = S + α; and reduces it multiplicatively by β if
a packet loss is detected, i.e., S = S · β. The steady-state throughput of such rate-based
AIMD scheme can be expressed by [8]
T rα,β(p,R) = α4(1−β)
[
1 + β +
√
(3− β)2 + 8(1−β2)αRp
]
(46)
where p is the packet loss probability; R is the RTT ; and α and β are the additive-increase
and the multiplicative-decrease factors, respectively.
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It is observed from Table 2 and (46) that the throughput of the rate-based AIMD scheme
depends on the link conditions, i.e., p and R, and the values of α and β. In order to maintain
the highest throughput performance and achieve fairness to the wired TCP sources, ATL
adapts the AIMD parameters of its rate control protocol to the link conditions, i.e., pw and
dw. As in Section 4.3.2, the objective of the new adaptive rate control is to obtain (α, β)
pair such that
T rα,β(p,R) ≈ T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b) (47)
is achieved in all of the different architectures of the NGWI; i.e., ∀pw and ∀dw for p > pc
and R > Rc, where p and R are expressed in (38) and (39) as a function of wireless link
condition parameters pw and dw.
Let T̂ be the upper bound for the target throughput to be achieved by the wireless mul-
timedia traffic sources as in Section 4.3.2, i.e., T̂ = T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b). Thus, by substituting




1 + β +
√




 = T̂ (48)
Hence, the additive-increase parameter α of the AIMD-based rate control protocol to achieve














Therefore, given that pw, dw, p, and R are known, then (49) can be used to set α for ∀β ∈
[0.5, 1) according to the wireless link conditions. The selection of the multiplicative-decrease
factor β from [0.5, 1) is discussed in Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.5.1.1. By this way, an
adaptive rate control scheme can achieve the highest possible throughput while maintaining
fairness. The detailed operation of the adaptive rate control scheme for multimedia traffic
is explained in Section 4.4.2.
4.4 ATL: Adaptive Transport Layer for NGWI
ATL is a unified adaptive transport layer that incorporates a new reliable data transport


































Figure 48: A typical protocol stack including Adaptive Transport Layer (ATL).
The protocol structure of ATL is illustrated in Figure 48. According to the service type
requested by the application layer or the incoming request from the receiver side, the appro-
priate protocol algorithm is initiated. The application layer interfacing and the connection
establishment procedures are left out of the scope of this work. In this section, the opera-
tions of the TCP-ATL and the RCP-ATL are presented in detail.
4.4.1 TCP-ATL: Adaptive Reliable Data Transport Protocol
ATL incorporates a new adaptive reliable transport protocol, TCP-ATL, to address the ar-
chitectural heterogeneity of the NGWI. TCP-ATL inherits well-established TCP function-
alities of the legacy TCP protocols [104] and utilizes the adaptive congestion control scheme
developed in Section 4.3.2. TCP-ATL can be also implemented based on any conventional
AIMD TCP protocol to achieve the adaptive congestion control objective. Furthermore,
the selective acknowledgment (SACK) options [81] are shown to be very effective in recov-
ering multiple packet losses in one TCP window. This is much more important on the links
with high bandwidth-delay product such as satellite links. Therefore, TCP-ATL uses the
selective acknowledgment (SACK) options [81] to guarantee reliability.
In Section 4.3.2, it is shown that the AIMD parameters of TCP can be adjusted according
to the link conditions by using (45) given that p, R, pw, and dw are known. To utilize (45) for
this goal, the TCP-ATL source continuously measures the packet loss rate p within sliding
time window of τ . The wireless link delay dw and probability of wireless related packet
loss pw are assumed to be obtained from the underlying adaptive MAC layer, which is also
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essential to address the architectural heterogeneities in the NGWI. In practice, the wireless
MAC protocols have the information about the packet loss rate and the delay experienced
in the wireless access link, i.e., pw and dw. The access delay is immediately available at the
MAC layer, since many MAC protocols use it to calculate their timeout values, e.g., clear-
to-send (CTS) timeout value calculation in IEEE 802.11 [59]. Furthermore, wireless MAC
protocols perform several attempts to get the packets it receives from upper layer to the
access point. If the MAC layer cannot successfully get the data packet across, it informs
the upper layer about this result. Note that this failure may occur because of several
wireless link conditions, such as access contention, link errors, link outage etc. Hence, the
packet loss rate due to wireless link information, pw, can be obtained from the MAC layer
information via simple cross-layer interaction. The details of such communication between
different networking layers are software implementation issues and left beyond the scope of
this work. Moreover, note that pw is also measured within a sliding time window of τ and
includes all wireless link related packet losses encountered by the underlying MAC layer
due to access failure, bit errors, fading, and signal loss due to handoff or blackout.
Once p, R, pw, and dw are known, pc and Rc can be obtained by using (41) and (42).
Hence, T̂ = T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b) can be calculated using (43) and plugged into (45) to deter-
mine α for a given β for ∀β ∈ [0.5, 1). While the selection of β affects the instantaneous
TCP-friendliness [49] of the TCP-ATL behavior, it does not affect the overall fairness. This
is because any (α, β) pair determined by (45) inherently complies with fairness requirement,
since (45) itself is obtained by taking that requirement into consideration. Therefore, β can
be safely selected from [0.5, 1). On the other hand, the higher the β is selected, the higher
performance can be observed in the links with high bandwidth-delay products. This is
mainly because the throughput degradation due to frequent rate throttles is amplified by
the high bandwidth-delay product of the link. Hence, selecting higher β values from [0.5, 1)
help compensate the adverse effects of high propagation delay on the performance. During
the simulation experiments presented in Section 4.5, β values of 0.75, 0.80, and 0.85 are
found to give the best performance, for dw = 10, 50, and 150 ms, respectively. Therefore,
β can be set to be 0.75, 0.80, and 0.85, for WLAN (0 ms < dw < 50 ms), 3G cellular (50
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ms ≤ dw < 150 ms), and satellite networks (dw ≥ 150 ms), respectively.
In the beginning of the connection, there is no information in terms of p, and pw.
Therefore, the connection starts with default AIMD parameters, i.e., (α, β) = (1, 0.5).
Note that in the absence of a wireless link, i.e., pw = 0 and dw = 0, the connection
simply uses normal TCP which is also desirable to maintain fairness. As packet losses are
being experienced due to both congestion and wireless link, (α, β) is adjusted to adapt the
protocol configuration to the varying wireless link conditions. Furthermore, at each vertical
handoff, it is essential that ATL updates its AIMD parameters to address the possible
abrupt variation in the wireless link conditions. It is assumed that the vertical handoff
events are informed by underlying MAC layer over inter-layer communication plane shown
in Figure 48.
On the other hand, the blackout situations are also implicitly addressed by the adaptive
congestion control algorithm of TCP-ATL. If a blackout occurs due to mobility or fading by
the environmental obscurations, this immediately increases pw. The TCP-ATL source then
calculates new α using (45) to adapt the congestion control configuration to the new link
conditions. It follows from (45) that an increase in pw also increases α. Therefore, TCP-
ATL can quickly recover from the throughput degradation due to a blackout by increasing
its congestion window more aggressively. Once the signal is back, pw immediately drops
which also reduces α. Therefore, TCP-ATL can dynamically return to its configuration just
before the blackout.
The default TCP-ATL operation explained above directly applies to the scenarios, where
the source is wireless and the receiver is wired terminals. The TCP-ATL operation may
require slight modifications in terms of calculations of pc and Rc according to the differ-
ent source/receiver combinations. The operation of the protocol for each source/receiver
combination is summarized as follows:
1. Wireless Source/Wired Receiver: In this case, the default ATL operation ex-
plained in this section does not require any modifications.
2. Wired Source/Wireless Receiver: In this case, the wireless link parameters, i.e.,
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pw and dw, are supplied to the source. Once the wireless terminal acquires pw and dw
for the first time, it forwards them to the source within data ACK packets to avoid
any additional overhead. pw and dw are then forwarded to the source if they vary.
Similarly, the vertical handoff event is also signaled to the source using data ACK
packets in this scenario.
3. Wireless Source/Wireless Receiver: In this case, the end-to-end path includes






w be the packet loss probability and the
delay of the wireless link at the source and the receiver side of the end-to-end path,
respectively. As the wireless receiver first obtains prw and d
r
w, it forwards them to the
source as explained above. The wireless ATL source, which receives this information,
then infers that the receiver is also wireless terminal equipped with the ATL. In
this case, the total packet loss probability p and the round-trip time R, which are
previously expressed by (38) and (39), can be calculated as
p = 1− (1− psw)(1− pc)(1− prw) (50)





It follows from (50) and (51) that the wireless source, which measures p and R as





Rc = R− 2(dsw + drw) (53)
Once pc and Rc are found using (52) and (53), the original TCP-ATL operation is
then resumed.
4. Wired Source/Wired Receiver: In this case, no wireless link involves in the entire
connection path, that is, pw = 0 and dw = 0. Therefore, normal TCP protocol
operation inherited by TCP-ATL resumes the connection. Note that ATL is also
backward compatible as it can still establish TCP connection even if any end-party is
not equipped with the ATL.
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The operation of the adaptive congestion control scheme used by TCP-ATL protocol is
summarized in the pseudo-algorithm shown in Figure 49.
Configure AIMD()
/* Case 1 */
if (Wireless Source / Wired Receiver)




Rc = R− 2dw;
end;
/* Case 2 */
if (Wired Source / Wireless Receiver)




Rc = R− 2dw;
end;
/* Case 3 */
if (Wireless Source / Receiver)
Obtain psw and d
s
w from MAC layer;








pc = 1− 1−p(1−psw)(1−prw);
Rc = R− 2(dsw + drw);
end;
Calculate T̂ = T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b) with (43);
if (0 ms < dw < 50 ms)
Set β = 0.75;
if (50 ms ≤ dw < 150 ms)
Set β = 0.80;
if (dw ≥ 150 ms)
Set β = 0.85;
if (TCP ATL)
Set α with (45);
else if (RCP ATL)
Set α with (49);
end;
end;
Figure 49: Pseudo-algorithm for the operation of the adaptive congestion and rate control
schemes used by TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL protocols.
4.4.2 RCP-ATL: Adaptive Rate Control Protocol for Multimedia Traffic
ATL incorporates a new adaptive rate control protocol, RCP-ATL, to address the archi-
tectural heterogeneity of the NGWI. RCP-ATL is an end-to-end rate control protocol that
uses the adaptive rate control scheme developed in Section 4.3.3 in order to produce TCP-
friendly traffic flows while maintaining high throughput performance in the NGWI.
RCP-ATL can run on top of RTP/RTCP [94] and UDP as shown in Figure 48. RCP-ATL
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is not an ARQ protocol and the source does not perform retransmission due to tighter time
constraints of the multimedia flows. However, the receiver sends back an acknowledgment
(ACK) for any received packet. If the RTP/RTCP is implemented, then these ACKs can be
the receiver reports (RR) that includes the reception quality statistics such as the number
of packets received, RTP timestamp, fraction lost, and cumulative number of packets lost.
Hence, RCP-ATL can obtain p and R from the RTP receiver reports. If RTP/RTCP is not
used for any reason, then data ACKs would be sufficient to acquire p and R.
RCP-ATL follows the AIMD rate control behavior. It multiplicatively decreases its data
rate (S) in case of a packet loss, i.e., S = S · β. Otherwise, it additively increases the data
rate with α at each RTT, i.e., S = S + α. Furthermore, RCP-ATL can be implemented
based on any existing AIMD rate control protocol to achieve the adaptive congestion control
objective.
As in Section 4.4.1, pw and dw are assumed to be obtained from the underlying adaptive
MAC layer. Once p, R, pw, and dw are known, pc and Rc can be obtained by using (41)
and (42). Hence, T̂ = T1, 1
2
(pc, Rc, T0c, b) can be calculated using (43) and plugged into (49)
to determine α for a given β for ∀β ∈ [0.5, 1). The discussions on the selection of β given
in Section 4.4.1 also apply here. In this case, the selection of β also affects the smoothness
of the rate variation, which is essential to maintain a certain quality level in multimedia
streaming. Although any (α, β) pair determined by (49) inherently complies with fairness
requirement, higher β is preferable for smoothness requirement. The investigation of the
effects of the β selection on the smoothness of the rate variation is left for future study.
On the other hand, RCP-ATL rate control protocol can be in co-operation with an
adaptive media encoding process. The adaptive encoder can be provided with the available
bandwidth S(t) estimated by the RCP-ATL. Hence, the real-time multimedia encoder can
then adapt its encoding rate R(t) according to the controlled fair share of the network
resources, i.e., R(t) ≈ S(t). By this way, the quality of the encoded multimedia can vary
homogeneously and smoothly without leading to congestion and undesirable abrupt quality
variations.
As explained for TCP-ATL in Section 4.4.1, RCP-ATL also indirectly addresses the
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blackout situations by its adaptive rate control algorithm. On the other hand, the RCP-
ATL may require simple modifications in terms of calculations of pc and Rc according to
the different source/receiver combinations. The explanation of the TCP-ATL operation
given in Section 4.4.1 for each source/receiver combination also applies to RCP-ATL and
hence is not repeated here. The only difference is that pw, dw and vertical handoff event
information can now be forwarded to the source within RTP receiver reports rather than
data ACKs. However, if RTP/RTCP is not used for any reason, pw, dw, and vertical
handoff event information can be still sent to the source within data ACKs. The operation
of the adaptive rate control scheme used by RCP-ATL protocol is also summarized in the
pseudo-algorithm shown in Figure 49.
4.5 Performance Evaluation
In order to investigate the performance of the ATL, extensive simulation experiments are
conducted. The throughput, blackouts, and fairness performance of TCP-ATL in the NGWI
are evaluated in Section 4.5.1. In Section 4.5.2, the performance of RCP-ATL in terms of
throughput, fairness, and jitter is investigated.
4.5.1 TCP-ATL Performance
4.5.1.1 Throughput
TCP-ATL simulation experiments are performed for varying packet loss probability (pw)
between 10−6 and 10−1. The experiments are conducted for three different one-way wire-
less link delay values, i.e., dw = 10, 50, 150 ms, which represent typical wireless link delay
values in WLAN, 3G cellular and satellite networks, respectively. During these three sets
of experiments, the multiplicative-decrease factor β is set to be 0.75, 0.80, and 0.85, respec-
tively. These settings are found to give the best performance for simulation experiments.
This makes perfectly sense since the throughput degradation (due to frequent rate throt-
tles) increases with the bandwidth-delay product of the link. Therefore, the higher the
β is selected, the higher performance is observed in the links with high bandwidth-delay
products. The throughput values are obtained at the sender. The simulations are run on












Figure 50: A unified and adaptive TCP-ATL protocol instead of using different transport






















Figure 51: Throughput comparison of TCP-ATL, Snoop, and TCP-Westwood, for dw = 10
ms and varying pw.
other via two routers connected through the shared wired bottleneck. The wireless nodes
are connected to the ingress router of the wired shared bottleneck via the wireless access
links of these heterogeneous wireless architectures. The wired nodes are connected to the
same bottleneck via wired links. The link capacities and data packet size are assumed to
be 2Mb/s and 1KB, respectively. The one-way delay of the wired bottleneck link is as-
sumed to be 10 ms. Each data packet is assumed to be acknowledged by a single ACK,
i.e., b = 1. The packets are lost in the wireless link with the packet loss probability of























Figure 52: Throughput comparison of TCP-ATL, WTCP, and TCP-Westwood for dw = 50
ms and varying pw.
investigation of the effects of these parameters on the protocol performance are left for
future study. All simulations are performed for a duration of 600 seconds. For low delay
environments such as WLAN, Snoop [20] is proven to be an efficient TCP-aware link layer
solution that significantly increases the TCP performance. WTCP [99] is also known to
achieve the highest throughput performance in WWAN environments. In the literature,
TCP-Westwood [31] is shown to significantly improve the throughput performance in the
hybrid wireless/wired networks. Similarly, TCP-Peach+ [10], [11] is shown to be the best
reliable transport protocol for satellite networks. Therefore, in order to show that TCP-ATL
attains very high performance in all of the heterogeneous wireless environments as shown
in Figure 50, its performance is compared to the performance of Snoop (with TCP-Sack)
[20] and TCP-Westwood [31] for WLAN environments; WTCP [99] and TCP-Westwood
[31] for wide-area 3G cellular, TCP-Peach+ [10], [11] and TCP-Westwood [31] for satellite
environments.
• WLAN: The results of three set of experiments for dw = 10, 50, 150 ms and vary-
ing pw are plotted in Figure 51, 52, and 53, respectively. As shown in Figure 51,
both TCP-ATL and TCP-Westwood outperforms Snoop for low packet loss rates, i.e.,
pw < 0.005 and dw = 10 ms. As pw increases, pw ≥ 0.005, TCP-Westwood experiences























Figure 53: Throughput comparison of TCP-ATL, TCP-Westwood, and TCP-Peach+ for
dw = 150 ms and varying pw.
(with TCP-Sack). This is because the adaptive congestion control of TCP-ATL helps
to compensate the throughput degradation by dynamically adjusting its AIMD pa-
rameters as explained in Section 4.4.1. Snoop also achieves high performance even in
such high packet loss rates because of its local retransmission strategy. Nevertheless,
it does not compensate for the effects of the additional wireless access delay on the
throughput efficiency. Moreover, in the Snoop implementation, the additional buffer-
ing performed at the access point in order to snoop the end-to-end connection brings
additional increase in the access delay. This further amplifies the throughput per-
formance difference between the Snoop and TCP-ATL which can handle the adverse
effects of the wireless access delay as explained in Section 4.3.2. For a typical WLAN
environment with a wide range of pw, TCP-ATL significantly improves throughput
over Snoop and TCP-Westwood. For pw = 5.10
−2, TCP-ATL outperforms TCP-
Westwood approximately by 234% and Snoop by 47%.
• 3G Cellular: For this environment, the performance of TCP-ATL is also compared
to WTCP in addition to TCP-Westwood. As shown in Figure 52, TCP-ATL out-
performs WTCP for dw = 50 ms and for all pw values from 10
−6 to 10−1. However,
WTCP achieves higher throughput performance than TCP-Westwood. As the wire-
less link delay increases, i.e., dw = 50 ms, the throughput improvement by TCP-ATL
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over TCP-Westwood further increases as shown in Figure 52. This is mainly because
TCP-ATL performance does not degrade with increasing dw while TCP-Westwood
performance is significantly affected. This is because the bandwidth estimation based
on the ACK reception rate used by the TCP-Westwood starts to lose accuracy because
of late arriving feedback [31]. Furthermore, WTCP also outperforms TCP-Westwood
in this environment due to the same reason. For pw = 10
−3, TCP-Westwood experi-
ences 28% throughput degradation due to the increase in dw from 10 ms to 50 ms while
TCP-ATL performance almost remains unaffected. For pw = 5.10
−2 and dw = 50 ms,
TCP-ATL outperforms WTCP with 91% and TCP-Westwood with approximately
468% throughput improvement.
• Satellite: As shown in Figure 53, TCP-ATL throughput does not significantly de-
grade in the typical satellite environment, i.e., dw = 150 ms, compared to the previous
scenarios. Recall that dw = 150 ms is the one-way wireless link delay. For pw = 10
−3
and dw = 150 ms, the TCP-ATL performance decreases by only 6% compared to
dw = 50 ms while TCP-Westwood experiences 48% throughput degradation. This
is again because of the adaptive congestion control scheme of the TCP-ATL, which
updates its AIMD parameters according to the pw and dw. TCP-ATL throughput
also shows similar behavior for varying pw as shown in Figure 53. However, the
throughput degradation due to high pw is not as severe as it is for TCP-Westwood
and TCP-Peach+. TCP-ATL improves the throughput up to 7.6 times over TCP-
Westwood for dw = 150 ms. Note also that TCP-ATL outperforms TCP-Peach+ by
125% throughput improvement for pw = 10
−2 and dw = 150 ms.
Consequently, instead of using different transport protocols developed for specific ar-
chitectures, TCP-ATL achieves high throughput performance in all of the three different
wireless architectures by adapting its protocol configuration as shown in Figure 50.
4.5.1.2 Roaming Between Heterogeneous Architectures
Simulation experiments are also performed to evaluate the throughput achieved by the
TCP-ATL while the mobile terminal roams between different wireless architectures. Here,
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Table 3: Throughput achieved while (wireless source) roaming between heterogeneous
wireless architectures.
Exp. # (t1, t2) (N1, N2, N3) Tput (Mb/s)
1 (100,300) (WLAN,3G,Sat) 1.8870
2 (200,300) (WLAN,Sat,3G) 1.9149
3 (200,500) (Sat,WLAN,3G) 1.8919
4 (200,400) (Sat,3G,WLAN) 1.8979
5 (100,200) (3G,WLAN,Sat) 1.8701
6 (400,500) (3G,Sat,WLAN) 1.9210
the mobile terminal performs vertical handoff between three different wireless architectures
(WLAN, 3G, Satellite), i.e., N1, N2, and N3, at t = t1 and t = t2 during its connection
period. The simulations are performed for a duration of 600 seconds. pw = 10
−5, 10−4, 10−3
and dw = 10, 50, 150 ms for WLAN, 3G cellular, and satellite environments, respectively.
The other simulation parameters are the same as the ones used in Section 4.5.1.1. The
simulations are performed for various (t1, t2) and (N1, N2, N3) combinations. Furthermore,
the same simulation experiments are also performed for two different cases: (i) the wireless
mobile terminal is the source and (ii) the wireless mobile terminal is the receiver.
• Wireless Source: In this case, the wireless mobile terminal is the source and roaming
between heterogeneous wireless architectures of the NGWI while it has an active
connection. For example, in the first experiment, the connection starts in WLAN at
t = 0, and then at t1 = 100 seconds the source migrates from WLAN to 3G and
at t2 = 300 seconds from 3G to the satellite environment. As shown in Table 3,
TCP-ATL maintains its high throughput performance (around 1.9 Mb/s) regardless
of what portion of the connection takes place in which wireless architecture.
• Wireless Receiver: In this scenario, where the wireless mobile terminal is the re-
ceiver, the throughput achieved by the TCP-ATL does not vary significantly as shown
in Table 4. Although there exists very small throughput degradation, this is mainly
due to loss of the packets carrying pw and dw from the wireless receiver node to the
sender. In this case, TCP-ATL source cannot immediately respond to the variation in






















Figure 54: Throughput comparison of TCP-ATL and TCP-Westwood for varying blackout
durations for dw = 50 ms and pw = 10
−3.
Table 4: Throughput achieved while (wireless receiver) roaming between heterogeneous
wireless architectures.
Exp. # (t1, t2) (N1, N2, N3) Tput (Mb/s)
1 (100,300) (WLAN,3G,Sat) 1.8521
2 (200,300) (WLAN,Sat,3G) 1.8943
3 (200,500) (Sat,WLAN,3G) 1.8755
4 (200,400) (Sat,3G,WLAN) 1.8771
5 (100,200) (3G,WLAN,Sat) 1.8561
6 (400,500) (3G,Sat,WLAN) 1.9093
reason for this throughput degradation is slightly delayed congestion control adapta-
tion caused by the additional delay incurred while the wireless receiver forwards the
wireless link parameters, i.e., pw and dw, to the source as discussed in case 2 of the
detailed protocol operation presented in Section 4.4.1. Despite such a slight variation,
the achieved throughput is still around 1.9 Mb/s for all of the experiment scenarios
as shown in Table 4.
Therefore, regardless of whether the wireless mobile terminal is the source or the receiver
end of the end-to-end connection, TCP-ATL can provide seamless high network utilization




The throughput achieved by TCP-ATL and TCP-Westwood for varying blackout durations
between 10 ms and 10 seconds are given in Figure 54. Here, it is assumed that dw = 50 ms
and pw = 10
−3. The simulations are performed for a duration of 600 seconds, where the
blackout occurs at t = 300 seconds.
As shown in Figure 54, the throughput decreases with increasing blackout duration as
expected. This decrease is observed in both of the curves representing the TCP-ATL and
TCP-Westwood. TCP-ATL outperforms TCP-Westwood for all blackout duration values.
This is achieved by the dynamically adaptive congestion control used by TCP-ATL. When a
blackout occurs due to mobility or fading by environmental obscurations, this immediately
increases pw. The TCP-ATL source then calculates new α using (45) to adapt the congestion
control configuration to the new link conditions. Therefore, TCP-ATL can quickly recover
from the throughput degradation due to a blackout as explained in Section 4.4.1. For
the blackout duration of 1 second, TCP-ATL achieves 89% throughput improvement over
TCP-Westwood.
4.5.1.4 Fairness
For the fairness performance of TCP-ATL, two different scenarios, i.e., Intra-protocol fair-
ness and Fairness to wired TCP flows, are considered. For the former case, the fairness
among TCP-ATL flows sharing the same bottleneck is investigated. For the latter case, the
fairness of TCP-ATL to the wired TCP sources, which are sharing the same bottleneck, is
explored.
• Intra-Protocol fairness: In this case, 6 TCP-ATL sources share the same bottleneck
with a capacity of 6Mb/s for dw = 10 ms and pw = 10
−3. In Figure 55, the data
received by each TCP-ATL sink is shown as a function of time. It is observed from
Figure 55 that all sinks receive almost the same amount of data at any point in time
during the connection period. Hence, the TCP-ATL sources are all given a fair share

























Figure 55: Intra-protocol fairness: The total bytes received by each of the TCP-ATL sinks



























Figure 56: Fairness to wired TCP flows: The total bytes received by the TCP-ATL and
wired TCP sinks with time for dw = 10 ms and pw = 10
−3.
• Fairness to wired TCP flows: In this case, 5 TCP-ATL and 5 wired TCP-SACK
sources share the same bottleneck bottleneck with capacity 4Mb/s. TCP-ATL sources
are connected to the bottleneck via a wireless link with dw = 10 ms and pw = 10
−3.
TCP-SACK sources are connected to the bottleneck via a wired links, hence they are
wired TCP source.
The total data received by the TCP-ATL and wired TCP sinks are shown in Figure 56
as a function of time. Let Φ(t) be the ratio of the total data received by TCP-ATL and
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Figure 57: Goodput achieved by RCP-ATL for dw = 10 ms and varying pw.
amount of data than the wired TCP source, Φ(t) ≈ 1 throughout the connection
period. This is mainly because of the inherent fairness of the TCP-ATL adaptive
congestion control as explained in Section 4.3.2. Therefore, TCP-ATL significantly
improves link utilization efficiency while preserving the overall fairness to the wired
TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck.
4.5.2 RCP-ATL Performance
4.5.2.1 Goodput Performance
RCP-ATL goodput performance experiments are also performed for varying pw between
10−6 and 10−1 and for dw = 10, 50, 150 ms, which represent typical one-way wireless link
delay values in WLAN, 3G and satellite networks, respectively. The simulation environment
and parameters used are the same with TCP-ATL experiments presented in Section 4.5.1.1.
In the literature, RAP [88] is the best rate control protocol for wired environments. However,
it is shown in [106] that RAP has very poor performance in the wireless domain. In the
literature, however, there is no rate control protocol at the transport layer specifically
developed for WLAN and 3G cellular environments. On the other hand, RCS [106] is the
rate control scheme that has the highest performance in satellite networks. Therefore, the
RCP-ATL goodput performance is compared to only RCS for satellite networks.
For low pw values, i.e., pw < 10
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Figure 58: Goodput achieved by RCP-ATL for dw = 50 ms and varying pw.
RCP-ATL maintains its goodput performance as shown in Figure 57. As pw increases,
RCP-ATL starts to experience a slight performance degradation. As the wireless link delay
increases, i.e., dw = 50 ms, the goodput performance of RCP-ATL remains unaffected by
the increasing delay as shown in Figure 58. This is achieved because of its adaptive rate
control explained in Section 4.3.3.
In the typical satellite environment, i.e., dw = 150 ms, the performance of RCP-ATL is
also compared with RCS. In this case, RCP-ATL can maintain its high goodput performance
over wide range of pw while RCS experiences significant degradation for pw > 10
−3 as shown
in Figure 59. For pw = 10
−2 and dw = 150 ms, RCP-ATL improves goodput over RCS
approximately by 228%. Therefore, RCP-ATL can achieve very high goodput performance
in all different wireless environments as its TCP counterpart as shown in Figure 50, where
α is now calculated by (49).
4.5.2.2 Fairness
Similar to the Section 4.5.1.4, two different scenarios, i.e., Intra-protocol fairness and Fair-
ness to wired TCP flows, are considered for the fairness performance of RCP-ATL. In the
intra-protocol fairness scenario, 6 RCP-ATL sources share the same bottleneck with capac-
ity of 6Mb/s for dw = 10 ms and pw = 10
−3. As shown in Figure 60, the data received by
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Figure 60: Intra-protocol fairness: The total bytes received by each of the RCP-ATL sinks
with time for dw = 10 ms and pw = 10
−3.
Hence, the RCP-ATL sources are all given a fair share of the network resources.
To explore the RCP-ATL fairness to the wired TCP flows, the same scenario as in
Section 4.5.1.4 is used. RCP-ATL and wired TCP-SACK sources share the same bottleneck
with a capacity of 4Mb/s. The data received by the RCP-ATL and the wired TCP sinks
are shown in Figure 61 as a function of time. Let Φ(t) be the ratio of the data received by
RCP-ATL and wired TCP sinks at time t. As shown in Figure 61, Φ(t) ≈ 1 throughout
the connection period. Therefore, RCP-ATL maintains fairness to the wired TCP sources
sharing the same bottleneck. Note that this fairness is achieved because of the adaptive



























Figure 61: Fairness to wired TCP flows: The total bytes received by the RCP-ATL and




































The jitter experienced by RCP-ATL and RAP flows are also investigated in terms of the
multimedia support performance of the RCP-ATL. Although RAP [88] is mainly developed
for wired networks, RCP-ATL is compared to RAP in order to assess the improvement
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achieved by RCP-ATL due to its adaptivity to varying link conditions. The jitter experi-
enced by each packet transmitted by the RCP-ATL and RAP sources are shown in Figure
62. In the bottom plot of Figure 62, it is seen that the packets sent by the RAP source
experience much higher jitter than the packets sent by RCP-ATL. This is because RAP
halves its data rate at packet losses due to link errors hence resulting in high delay varia-
tion. In order to comply with the instantaneous TCP-friendliness, RCP-ATL also performs
rate decrease at each packet loss. However, since it uses higher multiplicative decrease pa-
rameter β, RCP-ATL experiences less abrupt rate variation in case of a packet loss than
RAP. Therefore, RAP source experiences higher jitter than RAP source. Such improvement
in jitter achieved by RCP-ATL, is of significant importance for the delay sensitive real-time
traffic, where the delay variation directly affects the QoS performance.
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CHAPTER V
RELIABLE TRANSPORT PROTOCOL FOR
INTERPLANETARY INTERNET
In this chapter, a reliable transport protocol, TP-Planet, is presented for data traffic in the
InterPlaNetary Internet. The objective of TP-Planet is to address the challenges and to
achieve high throughput performance and reliable data transmission on deep space links of
the InterPlaNetary Backbone Network. TP-Planet was first presented in [6]. In Section 5.2,
an extensive set of related work as well as the performance of the existing TCP protocols
are presented. TP-Planet protocol overview along with the detailed operation of the Initial
State algorithm is presented in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, Steady State algorithm including
the new rate-based AIMD congestion control and Blackout State behavior are explained.
Performance evaluation experiments and the results are then presented in Section 5.5.
5.1 Motivation
The space exploration missions are crucial for acquisition of information about the space
and the universe. The entire success of a mission is directly related to the satisfaction of its
communications needs. For this goal, the challenges posed by the InterPlaNetary Internet
architecture described in Section 1.2 need to be addressed.
Among the architectural elements of the InterPlaNetary Internet shown in Figure 2, the
main focus of this research is on the Interplanetary Backbone Network where the source and
sink end-points are basically the ground station at the Earth and the planetary gateways
connected to the relay satellites orbiting around the outer-space planets. This is because the
Interplanetary Backbone Network plays a significant role for the performance of entire deep
space communication. The most important characteristics and the challenges posed by the
Interplanetary Backbone Network are listed as follows:
• Very long propagation delays: The deep space communication links may have
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extremely long propagation delays. For example, the end-to-end round trip time
for the Mars-Earth communication network varies from 8.5 minutes to 40 minutes
according to the orbital location of the planets [44].
• High link error rates: The bit error rates on the deep space links are very high
usually on the order of 10−1 [44].
• Blackouts: Periodic link outages may occur due to orbital obscuration with the loss
of line-of-sight because of moving planetary bodies, the interference of an asteroid or
a spacecraft [22].
• Bandwidth asymmetry: The asymmetry in the bandwidth capacity of forward and
reverse channels is typically on the order of 1000 : 1 in space missions [44].
These challenges need to be addressed in order to meet the communication requirements
of deep space missions and hence realize the InterPlaNetary Internet objective.
5.2 Related Work
The existing TCP variants [65], [66], [51], [81], [28], [80], [31], [11] have been shown to
achieve very poor performance in deep space communication networks [2]. The dominant
factor in this performance degradation is the extremely high propagation delay in deep
space links [2]. This is solely due to the window-based mechanism used by the current
TCP protocols during slow start and congestion avoidance algorithms. In the slow start
algorithm, the congestion window size (W ) is increased by one packet per received ACK
until the slow start threshold (Wss) is reached, i.e., W < Wss. However, this approach
wastes the link resources for a very long duration which is proportional to the propagation
delay. For Wss = 20 and RTT = 20 minutes, it is shown in [2] that the slow start algorithm
cannot utilize the link resources for approximately 120 minutes in deep space links.
The inefficiency in link utilization due to window-based mechanisms also exists during
the congestion avoidance phase, i.e., W ≥ Wss, where the TCP source increments the
congestion window size by roughly one at each RTT. As shown in Figure 63, the existing





























Figure 63: Throughput performance of TCP implementations over InterPlaNetary Back-
bone links.
capacity of 1 Mb/s, packet loss probability of p = 10−3 and RTT = 40 minutes. In other
words, the entire deep space link remains almost unutilized during the entire connection
period. Note that RTT = 40 minutes is within the RTT range for communication links
between Mars and Earth, i.e., 8.5 to 40 minutes based on the orbital position [44].
Furthermore, the current TCP protocols are designed for wired links, which are reason-
ably assumed to have negligible bit error rates. Therefore, they invoke congestion control
mechanisms in case of a single packet loss. However, this assumption does not hold in
deep space communication links. Consequently, the packet loss based congestion detection
mechanism results in unnecessary rate throttle and leads to severe throughput degradation.
Much research has been performed in recent years in order to address the throughput degra-
dation due to wireless link errors [19]. However, these solutions cannot be directly applied
to Interplanetary Backbone Network because of the amplifying effects of the extremely high
propagation delay and the other abovementioned characteristics on the problem.
The TCP performance on the links with high bandwidth-delay products and errors is
analyzed in [72]. Many transport protocols [57], [10], [11] are proposed for satellite links,
which are also characterized by high bandwidth-delay products and high bit error rates.
Nevertheless, these studies mostly refer to Geo-stationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite links
with typical RTT values around 550 ms, which are very low compared to RTTs in deep space
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communication links. Moreover, packet losses due the blackout conditions may also mislead
the congestion control mechanisms based on packet losses. In [55], an enhancement for
TCP is developed to address signal loss conditions due to mobility. However, the blackout
situations in deep space links are much more complicated due to extremely high propagation
delay and hence solutions as in [55] cannot be applied directly.
There already exists an active research on transport layer protocols for space-based
communication networks. Space Communications Protocol Standards-Transport Protocol
(SCPS-TP) [43], [38] is a set of TCP extensions developed by Consultative Committee for
Space Data Systems (CCSDS) for space communications. SCPS-TP is designed to support
current communication environments and those of upcoming space missions [38]. SCPS-TP
is developed based on the existing TCP protocols with some modifications and extensions to
address the challenges posed by space-based systems such as link errors, bandwidth asym-
metry, and link outages. It can provide full, best-effort and minimal reliability according
to the mission specific communication requirements. The capabilities of the SCPS-TP are
basically a combination of existing TCP protocols, which are shown to be inadequate in
addressing the challenges in Interplanetary Backbone Network [2]. For example, SCPS-TP
with Vegas congestion control uses window-based scheme and adopts slow-start algorithm.
Although the rate-based version of SCPS-TP is under development, it disables congestion
control mechanism and performs transmission with user selected fixed rate [113]. On the
other hand, for example, SCPS-TP uses TCP-Vegas [28] congestion decision mechanism
based on the RTT variation. However, since the window-based nature of TCP-Vegas can-
not fully utilize the link, it is not even possible for it to experience the congestion and hence
variation in RTT. Therefore, congestion decision based on RTT variation does not provide
proper congestion control functionality. Furthermore, due to the extremely high propaga-
tion delay, the variation in RTT may not be measured accurately such that the resultant
congestion control behavior may also not be accurate.
As pointed out in [2], there exists an urgent need for reliable transport protocol for


















Figure 64: TP-Planet protocol operation state diagram including substates and the state
transitions based on congestion control decision mechanism.
InterPlaNetary Internet (IPN) is presented. TP-Planet is mainly implemented at the In-
terplanetary Backbone Network nodes, i.e., the TP-Planet source and sink are the ground
station at the Earth and the planetary gateway connected to the relay satellites orbiting
around the outer-space planets. The objective of TP-Planet is to achieve high throughput
performance and reliable data transmission by addressing the challenges in the InterPlaN-
etary Backbone Network. In order to address the challenges due to extremely high propa-
gation delay, TP-Planet deploys a newly developed end-to-end rate-based additive-increase
multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) congestion control, whose AIMD parameters are adjusted
to compensate for the throughput degradation. Two novel algorithms, i.e., Initial State and
Steady State, constitute the structure of the TP-Planet protocol. Initial State algorithm
replaces the inefficient slow start algorithms in order to capture link resources in a very fast
and controlled manner. In Steady State, a new congestion detection and control mechanism
is deployed to minimize the erroneous congestion decisions due to high link errors. In or-
der to reduce the effects of blackout conditions on the throughput performance, TP-Planet
incorporates Blackout State procedure into the protocol operation. Bandwidth asymmetry
problem is addressed by the adoption of delayed SACK options. Performance evaluation
via simulation experiments reveals that TP-Planet significantly achieves high throughput
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Figure 65: An example illustration of time framing mechanism in the Immediate Start
phase for ssthreshe = 8.
5.3 TP-Planet: Initial State
TP-Planet source starts connection in the Initial State at t = 0 by calling Initial State()
algorithm as shown in Figure 64. TP-Planet source then goes to the Steady State by calling
Steady State() algorithm at t = 2 ·RTT as shown in Figure 64.
The slow start algorithm used in the existing TCP protocols is shown to be inefficient
on deep space links of the InterPlaNetary Internet [2]. In order to avoid performance
degradation due to Slow Start algorithm, TP-Planet deploys Initial State() algorithm,
which achieves to capture link resources in a very fast and controlled manner. The algorithm
is composed of two main procedures, i.e., Immediate Start and Follow-Up.
5.3.1 Immediate Start
TP-Planet starts a connection in the Immediate Start state at t = 0, where the actual RTT is
divided into time intervals of size T . TP-Planet then emulates Slow Start and Congestion
Avoidance algorithms of the conventional window-based TCP protocols by treating time
intervals of size T as the RTT of the emulated connection. The objective of the Immediate
Start phase is to probe the network in a fast and controlled manner so that the transmission
rate can be increased quickly according to the feedback from the sink. The determination
of the interval size T is presented in Section 5.3.3. Here, the protocol operation in the
Immediate Start phase is presented in two parts, i.e., Emulated Slow Start and Emulated
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Congestion Avoidance.
5.3.1.1 Emulated Slow Start
As shown in Figure 65, the first RTT is divided into time intervals of size T . This is done
in order to have more fine-grained time unit than the extremely high RTT of the deep
space link. The number of data packets transmitted in each interval, cwnd, is increased
geometrically in each interval by emulating window-based behavior of the Slow Start algo-
rithm of the classical TCP protocols. This increase continues until the emulated slow start
threshold, ssthreshe, is reached, i.e., cwnd ≤ ssthreshe.
In addition to data packets, NIL segments [11] are also sent in each time interval during
the Immediate Start phase. The objective of NIL segment transmission is to probe actual
link resource status in the beginning of the connection. NIL segments are chosen from
the unacknowledged outstanding data packets to be used for packet loss recovery at the
receiver. NIL segments are encapsulated by low priority IP packets. Note that the type of
service (TOS) field of the IP packet header can be used for this purpose. Hence, assuming
the relay satellites serving as routers along the Interplanetary Backbone link as shown in
Figure 2 have priority-queuing capability, low priority NIL segments are discarded first in
case of congestion. Therefore NIL segment transmission does not affect the throughput of
the actual data packet transmission. If there is no congestion, they are received and ACKed
back by the sink, which reveals that there are still unutilized link resources along the path.
NIL segments are created with Generate Nil Segment() algorithm shown in Figure 66,
where Q is the length of the queue of unacknowledged outstanding data packets and i is a
counter. Further details of the NIL segment generation can be found in [11].
In the Emulated Slow Start phase, the number (cwndN ) of NIL segments transmitted
in each interval is determined such that the total number of packets transmitted does not
exceed the emulated slow start threshold, i.e., cwnd+ cwndN ≤ ssthreshe.
In Figure 65, the emulated slow start threshold is assumed to be 8 packets, i.e., ssthreshe =
8. Therefore, the number of data and NIL segments transmitted at each time interval during
the Emulated Slow Start phase can be summarized as follows
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Generate NIL Segment()
Add unACKed packets into the queue;
i = 0;
if (NIL Segment is needed)
q = i mod Q;
i = i+ 1;
NIL Segment = qth packet in queue;
end;
if (jth packet in the queue is ACKed)
Remove the packet from Q;
if (j < i and i > 0)
i = i− 1;
end;
end;
if (New packet is added to Q)
Add the packet to the tail;




Figure 66: The NIL Segment Generating Algorithm
• 1st T cwnd = 1 and cwndN = 7.
• 2nd T cwnd = 2 and cwndN = 6.
• 3rd T cwnd = 4 and cwndN = 4.
• 4th T cwnd = 8 and cwndN = 0.
In general, the number of data packets and NIL segments transmitted in the ith time
interval during the Emulated Slow Start is given by
cwnd = 2i−1 (54)
cwndN = ssthreshe − 2i−1 (55)
5.3.1.2 Emulated Congestion Avoidance
The Emulated Slow Start is left for Emulated Congestion Avoidance phase when cwnd =
ssthreshe. Since there is no feedback information about the link resources as yet, the TP-
Planet source does not increase the number cwnd of data packets transmitted in each time
interval. Therefore, cwnd = ssthreshe until the end of the emulated congestion avoidance
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phase. However, for further probing the link status, the source increases cwndN additively
by one NIL segment per T interval emulating congestion avoidance algorithm of the classical
TCP protocols. As in Figure 65, during this phase cwnd is kept constant and cwndN is
increased by one segment in each T until the end of the Immediate Start, when cwndN
becomes equal to cwnd. The transmission of NIL segments is terminated at the end of the
first RTT and TP-Planet source goes to the Follow-Up state of the Initial State algorithm
as shown in Figure 64.
5.3.2 The Follow-Up Phase
During this phase, the feedback for the packets transmitted in the Immediate Start phase
are started to be received by the TP-Planet source. In order to save scarce reverse channel
resources of the bandwidth asymmetrical deep space link, the sink does not ACK back all
the packets it receives . Several data packets are ACKed by a delayed SACK, whose details
are explained in Section 5.4.4. Since NIL segments are transmitted to probe the link status,
each received NIL segment indicates the existence of unutilized link resources. Hence, the
TP-Planet sink counts the total number (N) of packets received in every T period and sends
this information back to the source. This information is carried in NIL ACKs. TP-Planet
source transmits ssthreshe packets in RTT ≤ t ≤ RTT+T until the first NIL ACK received
at t = RTT + T . Then, TP-Planet source adjusts its transmission rate (S) by using the
information carried in NIL ACKs, i.e., S = N/T , until the end of 2 · RTT . Therefore, the
transmission rate S at the end of the Initial State depends on the number of ACKs received
in the last time interval of the Follow-Up phase.
Let NACK be the number of packets received by the TP-Planet sink during RTT −T ≤
t ≤ RTT . Since the total number of packets sent in the last interval of the Immediate Start
phase is 2 ·sstreshe, the data transmission rate S at the end of the Initial State is expressed
by
S =
min{NACK , 2 · ssthreshe}
T
(56)
In addition to the data packets, TP-Planet source also starts sending NIX segments
during the Follow-Up phase. The NIX segments are much smaller than the data packets,
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i.e., 40 bytes. They are carried in both low and high priority IP packets. During the Follow-
Up phase, low and high priority NIX segments are transmitted with the transmission rate
SNix which is equal to the transmission rate of the data packets, i.e., SNix = S. The
objective of the NIX segment transmission is to capture congestions and make decisions
accordingly in the Steady State. The details of the congestion detection mechanism based
on NIX segments are explained in Section 2.5.2. The Follow-Up phase is over at t = 2 ·RTT
and the source leaves Initial State for the Steady State as shown in Figure 64.
Initial State()
Send connection request CONN REQUEST;
Set T & ssthreshe by (61) & (62)
n = 1;
cwnd = 1;
While (t ≤ RTT )
/* Immediate Start */
While (cwnd ≤ ssthreshe)
/* Emulated Slow Start */
If ((n− 1)T ≤ t ≤ nT)
Send (cwnd) DATA pkts;
Send (ssthreshe − cwnd) NIL pkts;
end;
n = n+ 1;
cwnd = 2n−1;
end;
/* Emulated Congestion Avoidance*/
cwnd = ssthreshe;
cwndN = 1;
While ((n− 1)T ≤ t ≤ nT ≤ RTT)
Send (cwnd) DATA pkts;
Send (cwndN) NIL pkts;
cwndN = cwndN + 1;
n = n+ 1;
end;
end;
While (RTT ≤ t ≤ 2 ·RTT)
/* Follow-Up */
If (NIL ACK RECEIVED)
Set data rate S = N/T;





Figure 67: The Initial State() algorithm
Consequently, TP-Planet source can capture the link resources as soon as t ≥ RTT +T
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based on the number of ACKs it receives from the sink. It can achieve this without leading
to congestion by controlling the number of probe packets injected into the network.
5.3.3 Determination of the Time Interval T
In the Initial State, the extremely high actual RTT is divided into time intervals of size
T and the conventional TCP behavior is emulated to capture the available link resources
in a controlled manner. The performance of the Initial State depends on the size of the T
intervals. While the smaller T increases link utilization, it also increases overhead incurred
by NIL segment transmission.
The objective of the Initial State is to reach a certain data transmission rate, S, as soon
as possible without leading to a congestion. During the Follow-Up phase, TP-Planet source
adjusts its transmission rate S according to the feedback received from the sink every T
period via NIL ACKs. Since ssthreshe is the maximum number of packets transmitted in
one interval during the Emulated Slow Start phase, the transmission rate reached in the
Follow-Up phase is dependent on ssthreshe. Here, it is assumed that the TP-Planet source
has a given target minimum transmission rate requirement, B. This requirement can be
mostly due to two main reasons:
• Application: The minimum transmission rate is required in order to meet specific
application needs such as transmission of scientific multimedia data which requires
100% reliability and a minimum bound on the transmission rate.
• Latency: The maximum allowed latency can be advertised by the specific space
mission requirements as the maximum duration for the transmission of certain amount
of data. This determines the minimum target transmission rate requirement for a
given connection.
Consequently, in order to achieve the target transmission rate of B packets/s at t =
RTT + T , the corresponding sshtreshe is calculated as
ssthreshe = B · T (57)
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The Emulated Slow Start phase of the Immediate Start terminates when the number of
data packets transmitted in one time interval reaches the emulated slow start threshold,
i.e., cwnd = ssthreshe. Therefore, from (55) it follows that the duration of the Emulated
Slow Start phase (Tess) is given by
Tess = (log2 ssthreshe + 1) · T (58)
During the Emulated Congestion Avoidance phase, the number of data packets per
interval, cwnd, is kept constant. Moreover, the number of NIL segments is increased by
one per interval until the end of the Immediate Start, i.e., t = RTT . In order to probe
the network resources in the range of [B, 2B], the source increases the number of NIL
segments transmitted in each interval until it is equal to the number of data packets, i.e.,
cwndN = ssthreshe. The Immediate Start is over when cwndN reaches ssthreshe at
t = RTT . Therefore, the duration of the Emulated Congestion Avoidance phase (Teca) can
be expressed by
Teca = ssthreshe · T (59)
Since the total duration of the Immediate Start is Tess + Teca = RTT , from (58) and (59)
it follows that
(log2 ssthreshe + 1 + ssthreshe) · T = RTT (60)
As (log2 ssthreshe + 1) is negligible compared to ssthreshe itself, from (57) and (60)






where B is the target transmission rate in packets/s. At the beginning of a connection,
RTT is also not known to the TP-Planet source. Therefore, TP-Planet source also caches
the RTT of the past connections and uses that value in order to calculate the time interval
size T by (61) during the Initial State.






Thus, at the beginning of the connection, T and ssthreshe are set by (61) and (62). The
first RTT period is then divided into time intervals of size T . The Emulated Slow Start and
Emulated Congestion Avoidance phases are performed in the first RTT in order to perform
resource probing. In the second RTT, the transmission rate is increased by sending a new
data packet for each received ACK until t = 2 · RTT . By this way, TP-Planet source can
increase its transmission rate very quickly and efficiently utilize the resources during the
Initial State without leading to any congestion.
5.3.4 The Connection Establishment
The conventional TCP protocols perform three-way handshake for connection establish-
ment. The existing protocols send connection request segment at the beginning of the
connection and do not transmit any data segments until the connection ACK is received
from the receiver. This approach results in waste of huge bandwidth for at least a duration
of one RTT in deep space links. In order to avoid this inefficiency, TP-Planet source does
not wait for the ACK for the connection request and starts data transmission in the Initial
State as if the session request is granted. If the request is rejected, then the connection is
terminated after one RTT .
As a result, TP-Planet achieves better utilization of link resources in the early phases
of the connection by the Initial State algorithm. The overall Initial State algorithm of the
TP-Planet is summarized in Figure 67.
5.4 TP-Planet: Steady State
TP-Planet source leaves Initial State for Steady State at t = 2 · RTT and remains in the
Steady State until the connection is terminated. During the Steady State operation, TP-
Planet source can be in one of the four states, i.e., Increase Rate, Decrease Rate, Hold
Rate and Blackout as shown in Figure 64. In the beginning of the Steady State, the source
goes to Hold Rate state, where no transmission rate change is performed. During Steady
State operation, TP-Planet deploys a new congestion control scheme. Hence, the transitions
between these states in the Steady State is decided based on this congestion control scheme.




TP-Planet deploys a new congestion control scheme in order to address the challenges due
to high link error rates in Interplanetary Backbone Network. The objective of this method
is to decouple network congestions and packet losses due to errors.
During the Steady State, TP-Planet source transmits low and high priority NIX seg-
ments continuously for congestion detection purposes. NIX segments are carried by IP
packets, which are marked as high and low priority using TOS field in the IP packet header.
NIX segments differ from NIL segments used in Initial State in terms of their size and
functionality. Unlike NIL, NIX segments are much smaller compared to data segments, i.e.,
40 bytes. They do not carry any information and thus, cannot be used for error recovery
purposes.
Low and high priority NIX segments are transmitted simultaneously with the same rate
(SNix) equal to the data transmission rate (S), i.e., SNix = S. The objective of this is to
obtain congestion decision support via comparison between the reception statistics of both
low and high priority NIX segments. Since low and high priority NIX segments are equal in
size and are transmitted with the same rate SNix, they experience the same packet loss rate
due to space link errors. However, assuming the relay satellites serving as routers along
the Interplanetary Backbone link as shown in Figure 2 have priority-queuing capability,
low priority NIX segments are discarded first in case of a congestion. The only reason for
low and high priority NIX segments to have different packet loss rates is the additional
loss experienced by low priority segments due to congestion. This reasoning constitutes the
basis for the congestion detection method via NIX segment transmission.
TP-Planet sink counts the number of received low (NLow) and high (NHigh) priority
NIX segments in a sliding time window of Tw. The received NIX segments are not ACKed
back to the sender. Note that this also avoids an overhead in the reverse channel, which
can also become a bottleneck due to bandwidth asymmetry in deep space links. Only the
reception statistics within a time window of Tw are returned to the sender every τ period.
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This information is carried by NIX ACKs. TP-Planet source receives NIX ACKs carrying
(NLow, NHigh) at the end of each measurement period τ .





Assuming that the low and high priority NIX packets experience same packet loss rate due
to the link errors within a measurement period τ , since the only reason for NLow < NHigh
is the congestion along the path, TP-Planet source infers that a congestion exists if Φ < 1.
The entire congestion control of the TP-Planet source is determined according to the
value of Φ. The transitions between Increase, Decrease and Hold Rate states in Figure
64 are performed based on Φ. In order to avoid unnecessary state transitions, decision is
made via comparison of Φ with preset rate decrease, φd, and the rate increase thresholds,
φi, as shown in Figure 64. These thresholds are protocol parameters, whose selection is an
implementation issue. The values of φd and φi, which yield highest protocol performance,
are determined during simulation experiments and are given in Section 5.5.
The summary of the congestion control mechanism is given as follows:
1. Φ < φd: In this case, TP-Planet source infers that congestion is experienced along
the path. Thus, the source goes to the Decrease Rate state where the transmission
rate S is decreased multiplicatively, i.e., S = S · ζ.
2. φd ≤ Φ ≤ φi: In this case, the data transmission rate S is kept unchanged until next
feedback is received from the sink.
3. Φ > φi: TP-Planet source infers that no congestion is experienced. Consequently, it
increases the data transmission rate additively, i.e., S = S + δ.
The additive-increase (δ) and multiplicative-decrease (ζ) parameters are used to perform
AIMD rate control every τ period. The selection of these AIMD parameters are explained in





Set α by (65);
Set ζ & δ by (66) & (67);
Send DATA pkts with rate S;
Send Low pri. NIX pkts with rate S;
Send High pri. NIX pkts with rate S;
If (NIX ACK RECEIVED)
Congestion Decision:
If (Φ < φd)
/* Decrease Rate */
S = S · ζ;
else if (φd ≤ Φ ≤ φi)
/* Hold Rate */
S = S;
else if (Φ > φi)
/* Increase Rate */
S = S + δ;
end;
end;
If (ZERO NIX ACK RECEIVED)
/* After Blackout State */
Goto Hold State;
end;
If (NO ACK in Tw)
/* Blackout State */
Send Low pri. NIX pkts with rate S;
Send High pri. NIX pkts with rate S;
Retransmit TIMEOUT pkts;
If (NIX ACK RECEIVED)
If (ZERO NIX ACK)
/* L ≥ 2x */
Goto Hold State;
else
/* L < 2x */
Goto Congestion Decision;
end;
If (DATA ACK RECEIVED)





Figure 68: The Steady State() algorithm.
5.4.2 The New Rate-Based AIMD Scheme
As mentioned before, current TCP protocols achieve very poor performance on the links
with extremely high propagation delay mostly due to their window-based operation [2].
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The throughput of the window-based TCP protocols and rate-based schemes are inversely
proportional to the RTT [83] and the square-root of RTT [8], respectively. Thus, the rate-
based congestion control schemes are more robust to excessive propagation delays than the
window-based mechanisms. Hence, in order to address the adverse effects of extremely high
propagation delay on the throughput performance, TP-Planet deploys rate-based additive-
increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) congestion control. The steady state throughput
of the rate-based AIMD scheme can be expressed by [8]
T =
α
4 · (1− ξ)

1 + ξ +
√
(3− ξ)2 + 8 · (1− ξ
2)
α ·RTT · p

 (64)
where α and ξ are the additive-increase and the multiplicative-decrease factors, respectively
and p is the packet loss probability. It is observed from (64) that the throughput of the
rate-based AIMD scheme depends on the values of α and ξ. Therefore, TP-Planet adapts
its AIMD parameters to the link conditions, i.e., RTT and packet loss rate, such that
their adverse effect on the performance are compensated and a given target throughput is
achieved.
The additive-increase parameter (α) of the rate-based AIMD scheme to achieve a target
throughput of B packets/s can be obtained from (64) as follows
α = (1+ξ)2
(











where ξ is the multiplicative-decrease factor and p is the packet loss probability, respectively.
Here, the target throughput B can be defined as the average data rate required to transmit
certain amount of information within the certain delay bound as in Section 5.3.3.
These AIMD parameters, α and ξ, in (65) are the rate change parameters to be used to
control the rate with period RTT. However, TP-Planet source performs rate control with
the feedback received from the sink every τ period, where τ  RTT . Thus, the rate control
parameters α and ξ in (65) cannot be directly used for TP-Planet. These parameters,
instead, represent the upper bound for the rate change of the TP-Planet source within one
RTT period. Hence, the AIMD parameters to be used by the source with period τ can be
derived from α and ξ.
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Let τ be the NIX segment reception statistics feedback period. Thus, TP-Planet source
performs at most RTT/τ number of rate changes within one RTT period.
Let δ and ζ be additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease parameters to be used by
TP-Planet for rate control with period τ . Then ζ can be calculated as
ζ = ξ(τ/RTT ) (66)
By the same reasoning, the additive increase factor to be used by TP-Planet source can





TP-Planet source uses AIMD scheme during the Steady State operation as shown in
Figure 64. At the end of the Initial State, i.e., t = 2 · RTT , it calculates the packet loss
rate p by using the number of transmitted and ACKed data packets and NIL segments.
TP-Planet source then uses (65), (66) and (67) to calculate its AIMD parameters, i.e., ζ,
δ. Consequently, according to the result of the congestion decision mechanism presented in
Section 5.4.1, the transmission rate S is multiplicatively decreased or additively increased
with ζ and δ, respectively.
5.4.3 The Blackout State Behavior
Link outages due to loss of line-of-sight by orbital obscurations lead to burst packet losses
and decrease in the throughput. In order to provide reliable transport, SACK options
[81] are adopted by TP-Planet to address burst losses. Due to possible inadequacy of the
number of SACK blocks in the SACK option field for very long blackout durations, timeout
mechanism is also included in TP-Planet. In order to reduce the throughput loss due to
blackouts, Blackout State is developed and incorporated into the Steady State.
TP-Planet source receives data ACKs for reliability control purposes and NIX ACKs
for NIX segment reception statistics. If the source does not receive any type of ACK for
a certain period of time Tw, it infers this condition as blackout and goes to the Blackout
State as shown in Figure 64. The objective of the Blackout State procedure is to reduce the
throughput degradation due to the blackout situation.
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During blackout, TP-Planet source keeps sending low and high priority NIX packets
without changing its transmission rate. The same blackout event is also detected by the
TP-Planet sink if no packet is received within Tw period. Although the sink does not receive
any low and high priority NIX packets during the blackout, it keeps sending NIX ACKs
with (NLow, NHigh) as (0,0). These ACK packets are called Zero NIX ACKs. The objective
of Zero NIX ACKs is to help TP-Planet source to capture accurate information regarding
the blackout situation and act accordingly.
Since RTT is very high, the effect of blackout on the performance changes with its
relative location of blackout occurrence with respect to the sink. Let t = t0 be the time
when blackout occurs and L is the duration of the blackout. Assume that the blackout
occurs at a position x seconds away from the TP-Planet sink. For rtt = RTT/2, there are
two distinct cases according to the duration of the blackout and its relative distance to the
TP-Planet sink in time:
1. L < 2x: After rtt− x from t0, i.e., at t1 = t0 + rtt− x, TP-Planet source detects the
period without ACKs. If the duration of the period with no ACK takes more than
Tw, then the source moves to Blackout State at t = t1, as in Figure 69.




















Figure 69: Blackout condition observed from TP-Planet source for L < 2x.
In this case, TP-Planet source does not send any new data packets but sends low and
high priority NIX segments without changing their transmission rate. It also does not
invoke congestion control mechanism. It starts retransmission of the packets whose
retransmission timer is expired. At t2 = t1 + L, TP-Planet source receives normal
ACKs for duration of 2x−L. Therefore, TP-Planet source infers that blackout is over
and goes to any of the Increase, Decrease and Hold states according to the information
it receives in the first NIX ACK as shown in Figure 64. At t3 = t2 + 2x − L, the
source starts to receive Zero NIX ACKs for duration of L. These Zero NIX ACKs,
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are in fact, transmitted by the receiver when it detects the same blackout condition.
Therefore, TP-Planet does not go to Blackout State instead it goes to Hold State,
where it keeps sending new data packets with the same transmission rate again as
shown in Figure 64. Consequently, TP-Planet reduces the effect of blackout on the
















Figure 70: Blackout condition observed from TP-Planet source for L ≥ 2x.
2. L ≥ 2x: In this case, TP-Planet source detects no ACK period and goes to Blackout
State at t1 = t0 + rtt − x for the blackout which occurred at t = t0. It again
does not change its transmission rate and does not send any new data packet. At
t2 = t1 + L, the source starts to receive zero NIX ACKs for duration 2x as shown
in Figure 70. This reveals that the blackout is over for TP-Planet source and then
the source leaves Blackout State for Hold State as shown in Figure 64. It stays in
Hold State and keeps sending data packets with the same transmission rate before
the blackout was detected. At t3 = t2 + 2x, Zero NIX ACKs period is over and
according to the information received in the first NIX ACK the source performs state
transition. Hence, the duration of 2x is efficiently utilized by the help of Zero NIX
ACK mechanism.
Consequently, the Blackout State reduces the throughput degradation due to blackout
conditions and improves the link utilization for duration of L or 2x in the cases L < 2x and
L ≥ 2x, respectively.
5.4.4 The Delayed SACK
TP-Planet uses selective acknowledgement (SACK) [81] options for assurance of reliable
data segment transmission. TP-Planet sink continuously sends SACK back to the source




























Figure 71: Transmission rate change in the Initial State of TP-Planet source for RTT =
600 seconds.
then the ratio of the traffic in the forward and reverse channels is 25:1, i.e., 1KB/40B. Thus,
the bandwidth asymmetry up to 25:1 cause no congestion in the reverse link. However, the
bandwidth asymmetry in the space links is usually on the order of 1000:1 [44]. Thus,
sending one SACK for each data packet can cause reverse channel to be congested resulting
in packet losses in the reverse link.
In order to avoid this problem, TP-Planet deploys SACK congestion control by delaying
the SACKs. TP-Planet sink maintains delayed-SACK factor, d, and sends one SACK
for every d data packets received. If there is no packet loss and hence no change in the
SACK blocks, then TP-Planet sink keeps delaying SACKs with a delayed-SACK factor of
d. Otherwise, it sends a new SACK with an updated block immediately. Therefore, the
amount of traffic on the reverse channel is controlled by adjusting the delayed-SACK factor
d. Effects of the blackout on throughput and the improvement achieved by delayed-SACK
is evaluated in Section 5.5.4.
5.5 Performance Evaluation
In order to investigate the performance of the TP-Planet, extensive simulation experiments
are conducted. The improvement in the initial phase of the connection achieved by the


















































Figure 72: Congestion window size change during Jump Start algorithm of TCP-
Peach+and Slow Start algorithm of TCP-NewReno and for RTT = 600 seconds.
is analyzed in Section 5.5.2 along with the overhead introduced. Effects of blackout con-
ditions on the performance and the performance of TP-Planet with the improvement by
Blackout State are investigated in 5.5.4. TP-Planet performance on deep space links with
asymmetrical bandwidth and the improvement with delayed SACK are explored in Section
5.5.5.
5.5.1 Initial State Performance
In order to avoid performance degradation due to inefficient connection starting behavior,
TP-Planet deploys Initial State() algorithm in Figure 64 and Figure 67. Here, a topology
where the source and sink are connected through a deep space link with RTT = 600 seconds
and p = 10−5 is simulated. The same experiment is performed with TP-Planet, TCP-
Peach+ [11] and TCP-NewReno. The reason is that most of the current TCP protocols
deploy initial phase behavior based on the Slow Start algorithm, which is also used by
TCP-NewReno.
In Figure 71, the transmission rate change in the Initial State of TP-Planet source




























Figure 73: Throughput for changing p and file size with RTT = 600 seconds.
packets/s. Because of the very high propagation delay and 100% reliability requirement,
the amount of buffer required for retransmission mechanism is proportional to the data
transmission rate. Therefore, for very high data rates, this brings considerable amount
of memory requirement. For example, the source needs to maintain 0.6 GB of buffer for
RTT = 10 minutes and the average data transmission rate of 1MB/s. Thus, the target
data rate is set to 100 packets/s in order to maintain practicality in terms of memory
requirements.
As explained before, TP-Planet source performs Emulated Slow Start phase, which ends
once the number of data packets transmitted in one time interval is equal to ssthreshe. As
seen in Figure 71, the Emulated Slow Start phase lasts for approximately Tess = 19.58
seconds and the TP-Planet source reaches 100 packets/s data rate by then. Emulated
Congestion Avoidance phase then starts and lasts until the end of the first RTT of the
connection period. During this phase, the data transmission rate is not increased instead
NIL segment transmission rate is increased linearly to further probe the link resources. At
t ≈ 600, the source goes to Follow-Up period and increases its transmission rate based on
the feedback received from the sink every T period. At t = 1200 seconds, the transmission
rate reaches 200 packets/s.
TCP-Peach+ [11] deploys Jump Start algorithm in order to capture link resources very
quickly. In Jump Start, the sender sets the congestion window, cwnd, to 1. After sending
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the first data segment, it transmits NIL segments every RTT/rwnd, where rwnd is the
receiver window size. As a result, after one round trip time, the congestion window size
increases very quickly as the ACKs for NIL segments arrive at the sender. The performance
of Jump Start is shown in Figure 72. The congestion window of TCP-Peach+ reaches
20 packets in at most 2 · RTT duration. It is, however, still very low compared to the
performance of Initial State of TP-Planet, which reaches 200 packets/s data rate at the end
of 2 ·RTT .
The slow start performance is, however, not even close to what Initial State of TP-Planet
achieves in deep space links of the IPN. In Figure 72, the congestion window evolution depen-
dent on time is shown during the slow start. The slow start period lasts for approximately
6 ·RTT for threshold window size of 20 packets. Therefore, the link is not efficiently utilized
for 60 minutes due to unsuitability of the slow start algorithm to extremely high propaga-
tion delays in deep space links. Recall that for higher threshold windows size values, the
link is not efficiently utilized for a longer period of time [2].
5.5.2 Throughput Performance
In order to show the throughput performance of TP-Planet in deep space links, several
experiments are performed by varying packet loss probability p and the size of the data to
be transmitted. The capacity of the link is assumed to be 1Mb/s and RTT = 600 seconds.
The target transmission rate B is set to be 100 packets/s, i.e., 100 KB/s for data packets of
size 1KB. The protocol parameters given in Table 5 are used during simulation experiments
unless otherwise stated. The investigation of the effects of these parameters on the protocol
performance are left for future study.
In [2], existing TCP protocols including TCP-Vegas, which is adopted by SCPS-TP
protocol as a congestion control scheme for space-based communications [38], have been
shown to achieve very poor performance in deep space links. For RTT = 600 seconds and
p = 10−3, the throughput achieved by TCP protocols is approximately around 30 B/s and
hence the entire link remains almost unutilized [2]. Although TCP-Peach+ has significantly
outperformed other TCP schemes for the same link, the performance degradation was still
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Table 5: Protocol parameters used in Experiments.
Parameter Value Definition
φi 0.8 Rate increase threshold
φd 0.2 Rate decrease threshold
τ 5 NIX ACK period in seconds
Tw 20 Sliding window size in seconds
ξ 0.5 Rate decrease parameter for RTT





















Figure 74: Throughput for changing RTT for file size of 50MB and p = 10−5.
too serious that it could achieve throughput around 93 B/s. Thus, the same experiments
are not repeated here and the details can be found in [2].
TP-Planet simulation experiments are performed for transmission of varying file sizes
between 100KB and 200MB and for varying packet loss probability p of 10−5, 10−4, 10−3.
As shown in Figure 73, the throughput increases with increasing file size. This is because
the larger the file size is the longer TP-Planet stays in the Steady State. As a result,
the link utilization is increased. Although throughput decreases for increasing packet loss
probability, this degradation also decreases for increasing file size. This is mostly because
throughput improvement by new congestion control scheme is higher when the protocol
stays in Steady State for longer. For transmission of 200MB and p = 10−5, TP-Planet
throughput increases up to 82.2 packets/s approaching its target throughput value, i.e., B =

























Figure 75: Overhead due to transmission of NIL and NIX segments for changing file size
and p with RTT = 600 seconds.
times in terms of throughput.
In Figure 74, the effect of RTT on the throughput performance is shown. The exper-
iments are performed for the transmission of a 50MB file. The increase in RTT leads to
throughput degradation as shown in Figure 74. However, the throughput degradation due
to high propagation delay is not as severe as it is for conventional TCP protocols [2]. This
is because of the new rate-based congestion control scheme used in Steady State of the
TP-Planet. At RTT = 600 seconds, TP-Planet achieves 44.72 KB/s throughput. Note that
this value can further increase with increasing file size as in Figure 73.
5.5.3 Overhead
During the connection period, TP-Planet source brings overhead to the deep space link.
This overhead is due to NIL segment transmission to probe the link resource in the Initial
State and low and high priority NIX packets transmission for congestion decision support
in the Steady State. In this subsection, the overhead caused by the injection of NIL and
NIX segments into the network is investigated.
In Figure 75, the overhead incurred by TP-Planet is shown for transmission of files with
varying sizes and for different packet loss rates, i.e., p = 10−5, 10−4, 10−3. For very small
files, i.e., < 10MB the overhead is relatively high. Because, in this case, significant portion
of the connection period is spent in the Initial State, where the number of NIL segments
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transmitted is high compared to that of data packets. As the file size increases, the overhead
decreases as in Figure 75. This is because the overhead in the Steady State is due to the
transmission of small sized (40 bytes) NIX segments and hence is much lower compared
to Initial State. Therefore, as the file size increases, the time spent in Steady State also
increases, which in turn decreases the overall overhead in the connection period. As a matter
of fact, the scientific data delivered during space exploration missions are significantly high
[22], i.e., in the order of gigabytes, which leads to very low overhead.
On the other hand, the overhead does not significantly vary for different p. As a matter
of fact, the amount of NIL segments transmitted in the Initial State depends only on
the target throughput and the RTT and thus it is not dependent on p. This overhead
exists only in the beginning of the connection. Although the NIL segment transmission
during Initial State brings overhead, it also leads to significant performance improvement
as observed in Section 5.5.1. As the NIX transmission rate is equal to data rate and the
congestion control is robust to link errors, the overhead due to NIX transmission is also
independent of p. The overhead due to NIX transmission exists after the Initial State until
the end of the connection. However, the congestion control decision support provided by
NIX segments lead to significant throughput performance improvement. For 1GB file size
and p = 10−3, the overhead becomes as low as 8.1 %, which is quite low compared to
throughput improvement with a factor more than 103.
5.5.4 Blackout Conditions
When a blackout is detected, TP-Planet moves to Blackout State as shown in Figure 64
as explained in Section 5.4.3. Throughput achieved by TP-Planet for different blackout
durations is given in Figure 76. Here, RTT = 120 seconds, p = 10−5 and the target data
rate is assumed to be 50 KB/s. The simulations are performed for a duration of 600 seconds,
where the blackout occurs at t = 250 seconds.
As in Figure 76, throughput decreases with increasing blackout duration as expected.
This decrease is observed in both of the curves representing the TP-Planet operation with
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Figure 77: Throughput for changing delayed SACK factor d with RTT = 120 seconds
and p = 10−4.
performance for long blackout durations. For even a blackout of 150 seconds, which is 1/4 of
the entire simulation time, TP-Planet achieves 36.41 packets/s throughput with the help of
Blackout State behavior. This corresponds to approximately 14% performance improvement
over the case without Blackout procedure.
5.5.5 Bandwidth Asymmetry
In order to address bandwidth asymmetry problems, TP-Planet delays SACKs with a cer-
tain delayed SACK factor. Simulation experiments are performed to show the effect of
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bandwidth asymmetry on the performance and the improvement achieved by delayed SACK.
Here, RTT = 120 seconds p = 10−4 and the simulation time is assumed to be 1200 sec-
onds. The target rate is set to 50 KB/s. In Figure 77, two cases with different bandwidth
asymmetry ratio are investigated:
1. 100:1. In this case, forward and reverse link capacities are 100 KB/s and 1 KB/s,
respectively. Since the ratio of the size of data packets and SACK packets is 25:1,
the actual asymmetry ratio is 4:1 in this case. Therefore, the throughput is not
significantly degraded by asymmetrical channel capacity of the deep space link. As
shown in Figure 77, an increase in the delayed SACK factor also leads to an increase
in the throughput. However, throughput decreases for both cases with either too high
or too small delayed SACK factor of d. This is because if it is too small, reverse
channel is congested. On the other hand, if d is too large, the source receives less
number of SACKs than it expects which leads to performance degradation. Thus, at
d = 15, throughput achieved increases up to 52.02 packets/s.
2. 1000:1. In this experiment, bandwidth asymmetry on the order of 1000:1 is simulated
by setting forward and reverse link capacities to 100 KB/s and 0.1 KB/s, respectively.
Thus, the throughput is dramatically affected by the bandwidth asymmetry in this
case, where the actual bandwidth asymmetry is 40:1. Therefore, throughput improve-
ment with delayed SACK method is more significant for higher bandwidth asymmetry.
For the case without delayed SACK, throughput decreases to up to 1.99 KB/s. As
in Figure 77, throughput increases with increasing number of delayed SACKs. How-
ever, this pattern does not last long since very high delayed SACK factors cannot be
reached. This is because a data packet loss yields new SACK blocks, which requires
to be transmitted back to the source immediately. For delayed SACK factor of 15,
throughput increases up to 21.37 KB/s which corresponds to 10 times increase in the




INTEGRATED TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL FOR
INTERPLANETARY INTERNET
In this chapter, a new Integrated Transmission Protocol (ITP) is presented for reliable data
transport in the IPN Internet. ITP is a unified transmission protocol solution for hop-by-
hop congestion control and reliability mechanisms specifically tailored for IPN Internet links
with intermittent connectivity where end-to-end conventional transport layer mechanisms
are inherently inefficient. ITP was first presented in [9]. A comprehensive review of the
related work on reliable data transport in the IPN Internet is presented in Section 6.2. Then,
the bundling approach is explained and the case for the hop-by-hop integrated transmission
protocol solution is introduced in Section 6.3. The ITP protocol overview along with the
detailed operations of the protocol algorithms are explained in Section 6.4. The performance
evaluation of ITP and the simulation results are presented in Section 6.5.
6.1 Motivation
As described in Chapter 5, the InterPlaNetary (IPN) Internet is envisioned to be composed
of heterogeneous architectural elements such as IPN Backbone Network, IPN External Net-
works, and PlaNetary Networks. The main characteristics of IPN paths have been outlined
as (i) very long propagation delays, (ii) high link error rates, (iii) intermittent connectivity,
and (iii) bandwidth asymmetry. These challenges and their consequent effects need to be ad-
dressed in order to meet the communication requirements of deep space missions and realize
the IPN Internet. However, in [2], the existing reliable transport protocols have been shown
to achieve very poor performance in deep space communication networks mainly because
of the inefficiency caused by their end-to-end window-based congestion control mechanisms
due to very high propagation delay and link errors.
In general, the end-to-end congestion control and reliability mechanisms are deemed
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to suffer from the adverse effects of the above challenges. The conventional transport
layer approaches with end-to-end congestion control and reliability mechanisms assume the
existence of an end-to-end path from the source to the final destination. Such assumption
may not be totally unreasonable for some IPN Internet paths with very few hops such as
the Earth-Mars communication network despite occasional blackout situations. In fact,
a novel end-to-end reliable data transport protocol, TP-Planet [6], is shown to efficiently
address the above challenges and significantly improve the throughput performance in the
Earth-Mars communication architecture. However, intermittent connectivity is one of the
main characteristics of the IPN Internet paths and hence should be considered as part
of any connection period rather than an occasional and extreme network condition. In
this case, end-to-end transport layer protocols experience significant network inefficiency
due to frequent retransmissions performed all the way from the source to the destination.
This problem is further amplified in the IPN Backbone Network paths spanning several
IPN hops, which increases the probability of experiencing blackouts in a given connection
period. Moreover, due to extremely high propagation delay, end-to-end congestion control
mechanisms are severely affected by the delayed and even obsolete network or receiver
feedback and hence they lose accuracy in congestion decisions.
Consequently, the hop-by-hop transport approach based on link-level local flow control
and reliability mechanisms become a viable alternative to inefficient end-to-end approaches
for the IPN Backbone Network paths. In this direction, the Delay-Tolerant Networking
Research Group (DTNRG) [108] introduces the bundling approach [95], which performs a
custody-based store-and-forward transport of the data bundles, i.e., package of messages.
This approach is based on the tiered Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) reliability and tiered
congestion control concepts [30] to provide reliable transmission via local retransmissions
and perform congestion control on the regional basis, i.e., locally between bundling nodes
instead of end-to-end data transport reliability and congestion control, while the reliable
transport of a bundle from the originating application to the receiver application is assured
by the bundle layer reliability [33].
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In the hop-by-hop approach, the congestion control and reliability mechanisms are per-
formed on a local link-level basis to achieve overall end-to-end reliable transport. This also
brings a significant potential advantage of integrating transport and link layer functionalities
that are in common such as transmission flow control and packet level reliability. However,
there is no such solution which exploits this potential advantage and provides reliable data
transport for custodial store-and-forward bundling approach in the IPN Internet. All these
above discussed challenges and the inherent inefficiencies of the end-to-end approaches call
for a unified, efficient, and integrated hop-by-hop transmission protocol for reliable data
transport in the IPN Internet. In order to address this need, a new Integrated Transmission
Protocol (ITP) for the IPN Internet is presented in this chapter.
ITP is a new integrated transmission protocol including hop-by-hop local flow control and
reliability mechanisms developed to address the challenges and to achieve high performance
reliable data transmission over deep space links of the IPN Backbone Network. Some of its
salient features are as follows:
1. New Local Flow Control Mechanism: ITP deploys a new rate-based hop-by-hop local
flow control (LFC) mechanism; which exploits the local resource availability and traffic
information at the receiver in order to provide explicit available bandwidth feedback to
the sender. LFC mechanism decouples congestion decision from reliability to avoid the
erroneous congestion decisions due to high link errors and avoids the delayed-feedback
problem as described in Section 6.4.1.
2. Local Packet-Level Reliability: ITP is a hop-by-hop integrated transmission protocol
which avoids the need for both transport layer and link layer reliability mechanisms
by assuring local link-level reliability. ITP incorporates the selective-acknowledgment
(SACK) based Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) to assure hop-by-hop packet-level
reliability as described in Section 6.4.2.
3. Blackout Mitigation Procedure: In order to reduce the effects of blackout conditions
on the throughput performance, ITP incorporates Blackout Mitigation (BM) proce-
dure into the protocol operation. The objective of BM procedure is to accurately
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capture the blackout information so as to minimize the resultant degradation in the
link utilization as explained in Section 6.4.3.
4. Optimum Packet Size: The extreme propagation delay decreases the link efficiency,
which can be increased by higher packet size. However, higher packet size also in-
creases the packet loss rate for a given bit error rate (BER). Consequently, the in-
crease in packet loss probability further decreases the link utilization by increasing the
amount of bandwidth used for retransmissions performed by the ARQ error control.
Based on these constraints, in Section 6.4.4, the optimum packet size is determined to
be used by the ITP protocol in order to maximize the link efficiency.
5. Delayed SACK: Bandwidth asymmetry problem is addressed by the adoption of de-
layed selective-acknowledgments (SACK), which reduces the traffic in the reverse
channel to avoid congestion in the reverse channel as described in Section 6.4.5.
6.2 Related Work
The challenges posed by the IPN Backbone links need to be addressed in order to meet
the communication requirements of deep space missions and to realize the IPN Internet. In
Section 5.2, the existing transport layer mechanisms have been throughly investigated and
it has been concluded that that the existing schemes are far from addressing the challenges
imposed by the IPN Internet.
In Chapter 5, a reliable transport protocol, TP-Planet, for IPN Backbone Network
has been introduced to address the challenges involved in reliable data transport over IPN
Backbone Network links. It has been shown in [6] via simulation experiments that TP-
Planet significantly improves the throughput performance and addresses the challenges in
IPN Backbone Network for the Earth-Mars communication architecture. Nevertheless, TP-
Planet is an end-to-end solution which is subject to adverse effects of high propagation delay
and intermittent connectivity such as inadequate or inaccurate congestion decisions and
control actions due to delayed-feedback and blackout situations. Furthermore, TP-Planet
is developed mainly for Mars exploration mission communication architecture. Hence, it
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may experience further severe performance degradation as the IPN Backbone Network path
increases to the farther planets such as Jupiter and Pluto.
In [95], the bundling protocol is introduced to address the intermittent connectivity, large
and variable delays, and high bit error rates. As shown in Figure 82, the bundling protocol
sits between the application and the lower layers, and performs a custody-based store-
and-forward approach for the delay-tolerant networking (DTN) architecture introduced in
[45]. Based on the store-and-forward functionality of the bundling layer, the DTN approach
incorporates tiered ARQ and tiered congestion control concepts [30] to provide reliable trans-
mission via local retransmissions and perform congestion control on the regional basis, i.e.,
locally between bundling nodes instead of end-to-end reliability and congestion control. Al-
though this approach achieves reliable transport over intermittent links, it still requires a
new reliable data transport mechanism, which is specifically tailored to address the same
challenges, to achieve high throughput performance in hop-by-hop bundle transport between
two IPN Internet nodes.
Consequently, despite the existence of a certain amount of research on reliable data
transport in deep space networks, there is no solution which exploits the potential advantage
of hop-by-hop custodial transport paradigm and provides high performance reliable data











Figure 78: An illustration of a complete IPN Internet path and the hop-by-hop and the
end-to-end transport approaches in case of blackout.
6.3 Custodial Transport and Case for Integrated Transmis-
sion Protocol
In the hop-by-hop bundling paradigm introduced in [30], the transport of a data bundle is
performed in a custodial store-and-forward approach. In this case, a bundle transmission
starts at one IPN Internet node and ends at the next one. The sink successfully receiving the
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entire bundle, then starts forwarding to the next IPN Internet node. Hence, at a given time,
the connection takes place on a single IPN link, where the congestion control and reliability
mechanisms are performed on a local link-level basis to achieve overall end-to-end reliable
transport of the bundle originated at the source application to the final destination node.
The main objective of such hop-by-hop store-and-forward approach is to address the
significant challenge of intermittent connectivity experienced in the IPN Internet. In fact,
unlike the traditional wireless and satellite networks, blackout conditions should be con-
sidered part of normal IPN experience for any connection rather than an occasional and
extreme network condition. Hence, considering the significance of the data gathered in
scientific deep space missions, it is wiser to exploit any present intermittent contact oppor-
tunity to the fullest instead of waiting for the availability of an end-to-end path throughout
the IPN Internet.
As an example, consider the following scenario illustrated in Figure 76. Here, a typical
communication path between the Earth to an outer-space planet consists of several IPN
hops, i.e., IPN Relay Stations (IRS). The scientific data gathered at the outer-space planet
is being transfered to the Earth ground station over this path. Assume that the link between
IRS2 and IRS3, i.e., l3, is broken during the connection period due to a blackout of an
unknown duration. In the end-to-end case, the entire transport communication would halt
until l3 is back. Moreover, inefficient end-to-end retransmissions would be mandatory all the
way from the planet to the Earth in order to recover from packet losses due to blackout and
hence to assure the reliability of the data transport. However, in the hop-by-hop custodial
approach, the data could be transported up to IRS3 and can be stored there until the
blackout is over. Even in the worst case that the blackout occurs while the bundle is being
transported from IRS3 to IRS2, its effect would be much less than the end-to-end scenario
and only local retransmissions would be required to assure reliability.
In order to further understand the differences between the end-to-end and hop-by-hop
custodial approaches, the transmission efficiencies of each approach are analytically investi-
gated. Here, the network configuration shown in Figure 76 is considered, where exist N − 1
hops, i.e., IRSs, and hence N IPN links, i.e., li is the link between IRSi−1 and IRSi for
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i ≤ N , between the outer-space planet and the Earth. Here, the transmission efficiencies of
the end-to-end (e2e) transport and hop-by-hop (hbh) approaches are of interest. For this
purpose, the expected total number of packets transmitted from the planet to the Earth
is calculated including the retransmissions in order to reliably transport a bundle of size
B using data packets of size L. Let E[Ne2e] and E[Nhbh] be the expected total number of
packets transmitted in e2e and hbh approaches, respectively. Then, E[Ne2e] and E[Nhbh]































D(1− pj)pij(i+ 1) (69)
where N is the number of links li for i = 1..N ; pi is the packet loss probability on the link
li; B is the size of the total data, i.e., bundle size; L is the packet size and hence D is the
number of packets generated for a bundle of size B, i.e., D = B/L.
In order to be able to compare the performances of the end-to-end (e2e) and hop-by-
hop (hbh) transport approaches, E[Ne2e] and E[Nhbh] are plotted for B, N , and p values as
shown in Figure 80, 81 and 79, respectively. As it is observed from the plots, the expected
total number of packet transmissions is always higher in the e2e approach than the hbh case,
i.e., E[Ne2e] > E[Nhbh]. More specifically, as shown in Figure 80, the difference significantly
increases as the number of hop count increases. Similar behavior is also observed as the
packet loss probability and bundle size (hence the total number of packets generated for a
given bundle, i.e., D) increases. This is because the number of retransmissions increases with
experiencing more packet losses due to increasing packet loss probability and more blackouts
as the end-to-end path involves higher number of intermittent IPN links. Consequently, the
hop-by-hop approach is indeed more transmission efficient for the reliable data transport in
the IPN Internet characterized by intermittent connectivity and high link errors.
In addition to its greater transmission efficiency as observed in Figure 79, 80, and 81;
such hop-by-hop transport approach also brings a significant potential advantage of inte-




















































Figure 79: Comparison of E[Ne2e] and E[Nhbh] for varying bundle size B.











































Figure 80: Comparison of E[Ne2e] and E[Nhbh] for varying number of IPN links N .
control and packet level reliability. As the transport layer congestion control and reliability
mechanisms are for end-to-end purposes, in this case, there is no need for separate trans-
port and link layer flow control and reliability mechanisms. Instead, a unified integrated
flow control and reliability mechanism is more efficient approach for hop-by-hop store-and-
forward bundling paradigm. Hence, there exists a need for such an integrated transmission
protocol solution which includes efficient flow control and reliability mechanisms to achieve





















































Figure 81: Comparison of E[Ne2e] and E[Nhbh] for varying packet loss probability p.
Integrated Transmission Protocol (ITP) is developed to address this need.
6.4 ITP: Integrated Transmission Protocol
As discussed in Section 6.3, the hop-by-hop bundling approach brings the possible potential
of integrating transport and link layer flow control and reliability mechanisms in order to
perform local flow and packet-level error control in the IPN Internet. In order to exploit
this and achieve high performance reliable data transport, the Integrated Transmission
Protocol (ITP) is developed for IPN Internet. ITP is a new integrated transmission protocol
which incorporates hop-by-hop local flow control and packet-level reliability mechanisms
specifically developed to address the challenges and to achieve high performance reliable
data transmission over deep space links of the IPN Internet. ITP can be implemented at the
IPN nodes such as the IPN gateways and IPN relay satellites in between the planets and the
Earth as part of the IPN Backbone Network as well as at the IPN relay satellites/spacecrafts
orbiting around the outer-space planets as part of the PlaNetary Networks as shown in
Figure 2.
The protocol layer structure of the ITP is illustrated in Figure 82. ITP can work in
cooperation with the bundling layer developed by the DTNRG [33] in order to provide
reliable data transport functionalities for custodial store-and-forward bundling transport
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as shown in Figure 82. It replaces the conventional transport and link layers except the
medium access control (MAC) and framing functionalities which are beyond the scope of
this work. In the next subsections, the ITP protocol algorithms are presented in detail and
the optimum packet size to be used by the ITP is determined in order to maximize the






























(e.g., Bundle FTP, CFDP, Bundle NTP)
Figure 82: A typical IPN protocol stack including the ITP protocol in coordination with
the bundling layer.
6.4.1 Local Flow Control (LFC) Mechanism
As discussed in Section 6.3, the bundling approach incorporates the hop-by-hop custodial
store-and-forward transport of data bundles between IPN Internet nodes. A typical bundle
transport between two IPN relay satellites is illustrated in Figure 83. Here, the steps of the
bundle transport can be summarized as follows:
• The transport of a bundle i starts at the sender IPN relay station, i.e., IRSs, and
ends at the receiver IRS, i.e., IRSr, which is the designated next hop to the sender.
• IRSr, successfully receives the entire bundle, acknowledges the successful reception




IRS s Bundle j
Bundle i
InterPlaNetary Backbone Link (IBL)
Figure 83: An illustration of a typical bundle transport between IPN relay satellites.
Note that, in this scenario, an actual communication for a bundle transport takes place
on a single link between two IPN nodes at a given time. The traditional congestion con-
trol mechanisms, however, are not suitable in such custodial transport approach. This is
mainly because the congestion condition itself is different in this scenario. In the traditional
routing/forwarding behavior, congestion mainly occurs at the queue buffers of a router due
to competing sources for the router processing and the output link resources. However,
in hop-by-hop scenario, an IPN sender/forwarder node stores a bundle and then starts to
forward after it is completely received rather than directly forwarding whatever it receives.
Hence, the congestion can occur at the receiver IPN node, IRSr, due to the simultaneous
bundle transmissions competing for the same input sources, i.e., ingress link bandwidth
capacity and bundle storage buffer.
In addition to this, the congestion detection and control methods based on active link
probing such as additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) mechanisms adopted by
the TCP protocols have a major problem of delayed feedback in the IPN Internet links
with very high propagation delays. In such approach, a congestion condition may already
be resolved at the time it is just detected by the source and hence the action taken may
lead to inaccurate and undesirable results. Therefore, local flow control mechanism which is
independent of the adverse effects of the propagation delay is essential to perform accurate
and efficient congestion detection and flow control in very high delay IPN Internet links.
ITP protocol incorporates a new local flow control (LFC) algorithm to address the above
challenges and achieve high link utilization in reliable bundle transport between the IPN
Internet nodes. LFC algorithm decouples congestion control and reliability mechanisms and
does not use packet-loss based congestion detection method. The main principle of the LFC
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algorithm is that the sender performs a new rate-based flow control and explicitly sets the
data rate Rk for transport of the bundle k utilizing the explicit feedback provided by the




Empty or a value in seconds
PayloadExpirationBundle ID
Figure 84: A typical simplified bundle structure defined by the DTNRG with some of the
bundle header fields.
The ITP protocol operation starts as the ITP layer receives the bundle transport re-
quest from the bundling layer residing at the sender node. ITP source divides the entire
bundle into data packets whose length is optimized as described in Section 6.4.4. A typical
simplified bundle structure defined by in the Bundling Specifications [95] with some of the
bundle header fields is shown in Figure 84. Each bundle k has certain length, i.e., Sk, and
may have a time constraint, i.e., expiration time δk, after which the data contained in the
bundle is obsolete based on the mission/application requirements [95]. Each data packet
generated for bundle k carries its bundle-specific information in its header, e.g., unique
bundle ID, length Sk and expiration time δk.
In the LFC operation, ITP receiver performs local flow control decision, calculates and
sends back to the ITP sender the amount of link capacity it grants to the requested bundle
transport using its local resource availability information, i.e., ingress link bandwidth ca-
pacity and bundle storage buffer. For this purpose, each IPN relay station (IRS) monitors
certain local information as also shown in Figure 85 with the following terminology:
Ni number of bundles it currently receives,
No number of bundles it currently sends,
Sk length of the bundle k,
Wk(t) size of the received and stored portion of the bundle k at time t,
Rk(t) link utilization (instantaneous data rate) of transport of bundle k at time t,
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Figure 85: Illustration of two simultaneous bundle transport to an IRS monitoring its
local information.
At the beginning of the connection to transport the bundle k, the sender IRS, IRSs,
first checks if the link is up and there is available bandwidth at its output port towards
IRSr, i.e., the next hop for the bundle to be transported. Let Csr be the total output
bandwidth capacity at the IRSs. Then, the transport request for the bundle k is granted
if the link is up and there exists available bandwidth, i.e., Csr >
∑No
j Rj , where No is the
total number of bundles and Rj is the link utilization of bundle j currently being sent by
IRSs for j = 1..No. Otherwise, the bundle k is kept in the bundle storage buffer until the
link is recovered and bandwidth is available.
ITP source, IRSs, starts the connection for the granted transport request of the bundle
k by sending connection request message. If the bundle does not have any time constraint
specified by the application in the bundle header, i.e., δk = 0, then connection resumes
after the ACK for the connection request is received. If the bundle has a certain time
constraint, i.e., δk 6= 0, then IRSs directly starts sending data packets at t = 0 using the











where Csr is the output capacity of the IRSs, Rj is the current transmission rate for the
bundle j, No is the total number of bundles being transported by IRSs, and R̂k is the
expected average link share for the transport of the bundle k to meet its time constraint
δk, i.e., R̂k = Sk/δk.
Let RTT be the round-trip time between the sender and receiver, i.e., IRSs and IRSr.
At t = RTT/2, the IRSr receives the bundle-specific information carried in the packet
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headers for the bundle k, i.e., bundle ID, length Sk, and δk. It then uses this bundle infor-
mation and its local resource availability information, i.e., input link bandwidth capacity
and bundle storage buffer, in order to decide whether or not it can handle the incoming
bundle transmission and to calculate the bandwidth capacity it can allocate as described
follows.
Let N ri be the total number of active incoming bundle transmissions at the IRSr, and
Sj and Wj(t) be the total length and the size of the received portion of the bundle j at
time t for j = 1..N ri . The objective is to find the amount of available bandwidth IRSr can
allocate for the transport of bundle k, i.e., Rk. ITP protocol considers both the available
bandwidth capacity and the buffer availability information while calculating the bandwidth
to be allocated for a bundle transport request as described following.
Let Rj be the current data rate of an active incoming transmission of bundle j for
j = 1..N ri and Cr be the input link capacity of the IRSr. Let Ci be the total incoming
traffic amount IRSr can accommodate to avoid any buffer overflow. Note that this total
incoming link utilization, Ci, depends also on the buffer utilization at the IRSr to assure
reliable storage for active bundle transports and avoid any buffer overflow and therefore
Ci ≤ Cr.
Let the bundle transport request be received at the IRSr at t = t0 and BA(t) be the
instantaneous amount of available bundle storage buffer at the IRSr at time t. Hence,
BA(t) can be expressed as




where Br is the total buffer capacity, Bu(t) is the amount of used buffer resources at time t,
Ci is the total input traffic amount IRSr can accommodate, Co is the instantaneous total
output link utilization. Hence, to avoid any buffer overflow, BA(t) > 0 must hold during the
connection period of the currently active and the requested bundle transports. Therefore,
it follows from (71) that the total available input bandwidth that IRSr can accommodate















where tmax is the expected remaining transport duration of the bundle k where k =
arg max{Sk −Wk}.
LFC algorithm provides fair share of available bandwidth resources, i.e., equally dis-
tributes the total incoming link resources IRSr can accommodate, Ci, among the bundle
transports, i.e., Rj = Ci/N
r
i for j = 1..N
r
i . Hence, the data rate which can be initially as-
signed to the bundle k by the IRSr is Rk = Ci/(N
r
i + 1) due to this equal bandwidth share
discipline. However, since some of the active incoming bundle transmissions may end while
the bundle k is being received, this data rate Rk to be allocated to bundle k is only valid for
a certain period of time. Hence, Rk needs to be updated as the available link resources at
the IRSr increases in order to increase the link utilization. Therefore, since at the time of
the request there are N ri active incoming bundle transmissions at the IRSr, the data rate
determined for bundle k, i.e., Rk, may need to be updated at most N
r
i times, i.e., for the
bundle transport which are currently active but ends while bundle k is being transported.
Thus, IRSr calculates the remaining connection durations of each of the incoming bundle
transmissions, i.e., τj for j = 1..N
r
i . Consequently, the ITP receiver calculates the data
transmission rates it can accept for bundle k, i.e., Rjk, and the time durations that these
rates are valid, i.e., τj , and send this availability timeline information (ATI) pairs, i.e., (R
j
k
: τj) back to the ITP sender.
Assume that τj be ordered using the Sj−Wj information for j = 1..N ri in the increasing








where S1 is the total size; W1 is the size of the received amount at the IRSr; and R1 is the
current data rate of bundle 1.
Since the data rate of a currently active bundle transport is also updated as any other










Set Rk(0) by (70);
/* If bundle k time constrained */
If (δk = 0)
Wait for CONN ACK;
end;
Start transmission with Rk(0);
end;
If (ATI RECEIVED)
/* Explicit rate control with LFC algorithm */
/* using (Rjk : τj) pairs */
Set Rk = R
j
k for RTT < t ≤ RTT + τj;
Send DATA packets with rate Rk;
end;
If (NO ACK in Tw)
/* Blackout Mitigation (BM) Procedure */
Stop sending new packets;
If ((BM ACK) || (DATA ACK) ARRIVED)






Calculate input capacity Ci by (72);
Sort τj with (Sj −Wj) for j = 1..Nri ;
Calculate τj by (73) and (74);
Calculate Rjk by (75);
Send (Rjk : τj) (ATI pairs) to source;
If (Change in Ci or τj for j = 1..N
r
i )
Recalculate Rjk and τj;




Figure 86: A pseudo-algorithm for the operation of the LFC() algorithm.
by this variation in their corresponding data rates Rj for j ≥ 2. Hence, following the similar


















using (73) and iteratively solving above follows
τj =







where Sj is the size; Wj is the size of the received amount of bundle j at the IRSr; Rj is
the current data rate of bundle j; and N ri is the total number of active incoming bundle
transmissions at the IRSr.
As the data rate for the transport of bundle k will be updated up to N ri times, there
will be up to N ri ATI pairs which include data rate R
j
k to be used for a duration of τj for
j < N ri . Therefore, according to the equal bandwidth share discipline, the data rate for the
transport of bundle k, Rjk, for a duration of τj for j < N
r





(N ri − j + 2)
(75)
where N ri is the total number of incoming bundle transports and Ci is the available input
bandwidth capacity of the IRSr as in (72).
After the ATI pairs for a transport request of the bundle k, i.e., (Rjk : τj) for j = 1..N
r
i ,
are determined using (73), (74), and (75); the ITP receiver grants the transport request
for bundle k, and transmits these ATI pairs back to the ITP source, i.e., IRSs. Note that
these ATI pairs are transmitted within data ACK packets back to the ITP source.
The ITP source IRSs receiving these ATI pairs at t ≈ RTT , updates the transmission
rate for the transport of bundle k using the received explicit data rates Rjk and their validity
durations τj . It also sets the timer variable tnext update to schedule the next data rate update
using the validity duration, i.e., tnext update = RTT + τ1. Hence, the data rate for transport
of bundle k is explicitly set by using the receiver-based information carried in the ATI pairs,
i.e., Rk = R
j
k for RTT < t ≤ RTT+τj . The overall LFC algorithm operation is summarized
in Figure 86.
On the other hand, if there is any new request for the IRSr and the link availability
information changes and then this change is reported to all of the IRSs’s which are currently
transporting bundles to IRSr. Note that unlike the Internet, the number of simultaneous
connections between two IPN nodes will not be high in practical IPN Internet scenarios.
Hence, it is likely that very few such reports would be required during connection periods.
Note also that the transmitted time information in ATI pairs is only a time duration
rather than a time point which would require time synchronization between the nodes.
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Furthermore, the calculation of the data rate validity durations τj in (73) and (74) also
explicitly considers the RTT between the IPN nodes. Therefore, the feedback received from
the IRSr in ATI pairs can be safely used to accurately set the actual transmission rate and
hence LFC algorithm is independent of delayed feedback problem.
On the other hand, while the LFC mechanism described above assumes the equal band-
width share among simultaneous bundle transports, it can also work with other service
disciplines such as first-come first-serve (FCFS) or application specific quality-of-service
(QoS) priority-based disciplines. In fact, the class of service field in the bundle header [95]
can be used for this purpose. One conceivable scenario is that if the expiration time field
of a bundle is empty, i.e., δk = 0, then the bundle transport request can be treated as a
best-effort service in terms of link resources share, while the other requests can be prior-
itized based on their time constraints. Note that any such service policy change can be
incorporated by the LFC mechanism with only a change in the calculation of the data rate,
i.e., Rjk in (75).
6.4.2 Local Packet-Level Reliability
The deep-space channel of IPN Internet links is safely modeled as the memoryless Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel [40]. The raw bit-error rate (BER), i.e., bit error
rate before channel coding, is experienced to be usually around 10−1 in the past deep space
missions [12]. However, the space links need to operate at reasonably low error conditions
in order to deliver useful scientific data obtained from high cost deep space missions. For
this reason, all NASA missions, including the Earth orbit and deep space, design their
radio-frequency (RF) systems to provide 10−5 or better BER after physical channel coding
is applied [93].
In fact, the CCSDS standards for physical layer channel coding and implementation
details use the AWGN model for deep space channel [39]. Due to antenna power/gain con-
straints, drastic signal degradation due to extreme interplanetary distances, and multipath
fading; powerful channel coding is mandatory over deep space channel. Hence, the CCSDS
defines and recommends possible channel coding techniques suitable for AWGN deep space
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channel including convolutional codes and Turbo codes with varying code rates in Teleme-
try Channel Coding recommendation [39]. After such powerful physical channel coding is
applied to deep space channel, most deep space links operate at 10−8 BER as also observed
in past deep space missions such as WIND and POLAR missions [93].
Conventional wireless networks may usually require both link layer packet-level forward
error correction (FEC) and automatic repeat request (ARQ) based reliability mechanisms
and a transport layer end-to-end ARQ-based reliability mechanism. However, as discussed
in Section 6.3, in the hop-by-hop custodial transport approach, a transport connection for
a certain bundle takes place on a single IPN link between two IPN hops at any given time.
Furthermore, end-to-end reliability of bundle transport from the originating source IPN
node to the final destination is decoupled from the transmission reliability of a bundle be-
tween two IPN hops and is addressed by the bundling layer mechanisms [33]. Therefore,
considering powerful channel coding schemes used at the physical layer [42] and the na-
ture of the hop-by-hop transport approach; instead of deploying separate transport and
link layer reliability mechanisms on top of a channel coding, a unified packet-level relia-
bility mechanism is adequate in addressing the local packet-level transmission reliability
requirement.
Therefore, ITP protocol incorporates a unified local packet-level ARQ-based reliability
mechanism into protocol operation as shown in Figure 87. It adopts selective-acknowledgments
(SACK) [81] to address burst packet losses which are shown to be beneficial and effective
in recovering from multiple packet losses in one round-trip time (RTT) especially in links
with high bandwidth-delay products such as deep space links. Furthermore, due to possible
inadequacy of the number of SACK blocks in the SACK option field for very long blackout
durations, timeout mechanism is also included in ITP.
6.4.3 Blackout Mitigation Procedure
The hop-by-hop bundle transport approach is mainly adopted by the ITP to effectively
address the intermittent connectivity challenge imposed by the IPN Internet. However, it
is still possible to experience link outages due to loss of line-of-sight by orbital obscurations
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Figure 87: An illustration of ITP deployment for unified packet-level reliability on top of
physical layer with channel coding over deep space channel.
which lead to burst packet losses and decrease in the throughput. To reduce the degradation
in link utilization due to blackouts, Blackout Mitigation (BM) Procedure is developed and
incorporated into the ITP protocol operation.
ITP sender receives data ACK packets used mainly for reliability control purposes and
also as means of explicit rate control feedback from the receiver carrying the ATI pairs as
described in Section 6.4.1. If it does not receive any ACK for a certain period of time Tw,
it infers this condition as blackout and invokes BM procedure. Similarly, the same blackout
event is also detected by the ITP receiver if it does not receive any data packet for a duration
of Tw. The objective of the BM procedure is to reduce the throughput degradation due to
the blackout situation.
During BM procedure, ITP source ceases sending data packets. This is mainly because
power efficiency is critical in deep space environments. Furthermore, continuously trans-
mitting data packets during a blackout period of unknown length may lead to significant
performance degradation due to high number of retransmissions required for reliability pur-
poses after the blackout is over. As the ITP receiver does not receive any data packet for a
duration of Tw, it also invokes BM procedure at its end. Although it does not receive any
data packets to send ACK for, it keeps sending ACKs with their BM bit set to indicate that
these ACKs are transmitted as part of blackout mitigation procedure, and hence they are
called BM ACKs. The objective of BM ACKs is to help ITP source to capture accurate
information regarding the blackout situation and act accordingly.
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Since RTT is very high, the effect of blackout on the performance changes with the
relative location of blackout occurrence in time with respect to the receiver. Let t = t0
be the time when blackout occurs and L is the duration of the blackout. Assume that the
blackout occurs at a position x seconds away from the ITP receiver. For rtt = RTT/2,
there are two distinct cases observed at the ITP sender side according to the duration of
the blackout and its relative distance to the ITP receiver in time:
1. L < 2x: After rtt− x from t0, i.e., at t1 = t0 + rtt− x, ITP sender detects the period
with no ACKs. If the duration of the period with no ACK takes more than Tw, then
the ITP source invokes BM procedure at t = t1, as in Figure 88.




















Figure 88: Blackout condition observed from ITP source for L < 2x.
In this case, ITP source does not send any new data packets and does not perform any
data rate update. At t2 = t1+L, ITP source receives normal data ACKs for a duration
of 2x − L. Therefore, ITP source infers that blackout is over, starts retransmission
of the packets whose retransmission timer is expired, and resumes its normal LFC
algorithm as described in Section 6.4.1. At t3 = t2 + 2x − L, the source starts to
receive BM ACKs for duration of L. These BM ACKs, are in fact, transmitted by
the receiver when it detects the same blackout condition. Therefore, ITP sender does
not invoke another BM procedure, which would be done otherwise if BM ACKs were
not incorporated into BM procedure at the ITP receiver end. Consequently, ITP
reduces the effect of blackout on the performance by not wasting the link resources
















Figure 89: Blackout condition observed from TP-Planet source for L ≥ 2x.
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2. L ≥ 2x: In this case, ITP source detects no ACK period and invokes BM procedure
at t1 = t0 + rtt − x for the blackout occurred at t = t0. It again does not perform
any rate update and does not send any new data packet. At t2 = t1 + L, the source
starts to receive BM ACKs for duration 2x indicating that the blackout is over for
ITP source as shown in Figure 89. After that, ITP source starts retransmitting lost
packets and resumes the normal LFC algorithm operation. Hence, the duration of 2x
is efficiently utilized by the help of BM procedure.
Consequently, by incorporating the BM procedure, ITP reduces the throughput degra-
dation due to blackout conditions and improves the link utilization for duration of L or 2x
in the cases L < 2x and L ≥ 2x, respectively.
6.4.4 Optimum Packet Size
As previously shown in [2], extreme propagation delay decreases the link utilization in
the IPN Internet links. It is also well known that transmission efficiency increases with
packet size. On the other hand, an increase in the packet size also leads to an increase
in the experienced packet loss probability for a given bit-error rate. Furthermore, packet
size also affects the transmission overhead due to reliability mechanism, i.e., the amount
of bandwidth consumed in error control by ARQ retransmissions of lost packets for 100%
reliability assurance.
Consequently, there exists a tradeoff between packet size, packet loss probability, and
transmission efficiency. Hence, the optimum packet size is determined in order to achieve
maximal compensation for the experienced degradation in link transmission efficiency due to
extreme propagation delay subject to packet loss probability and transmission overhead due
to ARQ error control mechanism over deep space channel modeled as the AWGN channel
as discussed in Section 6.4.2. A closed form solution for such packet size is analytically
obtained and then used for the integrated transport and link layer transmission operation
of ITP protocol.
Let l be the packet size and θ be the bit-error-rate. The packet loss probability associated
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with this packet size, i.e., p(l), is then calculated by
p(l) = 1− (1− θ)l (76)
Note that p increases with increasing l as discussed above and hence the objective is to
minimize p(l).
On the other hand, the packet size l also affects the transmission efficiency. Let S be
the size of a bundle which can be packetized into D packets, i.e., D = S/l. The objective




where E[Nhbh] is the expected total number of packets transmitted to reliably transport a
bundle of size S including retransmissions as in (69). Hence, the objective is to minimize






(1− pj(l)) pij(l)(i+ 1)− 1 (78)
In addition, let T (l) be the transmission efficiency of ARQ mechanism over AWGN deep
space channel which is to be maximized. Let h be the packet header, b be the binary






where f(γ) is the probability of receiving a packet correctly as a function of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) γ, i.e., Eb/N0 where Eb is the received energy per bit and N0 is the receiver
noise power spectral density of the AWGN channel.
Therefore, the overall objective is to determine l such that p(l) and Or(l) are minimized
and T (l) is maximized. Hence, it follows from (76), (78), and (79) that the optimum packet











Consequently, (80) can be used to determine the optimum packet size to be used in order
to compensate throughput degradation in the IPN links. As discussed in Section 6.4.2, the
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deep space missions operate generally at 10−8 BER after powerful physical layer channel
coding such as Turbo codes is applied. Hence, for θ = 10−8, and the header size of h = 20
Bytes, the optimum packet size l is obtained to be approximately 15KB.
6.4.5 Bandwidth Asymmetry
As discussed in Section 6.4.2, ITP uses selective acknowledgments (SACK) [81] for assurance
of reliable data segment transmission. Considering the packet size of 3KB determined in
Section 6.4.4 and size of SACK packets as 40B, then the ratio of the traffic in the forward
and reverse channels is 75:1, i.e., 3KB/40B. Thus, the bandwidth asymmetry up to 75:1
cause no congestion in the reverse link if the ITP receiver continuously sends a SACK for
a packet it receives. However, the bandwidth asymmetry in deep space links is usually on
the order of 1000:1 [44]. Thus, sending one SACK for each data packet can cause reverse
channel to be congested causing SACK losses and hence performance degradation.
To overcome the bandwidth asymmetry problem, ITP regulates SACK traffic on the
reverse link by delaying the SACKs. For this purpose, ITP receiver maintains delayed-SACK
factor, d, and sends one SACK for every d data packets received. If there is no packet loss
and hence no change in the SACK blocks, ITP receiver delays SACKs with a delayed-SACK
factor of d. Otherwise, it immediately sends a new SACK with an updated block. Therefore,
the amount of traffic on the reverse channel is controlled by adjusting the delayed-SACK
factor d. Effects of the bandwidth asymmetry on the throughput performance and the
improvement achieved by delayed-SACK is evaluated in Section 6.5.4.
6.5 Performance Evaluation
In order to investigate the performance of the ITP, extensive simulation experiments are
conducted. The throughput performance of ITP is analyzed along with the transmission
latency experiments in Section 6.5.1. The effects of blackout conditions on the performance
and the performance of ITP with the improvement by Blackout Mitigation procedure are
investigated in Section 6.5.2. The optimum packet size analysis and its effects on the
throughput performance is observed in Section 6.5.3. ITP performance on deep space links









































In order to show the throughput performance of ITP in the IPN Internet, several simulation
experiments are performed by varying packet loss probability p, number of IPN Internet
hops N along the end-to-end path, total size of the data bundle to be transmitted B,
and the round-trip time RTT . It is assumed that the capacity of the link is 1Mb/s and
RTT = 600 seconds unless otherwise stated considering the simulation topology shown in
Figure 76. Since TP-Planet [6] is the only reliable data transport protocol proposed for
the IPN Internet and has been shown to improve the throughput performance with several
orders of magnitude over the existing conventional transport protocols [6], ITP performance
is also compared with the TP-Planet [6].
The first set of ITP throughput performance experiments are performed for varying
packet loss probability p between 10−6 and 10−1. As shown in Figure 90, the throughput
achieved by both ITP and TP-Planet [6] decrease with increasing packet loss probability
p. However, the throughput degradation experienced by the ITP is not as severe as it is
observed in case of existing TCP protocols [2] and TP-Planet [6] as shown in Figure 90. This
is achieved because of the ITP’s explicit rate-based LFC algorithm which is decoupled from
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Figure 91: Throughput performance for varying RTT and p = 10−4, N = 3, B = 100MB.
the packet loss and reliability mechanism as described in Section 6.4.1. For transmission
of 100MB and p = 10−4, ITP achieves throughput of 870Kb/s while TP-Planet can only
achieve 461 Kb/s. Hence, ITP significantly outperforms the TP-Planet [6] for a wide range
of packet loss probability p.
In Figure 91, the effect of RTT on the throughput performance is shown. The simulation
experiments are performed for the transmission of a 50MB data bundle, p = 10−4, N = 3
and varying RTT between 120 to 6000 seconds. An increase in RTT leads to a slight
degradation in the throughput performance of ITP as shown in Figure 91. However, TP-
Planet experiences higher throughput loss with increasing end-to-end path delay. This is
mainly because the ITP deploys the new local flow control algorithm based on explicit
rate allocation rather than the additive-increase multiplicative-decrease mechanisms whose
throughput performance is directly affected by the RTT as observed with the TP-Planet
performance. For RTT = 600 seconds, ITP achieves approximately 800 Kb/s throughput
which corresponds to 140% performance improvement over TP-Planet. Note that this
throughput value further increases with increasing bundle size B as observed in Figure 92.
ITP simulation experiments are also performed for varying data bundle size B between
1 and 1000 MB. As shown in Figure 92, the throughput increases with increasing data

































Figure 92: Throughput performance for varying B and RTT = 600 seconds, p = 10−4,
N = 3.
























Figure 93: Throughput performance for varying N and RTT = 600 seconds, p = 10−4,
B = 100MB.
with the bundle size which, in turn, decreases the effects of end-to-end path delay over the
throughput performance. For a bundle size of 1000MB, ITP achieves 920 Kb/s throughput
out of 1 Mb/s link capacity.
ITP simulation experiments are also performed for varying number of IPN hops N
involving in the end-to-end connection path. Here, N is varied between 1 and 5. As observed


























Figure 94: Transmission latency for varying B, p = 10−4, N = 3.
this is achieved because of the hop-by-hop nature of the ITP operation. However, TP-Planet
performance decreases as the number of hops involving the end-to-end path increases. This
is mainly because TP-Planet performs end-to-end reliability and congestion control which
are respectively subject to inefficiency and inaccuracy as the IPN path increases. Note
that IPN paths involving in several IPN hops may correspond to communication paths
between the Earth and the farther planets such as Jupiter and Pluto. For N = 5, ITP
outperforms TP-Planet with 74% throughput improvement. Note also that these results
are also consistent with the initial analytical study for the transmission effiency comparison
of the end-to-end and hop-by-hop approaches as in Section 6.3.
In 94, the time it takes for ITP and TP-Planet to successfully transport a bundle of B
MB from the source to the final destination is also shown, i.e., transmission latency. As
shown in Figure 94, the latency experienced increases with bundle size as expected. How-
ever, note that transmission latency experienced by ITP is lower than TP-Planet. This is
because TP-Planet link utilization is affected by longer retransmission paths and end-to-end
delays as also observed in Figure 92. For a bundle size of 1000MB, ITP has approximately
18% lower transmission latency than TP-Planet.
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Figure 95: Throughput performance for varying blackout duration.
6.5.2 Blackout Performance
When a blackout is detected, ITP invokes Blackout Mitigation (BM) procedure in order to
reduce its effect on the throughput performance as explained in Section 6.4.3. Throughput
achieved by ITP for different blackout durations is given in Figure 95. Here, RTT = 120
seconds, p = 10−5. The simulations are performed for a duration of 600 seconds, where the
blackout occurs at t = 250 seconds.
As in Figure 95, throughput decreases with increasing blackout duration as expected.
However, BM procedure improves the performance for long blackout durations. For even a
blackout of 150 seconds, which is 1/4 of the entire simulation time, ITP achieves 720 Kb/s
throughput over the space link with 1Mb/s with the help of the BM procedure.
6.5.3 Packet Size
In Section 6.4.4, the optimum packet size for ITP is analytically determined in order to
compensate for the throughput degradation experienced in the IPN Internet links due to
high propagation delay and packet losses. In order to observe the optimum packet size and
its effect on the throughput performance, (80) is plot and simulation experiments are also
performed for varying packet size.































































Figure 96: Optimum packet size and its effect on the ITP throughput performance.
bit error rate, i.e., θ in (80). This is consistent with the objective of minimizing ARQ
retransmission overhead by minimizing packet loss probability which was considered as one
of the constraints in the determination of the optimum packet size in Section 6.4.4. For
the obtained optimum packet size values, the throughput efficiency in (79) is analytically
observed and also simulation experiments are run using the same topology and parameters
described in Section 6.5.1. As shown in Figure 96, throughput increases with the packet size
in both analytical and simulation cases. However, the increase in the throughput decelerates
as the packet size becomes larger. This is because the packet loss probability for a given
bit error rate also increases leading to an increase in the number of retransmissions and
hence a decrease in the throughput performance. Consequently, the optimum packet size
determined in Section 6.4.4 helps ITP to maximize its throughput efficiency in the IPN
Internet links.
6.5.4 Bandwidth Asymmetry Performance
Here, simulation experiments are performed to show the effect of bandwidth asymmetry
on the performance and the improvement achieved by delayed SACK. RTT = 120 seconds
p = 10−4 and the simulation time is assumed to be 1200 seconds. In Figure 97, two
cases with different bandwidth asymmetry ratio are investigated: forward and reverse link
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Figure 97: Throughput performance for varying bandwidth asymmetry ratio.
capacities are 1000 Kb/s and 10 Kb/s, i.e., 100:1; and 1000 Kb/s 1Kb/s, 1000:1, i.e.,
respectively.
As observed from both of the curves with different bandwidth asymmetry levels, i.e.,
100:1 and 1000:1, in Figure 97, the throughput is not significantly affected by asymmetrical
channel capacity of the deep space link. This is mainly because unlike the conventional
ACK-controlled congestion control mechanisms, the flow control operation maintained by
LFC algorithm is not regulated by the ACKs. Therefore, congestion in the reverse channel
does not directly hit the throughput performance.
As shown in Figure 97, an increase in the delayed SACK factor also leads to a slight
increase in the throughput. However, throughput decreases for both cases with either too
high or too small delayed SACK factor of d. This is because if it is too small, reverse channel
is congested. Hence, loss of the ACKs carrying the ATI pairs may lead to inaccuracy in
the LFC operation and therefore this may result in some decrease in link utilization. On
the other hand, if d is too large, the source receives less number of SACKs carrying ATI
pairs than it expects which leads to performance degradation. Thus, at d = 15, throughput
achieved increases up to 900Kb/s.
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CHAPTER VII
EVENT-TO-SINK RELIABLE TRANSPORT IN
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
In this chapter, a new reliable transport scheme for wireless sensor networks (WSN), the
event-to-sink reliable transport (ESRT) protocol, is presented. ESRT is a novel transport
solution developed to achieve reliable event detection in WSN with minimum energy ex-
penditure. The ESRT protocol was first presented in [92] and then revised and further
enhanced in [5] to accommodate the scenarios where multiple concurrent events occur in
the wireless sensor field. In Section 7.2, a review of related work in transport protocols, both
in WSN and other communication networks, are presented along with their inadequacies.
The transport problem in WSN is formally defined in Section 7.3 and five characteristic
reliability regions are identified. These regions determine the appropriate actions taken by
ESRT. The operation of ESRT is described in detail in Section 7.4 and a pseudo-algorithm
is also presented. In Section 7.5, how the default ESRT protocol operation is extended
to accommodate the scenarios where multiple concurrent events occur in the wireless sen-
sor field is described. ESRT performance analysis and simulation results are presented in
Section 7.6.
7.1 Motivation
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an event driven paradigm that relies on the collective
effort of numerous microsensor nodes. This has several advantages over traditional sensing
including greater accuracy, larger coverage area and extraction of localized features. In
order to realize these potential gains, it is imperative that desired event features are reliably
communicated to the sink.
To accomplish this, a reliable transport mechanism is required in addition to robust
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modulation and media access, link error control and fault tolerant routing. The functional-
ities and design of a suitable transport solution for WSN are the main issues addressed in
this work.
The need for a transport layer for data delivery in WSN was questioned in a recent
work [118] under the premise that data flows from source to sink are generally loss tolerant.
While the need for end-to-end reliability may not exist due to the sheer amount of correlated
data flows, an event in the sensor field needs to be tracked with a certain accuracy at the
sink. Hence, unlike traditional communication networks, the sensor network paradigm
necessitates an event-to-sink reliability notion at the transport layer. This is a truly novel
aspect of this work and is the main theme of the proposed Event-To-Sink Reliable Transport
(ESRT) protocol for WSN. Such a notion of collective identification of data flows from the
event to the sink is illustrated in Figure 98.
SinkEvent radius
Figure 98: Typical sensor network topology with event and sink. The sink is only in-
terested in collective information of sensor nodes within the event radius and not in their
individual data.
This work is also motivated by the results in [112], which emphasize the need for con-
gestion control in WSN. It was shown in [112] that exceeding network capacity can be
detrimental to the observed goodput. However, the authors stopped short of providing a
solution to this problem.
ESRT is a novel transport solution that seeks to achieve reliable event detection with
minimum energy expenditure and congestion resolution. It has been tailored to match the
unique requirements of WSN. Some of its salient features are
1. Self-configuration - Reliable event detection must be established and maintained in
the face of dynamic topology in WSN. Topology dynamics can result from either the
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failure or temporary power-down of energy constrained sensor nodes. Spatial variation
of events and random node deployment only exacerbate the above problem. ESRT
is self-configuring and achieves flexibility under dynamic topologies by self-adjusting
the operating point (see Section 7.4).
2. Energy awareness - Although the primary goal of ESRT is reliable event detection,
it aims to accomplish this with minimum possible energy expenditure. For instance,
if reliability levels at the sink are found to be in excess of that required, the source
nodes can conserve energy by reducing their reporting rate (see Section 7.4).
3. Congestion Control - Packet loss due to congestion can impair event detection at the
sink even when enough information is sent out by the sources. Hence, congestion
control is an important component for reliable event detection in WSN. An important
feature of ESRT is that congestion control is also used to reduce energy consumption.
Correlated data flows are loss tolerant to the extent that event features are reliably
communicated to the sink. Due to this unique characteristic of WSN, required event
detection accuracy may be attained even in the presence of packet loss due to network
congestion. In such cases however, a suitable congestion control mechanism can help
conserve energy while maintaining desired accuracy levels at the sink. This is done by
conservatively reducing the reporting rate. Details of such a mechanism are presented
in Section 7.4.
4. Collective identification - In typical WSN applications, the sink is only interested in
the collective information provided by numerous sensor nodes and not in their indi-
vidual reports. In accordance with this, ESRT does not require individual node IDs
for operation. This is also in tune with the proposed event-to-sink model rather than
the traditional end-to-end model. More importantly, this can ease implementation
costs and reduce overhead.
5. Biased Implementation - The algorithms of ESRT mainly run on the sink with min-
imum functionalities required at sensor nodes. This helps conserve limited sensor
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resources and shifts the burden to the high-powered sink. Such a graceful transfer of
complexity is possible only due to the event-to-sink reliability notion.
ESRT is designed for use in typical WSN applications involving event detection and
signal estimation/tracking, and not for guaranteed end-to-end data delivery services. This
work is motivated by the fact that the sink is only interested in reliable detection of event
features from the collective information provided by numerous sensor nodes and not in their
individual reports. This notion of event-to-sink reliability distinguishes ESRT from other
existing transport layer models that focus on end-to-end reliability. The reliable transport
in WSN has not been studied from this perspective before.
Furthermore, in this chapter, the work in [92] is also extended by enhancing ESRT
protocol in order to accommodate the scenarios where multiple concurrent events occur in
the wireless sensor field. Such enhancement is significant since the data flows generated
by the multiple events occurring simultaneously may not be always isolated in the wireless
sensor network. Thus, uncoordinated protocol actions may fail to achieve required event-
to-sink transport reliability and to resolve congestion for individual event flows because of
the interaction between these flows in the network. Therefore, it is necessary to accurately
capture the event occurrence situation in the network and accordingly act to assure the
event-to-sink reliability with minimum energy expenditure for all of the multiple concurrent
events in the sensor field.
7.2 Related Work
Despite the considerable amount of research on several aspects of sensor networking, the
problems of reliable transport and congestion control are yet to be efficiently studied and
addressed. The urgent need for congestion control is pointed out within the discussion of
infrastructure tradeoffs for WSN in [112]. However, the authors do not propose any solution
for the problem they identify.
In another recent work [118], the PSFQ (Pump Slowly, Fetch Quickly) mechanism is
proposed for reliable retasking/ reprogramming in WSN. PSFQ is based on slowly injecting
packets into the network, but performing aggressive hop-by-hop recovery in case of packet
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loss. The pump operation in PSFQ simply performs controlled flooding and requires each
intermediate node to create and maintain a data cache to be used for local loss recovery and
in-sequence data delivery. Although this is an important transport layer solution for WSN,
it is applicable only for strict sensor-to-sensor reliability and for purposes of control and
management in the reverse direction from the sink to sensor nodes. Event detection/tracking
in the forward direction does not require guaranteed end-to-end data delivery as in PSFQ.
Individual data flows are correlated and loss tolerant to the extent that desired event features
are collectively and reliably informed to the sink. Hence, the use of PSFQ for the forward
direction can lead to a waste of valuable resources. In addition to this, PSFQ does not
address packet loss due to congestion.
In [103], the RMST (Reliable Multi-Segment Transport) protocol is proposed to address
the requirements of reliable data transport in wireless sensor networks. RMST is mainly
based on the functionalities provided by directed diffusion [61]. Furthermore, RMST utilizes
in-network caching and provides guaranteed delivery of the data packets generated by the
event flows. However, as discussed above, event detection/tracking does not require guar-
anteed end-to-end data delivery since the individual data flows are correlated loss tolerant.
Moreover, such guaranteed reliability via in-network caching may bring significant overhead
for the sensor networks with power and processing limitations.
In contrast, ESRT is based on an event-to-sink reliability model and provides reliable
event detection without any intermediate caching requirements. ESRT also seeks to achieve
the required event detection accuracy using minimum energy expenditure and has a con-
gestion control component.
A novel transmission control scheme for use at the MAC layer in WSN is proposed
in [122] with the main objective of per-node fair bandwidth share. Energy efficiency is
maintained by controlling the rate at which MAC layer injects packets into the channel.
Although such an approach can control the transmission rate of a sensor node, it neither
considers congestion control nor addresses reliable event detection. For similar reasons, the
use of other MAC protocols like the IEEE 802.11 DCF or S-MAC [128] that provide some
form of hop reliability is inadequate for reliable event detection in WSN.
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Next, transport solutions in other wireless networks are briefly examined and their inad-
equacies when applied to WSN are pointed out. These studies mainly focus on reliable data
transport following end-to-end TCP semantics and are proposed to address the challenges
posed by wireless link errors and mobility [17]. The primary reason for their inapplicability
in WSN is their notion of end-to-end reliability. Furthermore, all these protocols bring
considerable memory requirements to buffer transmitted packets until they are ACKed by
the receiver. In contrast, sensor nodes have limited buffering space (<4KB in MICA motes
[82]) and processing capabilities. Hence, there is a need for a novel transport mechanism in
WSN that emphasizes on collective reliability, resource efficiency and simplicity.
The multi-hop and many-to-one nature of data flows in WSN prompts a review of reli-
able multicast solutions proposed in other wired/wireless networks. There exist many such
schemes that address the reliable transport and congestion control for the case of single
sender and multiple receivers [53]. Although the communication structure of the reverse
path, i.e., from sink to sources in WSN, is an example of multicast, it is not valid for the
forward channel where multiple correlated reports are sent to a single destination. Similar
transport problems with multiple senders and a single receiver in other wired/wireless net-
works simply corresponds to a multiple unicast. However, the WSN paradigm requires the
notion of collective reliability. Hence, neither the reliable multicast nor unicast transport
solutions can be applied in this case.
7.3 The Reliable Transport Problem in WSN
In preceding discussions, the notion of event-to-sink reliability in WSN is introduced and the
inapplicability of existing transport solutions is pointed out. Before proceeding to discuss
the proposed Event-To-Sink Reliable Transport (ESRT) protocol, the reliable transport
problem in WSN is formally defined in this section. The evaluation environment used in




Consider typical WSN applications involving the reliable detection and/or estimation of
event features based on the collective reports of several sensor nodes observing the event.
Let us assume that for reliable temporal tracking, the sink must decide on the event features
every τ time units. Here, τ represents the duration of a decision interval and is fixed by
the application. At the end of each decision interval, the sink makes an informed decision
based on reports received from sensor nodes during that interval. The specifics of such a
decision making process are application dependent and beyond the present scope.
The least that can be assumed is that the sink derives a reliability indicator ri at the
end of decision interval i. Note that ri must be calculated only using parameters available
at the sink. Hence, notions of throughput/goodput (as in [112]), which are based on the
number of source packets sent out are inappropriate in this case.
The reliable transport of event features from source nodes to the sink is measured
in terms of the number of received data packets. Regardless of any application-specific
metric that may actually be used, the number of received data packets is closely related to
the amount of information acquired by the sink for the detection and extraction of event
features. Hence, this serves as a simple but adequate reliability measure at the transport
level. The observed and desired event reliabilities are now defined as follows :
Definition 1 The observed event reliability, ri, is the number of received data packets in
decision interval i at the sink
Definition 2 The desired event reliability, R, is the number of data packets required for
reliable event detection. This is determined by the application
If the observed event reliability, ri, is greater than the desired reliability, R, then the
event is deemed to be reliably detected. Else, appropriate action needs to be taken to
achieve the desired reliability, R.
With the above definition, ri can be computed by stamping source data packets with an
event ID and incrementing the received packet count at the sink each time the ID is detected
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in decision interval i1. Note that this does not require individual identification of sensor
nodes. Further, any increase in source information about the event features is modeled as
a corresponding increase in the reporting rate, f , of sensor nodes. The reporting rate of
a sensor node is defined as the number of packets sent out per unit time by that node.
The transport problem in WSN is to configure the reporting rate, f , of source nodes so
as to achieve the required event detection reliability, R, at the sink with minimum resource
utilization.
7.3.2 Evaluation Environment
In order to study the relationship between the observed reliability at the sink, r, and the
reporting frequency, f , of sensor nodes, an evaluation environment is developed using ns-2
[111]. The parameters used in this study are listed in Table 1.
200 sensor nodes were randomly positioned in a 100x100 sensor field. Node parameters
such as radio range and IFQ (buffer) length were carefully chosen to mirror typical sensor
mote values [82]. One of these nodes was chosen as the sink to which all source data was
sent. Event centers (Xev, Yev) were randomly chosen and all sensor nodes within the event
radius behave as sources for that event. In order to communicate source data to the sink,
a simple CSMA/CA based MAC protocol and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [68] are
employed. The impact of using other routing protocols on the achieved goodput behavior
with reporting period was shown to be insignificant in [112]. Hence, it is reasonable to
assume that the r vs. f behavior and ESRT performance are insensitive to the underlying
routing protocol.
The results of this study are shown in Figure 99 for number of source nodes n =
41, 52, 62. Note that each of these curves was obtained by varying the reporting rate f for
a certain event center (Xev, Yev) and corresponding number of senders n. These values are
tabulated in Table 2. The event radius was fixed throughout at 30m.
The following observations are made from Figure 99
1With in-network data aggregation, one must account for data packets that were aggregated en route to
the sink
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Table 6: NS-2 simulation parameters.
Area of sensor field 100x100 m2
Number of sensor nodes 200
Radio range of a sensor node 40 m
Packet length 30 bytes
IFQ length 65 packets
Transmit Power 0.660 W
Receive Power 0.395 W











































Figure 99: The effect of varying the reporting rate, f , of source nodes on the event
reliability, r, observed at the sink. The number of source nodes is denoted by n.
1. The reliability, r, shows a linear increase (note the log scale) with source reporting
rate, f , until a certain f = fmax, beyond which the reliability drops. This is because
the network is unable to handle the increased injection of data packets and packets
are dropped due to congestion.
2. Such an initial increase and subsequent decrease in reliability is observed regardless
of the number of source nodes, n.
3. fmax decreases with increasing n, i.e., congestion occurs at lower reporting frequencies
with greater number of sources.
4. For f > fmax, the behavior is rather wavy and not smooth. An intuitive explanation
for such a behavior is as follows. The number of received packets, which is the relia-
bility, r, is the difference between the total number of source data packets, s, and the
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number of packets dropped by the network, d. While s simply scales linearly with f ,
the relationship between d and f is non-linear. In some cases, the difference s− d is
seen to increase eventhough the network is congested. The important point to note
however, is that this wavy behavior always stays well below the maximum reliability
at f = fmax
5. The drop in reliability due to network congestion is more significant with increasing
n.
Table 7: Event centers for the three curves with n=41,52,62 in Figure 99.

















































Figure 100: The effect of varying the reporting rate, f , of source nodes on the event
reliability, r, observed at the sink. The number of source nodes is denoted by n.
Figure 100 shows a similar trend between r and f with further increase in n (n =
81, 90, 101). As before, the event centers are tabulated in Table 3. The event radius was
fixed at 40m for this set of experiments.
The wavy behavior for f > fmax observed in Figure 99 persists in Figure 100, but
appears rather subdued because of much steeper drops due to congestion (see observation
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Table 8: Event centers for the three curves with n=81,90,101 in Figure 100.
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Figure 101: The five characteristic regions in the normalized reliability, η, vs. reporting
frequency, f , behavior.
5 earlier). All the other trends observed earlier are confirmed in Figure 100.
7.3.3 Characteristic Regions
A general trend of initial reliability, r, increase with reporting frequency, f , and subsequent
decrease due to congestion loss is evident from the preliminary studies in Figure 99 and Fig-
ure 100. This confirms the urgent need for an event-to-sink reliable transport solution with
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a congestion control mechanism in WSN. The r vs. f characteristics is further elaborated
next and five characteristic regions are identified. As will be seen shortly, these regions are
important for the operation of ESRT.
Consider a representative curve from Figure 100 for n = 81 senders. This is replicated
for convenience in Figure 101. All the subsequent discussions use this particular case for
illustration. However, it was verified that the r vs. f behavior shows the general trend
of initial increase and subsequent decrease due to congestion regardless of the parameter
values. This is indeed observed in Figs. 99 and 100 for varying values of n. Hence, the
discussions and results in this work apply to a general r vs. f behavior in WSN with any
set of parameter values, with the specific case (n = 81) used only for illustration purposes.
Let the desired reliability as laid down by the application be R. Hence, a normalized
measure of reliability is η = rR . As before, ηi denotes the normalized reliability at the end
of decision interval i.
The aim is to operate as close to η = 1 as possible, while utilizing minimum network
resources (f close to f ∗ in Figure 101). This is called the optimal operating point, marked as
P1 in Figure 101. For practical purposes, a tolerance zone of width 2ε around P1 is defined
as shown in Figure 101. Here, ε is a protocol parameter. The suitable choice of ε and its
impact on ESRT protocol operation is dealt with in Section 7.6.3.
Note that the η = 1 line intersects the reliability curve at two distinct points P1 and
P2 in Figure 101. Though the event is reliably detected at P2, the network is congested
and some source data packets are lost. Event reliability is achieved only because the high
reporting frequency of source nodes compensates for this congestion loss. However, this is
a waste of limited energy reserves and hence is not the optimal operating point. Similar
reasoning holds for η > 1 + ε.
From Figure 101, five characteristic regions (bounded by dotted lines) are identified
using the following decision boundaries
• (NC,LR) : f < fmax and η < 1− ε (No Congestion, Low Reliability)




f > fmax η>1;
 maxf < f ;
1−    <=ε η<=1+ ε
 maxf < f ;
1−    <=ε η<=1+ ε
 maxf < f ;
1−    <=ε η<=1+ ε
 maxf < f ;
1−    <=ε η<=1+ ε
f > fmax η>1;
f > fmax η<=1; f > fmax η<=1;
f <= f  max η>1+; ε
f <= f  max η>1+; ε
f <= f  max η>1+; ε
 maxf < f ;
1−    <=ε η<=1+ ε
 maxf < f η< 1−; ε
 maxf < f η< 1−; ε
OOR
Figure 102: ESRT protocol state model and transitions.
• (C,HR) : f > fmax and η > 1 (Congestion, High Reliability)
• (C,LR) : f > fmax and η ≤ 1 (Congestion, Low Reliability)
• OOR : f < fmax and 1− ε ≤ η ≤ 1 + ε (Optimal Operating Region)
As seen earlier, the sink derives a reliability indicator ηi at the end of decision interval i.
Coupled with a congestion detection mechanism (to determine f>< fmax), this can help the
sink determine in which of the above regions the network currently resides. Hence, these
characteristic regions identify the state of the network. Let Si denote the network state
variable at the end of decision interval i. Then,
Si ∈ {(NC,LR),(NC,HR),(C,HR),(C,LR),OOR}
The operation of ESRT is closely tied to the current network state Si. The ESRT
protocol state model and transitions are shown in Figure 102. Next, the specifics of ESRT
and its operation in each of these states are discussed in detail.
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7.4 ESRT: Event-To-Sink Reliable Transport Protocol
ESRT is a novel solution that is proposed to address the transport problem in WSN. The
primary motive of ESRT is to achieve and maintain operation in state OOR. Hence, the
aim is to configure the reporting frequency f to achieve the desired event detection accuracy
with minimum energy expenditure. To help accomplish this, ESRT uses a congestion control
mechanism that serves the dual purpose of reliable detection and energy conservation.
Recall that the r vs. f characteristic shown in Figure 101 can change with dynamic
topology resulting from either the failure or temporary power-down of sensor nodes. Hence,
an efficient transport protocol should keep track of the reliability observed at the sink
and accordingly configure the operating point. If ηi is within the desired reliability limits
(1 − ε ≤ ηi ≤ 1 + ε) and no congestion notification alert is received, then state OOR has
been reached and the sink informs source nodes to maintain the current reporting frequency
fi. Here, it is reasonably assumed that the sink is powerful enough to reach all source nodes
by broadcast.
In general, the network can reside in any one of the five states Si ∈ {(NC,LR),
(NC,HR), (C,HR), (C,LR), OOR}. Depending on the current state Si, ESRT cal-
culates an updated reporting frequency fi+1, which is then broadcast to the source nodes.
For example, if Si ∈ {(NC,LR),(C,LR)}, the observed reliability levels are inadequate to
detect the desired event features. In such a case, ESRT aggressively updates the reporting
frequency to reliably track the event as soon as possible.
This self-configuring nature of ESRT helps it adapt to dynamic topology and random
deployment, both typical of WSN. Another important feature of ESRT is its inclination
to conserve scarce energy resources when reliability levels exceed those required for event
detection. This is the case when Si ∈ {(NC,HR),(C,HR)}. The motivation to reduce
the reporting frequency in this case comes from energy conservation. However, the pri-
mary motive of reliable event detection must not be compromised. Hence, ESRT takes a
conservative approach in this case and decreases f in a controlled manner.
The algorithms of ESRT mainly run on the sink, with minimal functionality at the source
nodes. More precisely, sensor nodes only need the following two additional functionalities
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• Sensor nodes must listen to the sink broadcast at the end of each decision interval
and update their reporting rates
• Sensor nodes must deploy a simple and overhead-free local congestion detection sup-
port mechanism
While the former is an implementation issue and is not within the scope of this work, the
details of a congestion detection mechanism are provided in Section 7.4.2. Such a graceful
transfer of complexity from sensor nodes to the sink node reduces management costs and
saves on valuable sensor resources. Further simplifying implementation is the fact that
ESRT works on the collective identification principle and does not require unique source
IDs.
In the following subsection, the operation of ESRT in each network state is discussed
and a pseudo-algorithm for its implementation is presented.
7.4.1 ESRT Protocol Operation
ESRT identifies the current state Si from
• Reliability indicator ηi computed by the sink for decision interval i
• A congestion detection mechanism,
using the decision boundaries defined in Section 7.3.3. Depending on the current state Si,
and the values of fi and ηi, ESRT then calculates the updated reporting frequency fi+1
to be broadcast to the source nodes. At the end of the next decision interval, the sink
derives a new reliability indicator ηi+1 corresponding to the updated reporting frequency
fi+1 of source nodes. In conjunction with any congestion reports, ESRT then determines
the new network state Si+1. This process is repeated until the optimal operating region
(state OOR) is reached. The state model of the ESRT protocol and state transitions are
shown in Figure 102. Note that not all transitions between states are possible, as explained
in Section 7.6.1. This is due to the frequency update policies adopted by ESRT, which are
now described in detail for each of the five states.
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1. (NC,LR) (No Congestion, Low Reliability) : In this state, no congestion is expe-
rienced and the achieved reliability is lower than that required, i.e., η < 1 − ε and
f < fmax. This can be the result of one/more of the following
• Failure/power-down of intermediate routing nodes
• Packet loss due to link errors
• Inadequate information sent by source nodes
When intermediate nodes fail/power-down, packets that need to be routed through
these nodes are dropped. This can cause a drop in reliability even if enough source
information is sent out. However, fault-tolerant routing/re-routing in WSN is provided
by several existing routing algorithms [61, 96]. ESRT can work with any of these
routing schemes.
Packet loss due to link errors may be fairly significant in WSN due to the energy
inefficiency of powerful error correction [98] and retransmission techniques. However,
regardless of the packet error rate, the total number of packets lost due to link errors
is expected to scale proportionally with the reporting frequency f . Here, it is assumed
that the net effect of channel conditions on packet loss does not deviate appreciably
in successive decision intervals. This is reasonable with static sensor nodes, slowly
time-varying ([98, 101]) and spatially separated channels for communication from
event-to-sink in WSN applications. Hence, even in the presence of packet loss due to
link errors, the initial reliability increase (Observation 1, Section 7.3.2) is expected to
be linear.
It is now clear that in order to improve the reliability to acceptable levels, it is nec-
essary to increase the source information. Since the primary objective of ESRT is to
achieve event-to-sink reliability, the reporting frequency f is aggressively increased to
attain the required reliability as soon as possible. Such an aggressive increase can be
achieved by invoking the fact that the r vs. f relationship in the absence of conges-
tion, i.e., for f < fmax, is linear. This prompts the use of the following multiplicative
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where ηi is the reliability observed at the sink at the end of decision interval i.
2. (NC,HR) (No Congestion, High Reliability) : In this state, the required reliability
level is exceeded, and there is no congestion in the network, i.e., η > 1 + ε and
f ≤ fmax. This is because source nodes report more frequently than required. The
most important consequence of this condition is excessive energy consumption by
sensor nodes. Therefore the reporting frequency should be reduced in order to conserve
energy. However, this reduction must be performed cautiously so that the event-to-
sink reliability is always maintained. Hence, the sink reduces reporting frequency f
in a controlled manner with half the slope, as opposed to the aggressive approach
in the previous case. Intuitively, here, a balance is being stroke between saving the
maximum amount of energy and losing reliable event detection. Thus the updated










It is shown in Section 7.6 that such an update policy reduces the energy consumption
in the network and does not compromise on event reliability.
3. (C,HR) (Congestion, High Reliability) : In this state, the reliability is higher than
required, and congestion is experienced, i.e., η > 1 and f > fmax. This is due to
the unique feature of WSN where required event detection reliability can be attained
even when some of the source data packets are lost. In this case ESRT decreases the
reporting frequency in order to avoid congestion and conserve energy in sensor nodes.
As before, this decrease should be performed carefully such that the event-to-sink
reliability is always maintained. However, the network operating in state (C,HR)
is farther from the optimal operating point than in state (NC,HR). Therefore, it
is necessary to take a more aggressive approach so as to relieve congestion and enter
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state (NC,HR) as soon as possible. This is achieved by emulating the linear behavior





It can be shown that such a multiplicative decrease achieves all objectives (see Section
7.6).
4. (C,LR) (Congestion, Low Reliability) : In this state the observed reliability is inad-
equate and congestion is experienced, i.e., η ≤ 1 and f > fmax. This is the worst
possible state since reliability is low, congestion is experienced and energy is wasted.
Therefore ESRT reduces reporting frequency aggressively in order to bring the net-
work to state OOR as soon as possible. Note that reliability is a non-linear function
of reporting frequency in state (C,LR) as shown in Figure 101. Hence in order to
assure sufficient decrease in the reporting frequency, it is exponentially decreased and




where k denotes the number of successive decision intervals for which the network has
remained in state (C,LR) including the current decision interval, i.e., k ≥ 1. The
aim is to decrease f with greater aggression if a state transition is not detected. Such
a policy also ensures convergence for η = 1 in state (C,LR).
5. OOR (Optimal Operating Region) : In this state, the network is operating within ε
tolerance of the optimal point, where the required reliability is attained with minimum
energy expenditure. Hence, the reporting frequency of source nodes is left unchanged
for the next decision interval.
fi+1 = fi (85)






If (η < 1)
/* State=(C,LR) */
/* Decrease Reporting Frequency Aggressively */
f = fη/k;
k = k + 1;
else if (η > 1)
/* State=(C,HR) */





else if (NO CONGESTION)
k = 1;
If (η < 1− ε)
/* State=(NC,LR) */
/* Increase Reporting Frequency Aggressively */
f = f/η;
else if (η > 1 + ε)
/* State=(NC,HR) */









else if (1− ε ≤ η ≤ 1 + ε)
/* Optimal Operating Region */




Figure 103: Algorithm of the ESRT protocol operation.
7.4.2 Congestion Detection
In order to determine the current network state Si in ESRT, the sink must be able to
detect congestion in the network. However the conventional ACK/NACK-based detection
methods for end-to-end congestion control purposes cannot be applied here. The reason
once again lies in the notion of event-to-sink reliability rather than end-to-end reliability.
Only the sink, and not any of the sensor nodes, can determine the reliability indicator ηi
and act accordingly. Moreover, end-to-end retransmissions and ACK/NACK overheads are
a waste of limited sensor resources. Hence, ESRT uses a congestion detection mechanism
based on local buffer level monitoring in sensor nodes. Any sensor node whose routing
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buffer overflows due to excessive incoming packets is said to be congested and it informs
the sink of the same. The details of this mechanism are as follows.
In the event-to-sink model, the traffic generated during each reporting period, i.e., 1/f ,
mainly depends on the reporting frequency f and the number of source nodes n. The
reporting frequency f does not change within one reporting period since it is controlled
periodically by the sink at the end of each decision interval with period of τ > 1/f . As-
suming n does not significantly change within one reporting period, the traffic generated
during the next reporting period will have negligible variation. Therefore the amount of
incoming traffic to any sensor node in consecutive reporting intervals is assumed to stay
constant. This, in turn, signifies that the increment in the buffer fullness level at the end






Figure 104: An illustration of buffer level monitoring in sensor nodes.
Let bk and bk−1 be the buffer fullness levels at the end of kth and (k − 1)th reporting
intervals respectively and B be the buffer size as in Figure 104. For a given sensor node,
let ∆b be the buffer length increment observed at the end of last reporting period, i.e.,
∆b = bk − bk−1 (86)
Thus if the sum of current buffer level at the end of kth reporting interval and the last
experienced buffer length increment exceeds the buffer size, i.e., bk + ∆b > B, the sensor
node infers that it is going to experience congestion in the next reporting interval. Hence
it sets the CN (Congestion Notification) bit in the header of the packets it transmits as
shown in Figure 105. This notifies the sink for the upcoming congestion condition to be
experienced in next reporting interval.









Figure 105: A typical data packet with congestion notification field, which is marked to
alert the sink for congestion.
Sink
Event radius
Event  a Event  b
Sink
Event radius
Event  a Event  b
Common sensor nodes performing
routing for both Event a and Event b
(a) (b)
Figure 106: The multiple event occurrences in the same wireless sensor field (a) the flows
generated by two events, i.e., Event a and Event b, are isolated (b) the flows pass through
some common sensor nodes.
is experienced in the last decision interval. In conjunction with the reliability indicator ηi,
the sink can now determine the current network state Si at the end of decision interval i
and act according to the rules in Section 7.4.1.
7.5 Multiple Event Occurrences
The ESRT protocol operation defined in Section 7.4 directly applies to the scenarios where
a single event occurs in the wireless sensor field. In this section, ESRT protocol is extended
in order to accommodate the cases where multiple events concurrently occur in the same
wireless sensor field. In Section 7.5.1, how ESRT mechanisms can accurately detect multi-
ple event occurrences and extract the required information for the protocol operation are
explained. Then, the ESRT protocol operation in multiple event scenarios are presented in
Section 7.5.2.
7.5.1 Multiple Event Detection
In order to address the scenarios where multiple events occur simultaneously, it is necessary
to accurately obtain the following information:
1. Is there a single event or multiple concurrent events in the wireless sensor field?
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2. If there are multiple events, are the generated data flows from sensor nodes to the
sink passing through any common node?
In order to accurately capture the answers to these two questions, the sink utilizes the
Event ID field of a data packet shown in Figure 105. Note that this field accurately provides
the answer to the first question above. If all of the data packets received by the sink carry
the same Event ID, then there is a single event occurrence in the wireless sensor field as
shown in Figure 98. In this case, the sink achieves the desired event-to-sink reliability with
minimum energy expenditure using the ESRT protocol operation shown in Figure 103 as
explained in Section 7.4.
If the sink receives data packets carrying different event IDs in their Event ID fiels as
shown in Figure 105, it infers that multiple concurrent events occured in the sensor field.
In this case, it is necessary to find the answer to the second question above, i.e., if there
are any common sensor nodes serving as a router for the flows generated by these multiple
events. This information is detrimental to the selection of appropriate ESRT operation due
to the reasons as follows. If there is no common wireless sensor node performing routing for
these multiple events occurred simultaneously, then the flows generated by these multiple
events are isolated, i.e., do not share any common path as shown in Figure 106(a). Thus,
in this case, ESRT protocol can address the event-to-sink reliability requirements of these
multiple events individually with the default ESRT operation explained in Section 7.4.
If there exist common sensor nodes performing routing for the multiple events occurred
simultaneously as shown in Figure 106(b), then the flows generated by these events are not
isolated. In this case, treating them individually may not always lead to the best possible
solution. This is because any action taken by the sink on any of these flows may alter the
reliability level and the congestion situation of the other event flows. Therefore, protocol
actions need to be taken cautiously and considering all of the concurrent event flows in the
wireless sensor field. The updated ESRT protocol operation in order to accommodate these
cases are explained in Section 7.5.2.
Hence, in order to determine the necessary protocol operation, the sink must accurately
detect whether the flows generated by these multiple events pass through any common
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sensor node functioning as a router. Furthermore, if indeed there exist such common router
sensor nodes, it is necessary to learn which event flows share these common nodes. For this
purpose, the sink utilizes the Event ID field of a data packet shown in Figure 105. Here,
it is assumed that Event ID field shown in Figure 105 is a multidimensional field which
can accommodate the Event IDs of several events occurring simultaneously. Therefore, the
additional functionality required at the sensor nodes which perform routing can be stated
as follows:
1. A sensor node keeps the event-list, i.e., the list of IDs of the events it serves as a router
node in the wireless sensor field.
2. When the node receives a new data packet, it checks its event-list and the multidi-
mensional Event ID field of this data packet.
(a) If there exists an ID in its event-list, which is not in the multidimensional Event
ID field of this data packet, the sensor node
• adds this ID on top of the Event ID field of this data packet,
• forwards the packet.
(b) If there is not such ID, then the sensor node checks if its event-list includes the
first element of the multidimensional Event ID field of this packet. If so, then the
router sensor node leaves its event-list and the packet header intact and forwards
the packet. If not, it adds the first element of the multidimensional Event ID
field of this packet into its event-list and leaves the packet intact and forwards
it.
To illustrate the accurate detection of a multiple events case, assume that a sensor node
performs routing for the data packets generated by Events with Event IDs a and b as shown
in Figure 106(b). Thus, this sensor node knows that it is indeed serving as a router node
for the events a and b hence it has a and b in its event-list. Now, suppose that a data
packet with only c in its Event ID field arrives at this sensor node. Hence, this sensor nodes
adds a and b in the event ID field of the data packet and then forwards it. The sensor
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node also updates its event-list since now it received a data packet generated by the Event
c. Consequently, when the sink receives this data packet carrying c, a, and b in its Event
ID field, it infers that the flows generated by the Events a, b, and c are not isolated and
pass through common nodes. Accordingly, it performs the necessary protocol actions as
explained in Section 7.5.2.
Note that the multiple event detection mechanism described above does not affect the
accurate identification of the events by using the Event ID field in the packet headers. In
fact, the first element of the multidimensional Event ID field is the ID of the event which
originally generated the data packet. Hence, as the sink receives a data packet whose Event
ID field carry multiple event IDs, it uses the first element of the multidimensional Event ID
field to associate this data packet to the event in order to accurately calculate the observed
event reliability as described in Section 7.4. Furthermore, note also that the mechanism
described above requires only a simple lookup function as the additional functionality at
the sensor nodes, and exploits the collective identification of the sensor nodes and avoids
the need for individual sensor IDs.
7.5.2 ESRT Operation in Multiple Event Scenarios
As described in Section 7.5.1, the sink utilizes the Event ID field of a data packet in order
to capture information about the multiple event occurrence in the wireless sensor field.
If a single event occurs in the wireless sensor field as shown in Figure 98, i.e., all of the
data packets received by the sink carry the same Event ID, then the sink brings the network
state S to the optimal operating region OOR with the default ESRT protocol operation as
explained in Section 7.4.
For the multiple event occurrence scenarios, the ESRT protocol operation varies based
on whether the flows generated by these multiple events are isolated or not as explained
in Section 7.5.1. Hence, the detailed protocol operation for these two distinct cases are
explained in the following sections.
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7.5.2.1 Multiple Isolated Events
If there are multiple concurrent events in the sensor field, i.e., the sink receives data packets
with different Event IDs, then the sink checks the Event ID fields of the data packets it
received at the end of decision interval i. If all of the data packets have a single value in
their multidimensional Event ID fields, it infers that the flows generated by these multiple
events are isolated and do not share any common router sensor node as shown in Figure
106(a).
In this case, let Ski and f
k
i be the current network state and the reporting frequency for
the event k. Note that ESRT determines the current network state for event k, i.e., Ski ,
from the reliability indicator ηki computed by the sink for decision interval i as explained in
Section 7.4. Thus, the sink calculates the updated reporting frequency f ki+1 based on S
k
i ,
ηki , and f
k
i and broadcasts it to the sensor nodes in the event radius of event k in order to
bring the network state to the optimal operating region OOR for the flows generated by
event k. Consequently, the sink achieves the event-to-sink reliability requirements of these
multiple events individually with the default ESRT operation explained in Section 7.4.
7.5.2.2 Multiple Events Passing Through Common Nodes
If there are data packets which carry multiple event IDs in their Event ID fields, then
the sink infers that there exist common sensor nodes routing the flows generated by these
different events as shown in Figure 106(b). Therefore, the flows generated by these multiple
events are not isolated. Hence, an action taken by the sink for any of these events may
affect the reliability and congestion situation of the other events’ flows.
In this case, instead of treating these event flows independently, it is better to take action
cautiously and considering all of the concurrent event flows in the wireless sensor field. This
is mainly because of the fact that the primary objective of ESRT is to achieve event-to-
sink reliable transport. This leads to the fact that the event flows which are in different
network states pose different levels of urgency in terms of protocol action. For example,
while in state (NC,HR) no congestion is experienced and the observed reliability is higher
than required, it is completely opposite in state (C,LR) where there is a congestion in the
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network and the event-to-sink reliability is not achieved as shown in Figure 101. Hence, the
event flows whose current network state are (C,LR) have greater urgency and hence high
priority in terms of action to be taken by the sink. Similarly, although there is no congestion
in both of the states (NC,LR) and (NC,HR), the event flows which are currently in state
(NC,LR) do not receive their desired reliability levels and has higher priority than the ones
in state (NC,HR). With this respect, the network states {(C,LR), (NC,LR), (C,HR),
(NC,HR)} are grouped into high priority states, i.e., (C,LR), (NC,LR), and low priority
states, i.e., (C,HR), (NC,HR), based on the observed reliability level associated with each
of these network states.
Consequently, the sink takes the required action based on the priority of the network
states of the multiple concurrent events sharing the same router sensor nodes. Let Ne be
the number of concurrent events whose flows are passing through common router sensor
nodes. The IDs of these events are obtained from the multidimensional Event ID field
of the received data packets as explained in Section 7.5.1. Let Ski and f
k
i be the current
network state and the reporting frequency for the event k for k ∈ Ne.
1. The sink determines the network state Ski for each of the flows generated by the event
k ∈ Ne at the end of decision interval i as described in Section 7.4.




(a) The sink immediately performs the default ESRT operation described in Section
7.4 for these events. That is, the sink calculates and broadcasts the updated
reporting frequency f ji+1 to the sensor nodes which are in the radius of event j,
i.e., ∀j with Sji=(C,LR) or Sji=(NC,LR).
This action is more urgent to take because these events are not reliably commu-
nicated to the sink hence the first priority action is to make these events reach
their desired reliability levels.
(b) The sink does not update the reporting frequencies for the other event flows
whose network states are low priority, i.e., f ji+1 = f
j
i ∀j with Sji=(C,HR) or
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Sji=(NC,HR).
This is because the actions taken for the events flows whose network states are
high priority (step 2.(a)) may affect these events which already have higher reli-
ability. Therefore, any further simultaneous action to minimize energy expendi-
ture of these flows is avoided to not to compromise their reliability levels. Note
that this is also consistent with the primary objective of ESRT protocol operation
which is to achieve event-to-sink reliability.
3. If there are no events whose network state are high priority, i.e., Sji=(C,HR) or
Sji=(NC,HR) ∀j ∈ Ne, then the sink follows the default ESRT operation described
in Section 7.4 for these events. That is, it calculates the updated reporting frequency
f ji+1 and broadcasts it to the sensor nodes which are in the event radius of event j
∀j ∈ Ne.
The sink repeats these steps until all of the event flows reach to the optimal operating
region OOR as described in Section 7.4. As a result, the ESRT protocol operation described
in Section 7.4 can accommodate the scenarios where multiple events occur simultaneously
in the wireless sensor field.
7.6 ESRT Performance
In this section, both analytical and simulation results on the performance of ESRT protocol
are presented. The results show that ESRT converges to state OOR starting from any of
the other four initial network states Si∈{(NC,LR), (NC,HR),(C,HR),(C,LR)}. ESRT
is self-configuring in this sense and can hence perform efficiently under random, dynamic
topology frequently encountered in WSN applications.
The convergence times presented in this section are derived under the assumption that
the r vs.f characteristic does not change appreciably within this duration. They can hence
be interpreted as achievable lower bounds.
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7.6.1 Analytical Results
First, some analytical results on ESRT performance are presented depending on the initial
network state S0. Note that these results are obtained for the cases where a single event
occurs in the sensor field although they may still apply for most of the multiple event cases.
Recall that ESRT aims to reach state OOR starting from any initial state S0.
Lemma 1 Starting from S0=(NC,HR), and with linear reliability (η) behavior when the
network is not congested, the network state remains unchanged until ESRT converges to
state OOR.
Proof 2 The linear reliability (η) behavior for f < fmax can be expressed as f = αη, where















Since fi+1 < fi from (87), it follows that Si ∈ {(NC,HR), (NC,LR),OOR}, ∀i ≥ 0
until ESRT converges. If possible, let Si+1=(NC,LR) when Si=(NC,HR) for some i ≥ 0




< 1− ε (89)
This implies that ηi < 1−2ε, but ηi > 1+ ε since Si=(NC,HR). Hence, Si 6=(NC,LR) for
any i ≥ 0 until ESRT converges. In conjunction with the earlier inference, it is concluded
that Si=(NC,HR) ∀i ≥ 0, until ESRT converges to state OOR.
Lemma 3 Starting from S0=(NC,HR), and with linear reliability (η) behavior when the






where τ is the duration of the decision interval.
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Figure 107: The ESRT protocol trace for S0=(NC,LR). Convergence is attained in a
total of two decision intervals. The trace values and states are also shown in the figure.
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Figure 108: The ESRT protocol trace for S0=(NC,HR). Convergence is attained in a
total of five decision intervals. The trace values and states are also shown in the figure.
Proof 4 To establish the convergence time, the proof proceeds as follows. Let the j th deci-
sion interval be the first one where Sj=OOR. It follows from Lemma 1 that j is the least
index such that ηj < 1 + ε. Using equation (88),
ηj =
ηj−1+1
2 < 1 + ε
ηj−1 =
ηj−2+1




2 < 1 + 2
j−1ε
(90)





and the result follows. Note that this represents the time required to
reach state OOR in order to conserve maximum energy. The primary objective of reliable
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Figure 109: The ESRT protocol trace for S0=(C,HR). Convergence is attained in a total
of six decision intervals in this case. The trace values and states are also shown in the figure.
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Figure 110: The ESRT protocol trace for S0=(C,LR). Convergence is attained in a total
of four decision intervals in this case. The trace values and states are also shown in the
figure.
event detection is maintained all along by virtue of the conservative decrease (equation (87)).
Lemma 5 With linear reliability (η) behavior when the network is not congested, the net-
work state transition Si= (C,HR)→Si+1=(NC,LR) is not possible for any i ≥ 0.
Proof 6 The linear reliability (η) behavior for f < fmax can be expressed as f = αη, where
α denotes the slope. It is seen from the r vs. f characteristics in Figs. 99, 100, and 101,
that for every f > fmax in state (C,HR), there exists one f
′ < fmax (in linear region)
such that η(f) = η(f ′).
The proof now proceeds by contradiction. Let us assume that Si+1=(NC,LR) when
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Figure 111: The average power consumption of sensor nodes in each decision interval for
S0=(NC,HR).
Si=(C,HR), for some i ≥ 0. From the state definitions in Section 7.3.3 and update policy








Hence, a necessary condition is
f ′i >
fi
1− ε > fi, (92)
but this is not true since fi > fmax > f
′
i . This completes the proof. In accordance with
this result, there is no transition from state (C,HR) to (NC,LR) in the state diagram
shown in Figure 102. This achieves the objective of relieving congestion and reducing energy
consumption while not compromising on the event reliability (see Section 7.4.1).
In order to determine the convergence times of the ESRT protocol starting from S0
∈ {(C,HR),(C,LR)}, the non-linear r vs. f behavior needs to be tracked analytically.
However, this is beyond the present scope. Hence, the convergence in these two cases is
studied using simulations.
7.6.2 Simulation Results
In order to study the convergence of ESRT using simulations, an evaluation environment
is developed using ns-2 [111]. First, the simulation experiments are run for the scenario
where a single event occurs in the wireless sensor field. The convergence results are shown
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in Figs. 107 through 110 for initial network states S0=(NC,LR),(NC, HR),(C,HR), and
(C,LR), respectively. The corresponding trace values (fi, ηi) and states are listed within
each figure. The energy conservation property of ESRT for S0=(NC, HR) is illustrated
in Figure 111. For all the simulation results presented here, number of senders n = 81 and
tolerance ε = 5%. The event radius was fixed at 40m. Other simulation parameters are the
same as those listed in Table 1 in Section 7.3.2.
It is seen from Figure 107 that the ESRT protocol for S0=(NC, LR) converges in a
total of two decision intervals (2τ=20s). This is expected from the aggressive multiplicative
policy employed. Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 in Section 7.6.1 can be verified from the trace values
(fi, ηi) and states listed within Figs. 108 and 109.
Furthermore, simulation experiments are run to assess the ESRT performance in the
cases where multiple events occur simultaneously in the sensor field. Here, the number of
intervals it takes for all of the event flows to converge to state OOR, and the average power
consumption of the sensor nodes are observed. The simulation experiments are performed
































Figure 112: The number of decision intervals for all of the event flows to converge to state
OOR for varying number of multiple concurrent events. In this set of experiments, the
multiple concurrent events are isolated and their flows do not pass through any common
router sensor node.
In the first scenario, simulation experiments are performed for the cases where the
































Figure 113: The average power consumption of sensor nodes in each decision interval for
the case where 5 concurrent events occur in the wireless sensor field. In this case, the flows
generated by these events are isolated.
Table 9: Summary of ESRT protocol operation in each of the five states.
Network State (Si) Description ESRT Action
(NC,LR) No Congestion, Low Reliability Multiplicatively increase f
(NC,HR) No Congestion, High Reliability Decrease f conservatively
(C,HR) Congestion, High Reliability Decrease f aggressively
(C,LR) Congestion, Low/equal Reliability Decrease f exponentially
OOR Optimal Operating Region f remains unchanged
sensor node. As shown in Figure 112, the average number of decision intervals it takes
for all of the event flows to converge to the state OOR does not vary significantly for
varying number of multiple concurrent events. This is mainly because the flows generated
by these multiple events are isolated and hence ESRT brings the network state of these
flows to OOR individually as explained in Section 7.5.2. Note also that the minimum and
maximum number of decision intervals required for convergence are 2 and 6, which are equal
to the case where a single event occurs. Hence, the convergence to the OOR state is not
delayed in the case of multiple isolated events.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 113, the average power consumed by the sensor nodes also
show the same pattern observed for a single event scenario as shown in Figure 111. This is
also because of the fact that the sink takes action for the flows generated by the multiple

































Figure 114: The number of decision intervals for all of the event flows to converge to state
OOR for varying number of multiple concurrent events. In this set of experiments, the
multiple concurrent events are not isolated.
time as the ESRT protocol works to minimize the energy expenditure while maintaining
the event-to-sink reliability.
In the second scenario, simulation experiments are performed for the cases where the
flows generated by the multiple events are not isolated and there are common router sensor
nodes routing these multiple flows in the sensor field. As shown in Figure 114, the average
number of decision intervals it takes for all of the event flows to converge state OOR slightly
increases with the number of multiple concurrent events. This is mainly because the flows
generated by these multiple events are not isolated and hence ESRT considers the priority of
the current network states of these flows as explained in Section 7.5.2. Therefore, the sensor
nodes which are in the radius of the events that already have adequate reliability may not
experience reporting frequency update at the end of each decision interval. Consequently,
the number of decision intervals it takes for those events to converge increases. Note also
that the minimum and maximum number of decision intervals required for convergence also
vary with the number of multiple concurrent events due to the same reason. However, as
shown in Figure 114, the increase in the convergence time is very small even in case of 10
non-isolated concurrent events. Hence, the ESRT protocol can effectively address the cases
where multiple events occur simultaneously.
































Figure 115: The average power consumption of sensor nodes in each decision interval for
the case where 5 concurrent events occur in the wireless sensor field. In this case, the flows
generated by these events are not isolated.
also show the same pattern observed for the previous case in Figure 113. However, the
decrease in the average consumed power is slightly slower in this case. This is also because
the fact that the sink may not take any action for some of the flows which already have ade-
quate reliability levels. Note that this result is also consistent with the average convergence
time results shown in Figure 114.
7.6.3 Suitable Choice of ε
For practical purposes, ESRT uses a tolerance zone of ε around the optimal operating point
P1 in Figure 101. If at the end of decision interval i, the reliability ηi is within [1-ε,1+ε] and
if no congestion is detected in the network, then the network is in state OOR. The event is
deemed to be reliably detected at the sink and the reporting frequency remains unchanged.
Greater proximity to the optimal operating point can hence be achieved with small ε.
However, as seen from Lemma 2 in Section 7.6.1, smaller the ε, greater the convergence time.
Hence, a good choice of ε is one that balances the tolerance and convergence requirements.
For example, a 1% tolerance requirement can offset the convergence time by as much as 7τ
time units when S0=(NC,HR). Note however that reliable event detection is maintained
all along (Lemma 2 in Section 7.6.1) due to the conservative decrease.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS
In this thesis, new advanced transport protocols have been developed for reliable data
transport and real-time multimedia delivery in the next generation heterogeneous wireless
network architectures, i.e., Next Generation Wireless Internet, InterPlaNetary Internet,
and Wireless Sensor Networks. The following six areas have been investigated under this
research and each of them is described in the following subsections:
1. Analytical Rate Control in Hybrid Wired/Wireless Networks
2. Multimedia Rate Control in Satellite Networks
3. Adaptive Transport in NGWI
4. Reliable Data Transport in IPN Internet
5. Integrated Transmission in IPN Internet
6. Reliable Event Transport in WSN
8.1 Research Contributions
8.1.1 Analytical Rate Control in Hybrid Wired/Wireless Networks
Next Generation Wireless Internet (NGWI) is expected to provide a wide range of services
including real-time multimedia to mobile users. The real-time multimedia traffic transport
requires rate control deployment to protect shared Internet from unfairness and further
congestion collapse. However, the existing solutions are mostly for the wired Internet and
hence they do not address the challenges in the wireless environments.
In Chapter 2, a new analytical rate control protocol was introduced for real-time multi-
media traffic over wireless networks. ARC is an end-to-end analytical rate control protocol
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which is designed to produce TCP-friendly real-time traffic flows while maintaining high
throughput performance in wireless networks. The desired TCP behavior over wireless links
is captured based on the end-to-end path model developed. The asymptotic throughput
equation is derived and used as the control equation for the ARC rate control scheme. Its
equation-based approach provides basis for multimedia traffic support in terms of time-
constraint such as delay and/or jitter bounds.
The performance evaluation of ARC protocol were performed with simulation experi-
ments. The results showed that ARC significantly improves the rate control throughput
performance over hybrid wired/wireless paths and provides multimedia traffic support with-
out penalizing TCP sources sharing same path.
8.1.2 Multimedia Rate Control in Satellite Networks
In Chapter 3, a new rate control scheme (RCS) was developed for real time traffic in
networks with high bandwidth-delay products and high link error rates such as satellite
networks. RCS improves throughput using dummy packets to probe available network re-
sources. Dummy packets are low priority packets which are used to probe the link resources
and hence help source to distinguish packet losses due to link errors and congestion. There-
fore, RCS requires the routers along the connection to implement some priority mechanism.
The main feature of RCS is that it is an end-to-end protocol, i.e., it needs to be imple-
mented only at the source and destination. RCS is a TCP-friendly rate control scheme,
which halves its transmission rate in case of packet loss. RCS can then resume its original
rate very rapidly in case of packet losses due to link errors. If the packet loss is due to con-
gestion, RCS follows TCP-friendly behavior rules and increases transmission rate additively
after rate halving. For temporal signal loss situations, RCS avoids unnecessary rate throt-
tles and resumes its original transmission rate very rapidly after signal is back. Simulation
results showed that RCS achieves high performance in terms of throughput, fairness and
real-time multimedia in networks with high bandwidth-delay product and high link error
rate while providing TCP-friendly behavior.
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8.1.3 Adaptive Transport Layer for NGWI
The transport layer protocols developed for different wireless architectures do not provide
a single solution to address the heterogeneities posed by the Next Generation Wireless
Internet (NGWI). The inadequacies of the current transport layer solutions necessitates
a new transport layer that can address these heterogeneities. There has been no single
proposed transport layer solution to serve the NGWI objective.
In Chapter 4, a new unified adaptive transport layer (ATL) was presented to realize
the NGWI objective. ATL incorporates a new adaptive transport protocol, TCP-ATL, for
reliable data transport; and a new adaptive AIMD rate control protocol, RCP-ATL, for
multimedia delivery in the NGWI. Both TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL deploy new adaptive
congestion/rate control methods that dynamically adapt their AIMD control parameters
to the current wireless link conditions to maintain high throughput performance and to
provide multimedia traffic support in NGWI. The experiment results showed that ATL
protocols can maintain high performance throughout the different wireless architectures.
Their adaptive AIMD configuration methods also help avoid performance degradation for
high packet loss rates. Furthermore, since the developed AIMD parameter adjustment
strategy takes fairness into consideration, ATL protocols also maintain fairness to the wired
TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck. Moreover, ATL protocols do not bring any
additional overhead and can be developed on top of any of the existing TCP or AIMD rate
control protocols.
The experiment results showed that both ATL protocols achieve very high performance
in the heterogeneous wireless architectures for wide ranges of packet loss probability and link
delay. TCP-ATL is shown to significantly improve the throughput performance over Snoop
(with TCP-Sack) [20] and TCP-Westwood [31] for WLAN environments; WTCP [99] and
TCP-Westwood [31] for wide-area 3G cellular, TCP-Peach+ [10], [11] and TCP-Westwood
[31] for satellites environments. Hence, instead of using different transport protocols devel-
oped for specific architectures, TCP-ATL achieves high throughput performance in all of
the three different wireless architectures by adapting its protocol configuration. TCP-ATL
is also shown to address the blackout situations and maintain its throughput performance.
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Both TCP-ATL and RCP-ATL are shown to preserve fairness to the wired TCP sources
sharing the same bottleneck. RCP-ATL is also shown to improve jitter performance in
wireless environments. As a result, ATL protocol suite addresses the challenges posed by
the NGWI and significantly improves the performance for reliable data and multimedia
transport in NGWI.
8.1.4 Reliable Data Transport in IPN Internet
The inadequacy of the current TCP protocols in Interplanetary Backbone Network has al-
ready been known and the need for new transport protocol has been pointed out in [2]. In
order to address this need, a new reliable transport protocol, TP-Planet, was developed in
Chapter 5. The objective of TP-Planet is to address the challenges posed by the InterPlaNe-
tary Backbone Network for reliable data delivery and achieve high throughput performance.
TP-Planet deploys a rate-based additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) conges-
tion control scheme. It runs on top of Internet Protocol (IP) layer and does not require
any specific modification to the lower layers in the current TCP/IP suite. Performance
evaluation via simulation experiments revealed that TP-Planet significantly improves the
throughput performance and addresses the challenges posed by deep space communication
networks.
TP-Planet replaces the inefficient slow start algorithms with a novel Initial State al-
gorithm, which captures link resources in a very fast and controlled manner. Simulation
experiments showed that TP-Planet can reach high initial data rates very quickly. In or-
der to address the challenges due to extremely high propagation delay, TP-Planet deploys
a rate-based additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) congestion control, whose
AIMD parameters are tuned to help avoid throughput degradation. A new congestion
control mechanism, which decouples congestion decision from single packet loss events, is
developed to minimize the erroneous congestion decisions due to high link errors. Conse-
quently, TP-Planet improves throughput with a factor more than 103 compared to the cur-
rent TCP protocols. In order to reduce the effects of blackout conditions on the throughput
performance, TP-Planet incorporates Blackout State behavior into the protocol operation.
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By this way, it achieves up to 14% performance improvement in blackout conditions. The
bandwidth asymmetry problem is addressed by the adoption of delayed SACK options. As
a result, TP-Planet is a reliable transport protocol equipped with diverse set of algorithms
and functionalities, which can address the requirements of the InterPlaNetary Backbone
Network.
Note that TP-Planet is mainly implemented at the Interplanetary Backbone Network
nodes, i.e., the TP-Planet source and sink are the ground station gateway at the Earth
and the planetary gateway connected to the relay satellites orbiting around the outer-space
planets. The end-to-end transport control can be achieved by using the existing transport
protocols developed for terrestrial wireless networks on the PlaNetary Surface Networks
in conjunction with TP-Planet on the InterPlaNetary Backbone Network. However, the
detailed description of such cooperation and its performance evaluation are beyond the
scope of this work and left for future study.
8.1.5 Integrated Transmission in IPN Internet
The conventional end-to-end transport layer solutions are not suitable for IPN Internet
paths mainly characterized by intermittent connectivity, high link error rates, extremely
high propagation delays, and bandwidth asymmetry. In Chapter 6, a new Integrated Trans-
mission Protocol (ITP) was presented for reliable data transport in the IPN Internet. ITP
is a unified transmission protocol solution for hop-by-hop congestion control and reliability
mechanisms specifically tailored for IPN Internet links with intermittent connectivity. Ex-
ploiting the hop-by-hop nature of the connections, ITP unifies the common functionalities
of the conventional transport and link layers. The objective of ITP is to address the chal-
lenges and to achieve high performance reliable data transport on deep space links of the
IPN Internet. ITP deploys a new rate-based hop-by-hop local flow control (LFC) mecha-
nism; which exploits the local resource availability and traffic information at the receiver
in order to provide explicit available bandwidth feedback to the sender. LFC mechanism
decouples congestion decision from reliability to avoid the erroneous congestion decisions
due to high link errors and avoids the delayed-feedback problem. ITP incorporates the
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selective-acknowledgment (SACK) based Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) to assure hop-
by-hop local packet-level reliability. To reduce the effects of blackout conditions on the
performance, ITP includes the Blackout Mitigation (BM) procedure. The optimum packet
size is analytically obtained to further improve the transmission efficiency over deep space
links. Bandwidth asymmetry problem is addressed by the adoption of delayed SACK.
It has been shown via simulation experiments that the ITP significantly improves the
throughput performance and addresses the challenges posed by the IPN Internet. Through-
put performance of ITP is also shown to be not affected by the bandwidth asymmetry
problem as LFC mechanism does not depend on ACKs for data rate determination. Note
also that unlike the existing end-to-end solutions, ITP can be implemented on any IPN
node which involve in hop-by-hop custodial bundle transport.
8.1.6 Event-to-Sink Reliable Transport in WSN
The notion of event-to-sink reliability is necessary for reliable transport of event features in
WSN. This is due to the fact that the sink is only interested in the collective information
of a number of source nodes and not in individual sensor reports. This is also the reason
why traditional end-to-end reliability notions and transport solutions are inappropriate for
WSN. Based on such a collective reliability notion, a new reliable transport scheme for
WSN, the event-sink reliable transport (ESRT) protocol, was presented in Chapter 7.
ESRT is a novel transport solution developed to achieve reliable event detection with
minimum energy expenditure and congestion resolution functionality. This is the first study
of reliable transport in WSN from the event-to-sink perspective.
ESRT has been tailored to meet the unique requirements of WSN. Its congestion con-
trol component serves the dual purpose of achieving reliability and conserving energy.
The algorithms of ESRT mainly run on the sink and require minimal functionality at
resource constrained sensor nodes. The primary objective of ESRT is to configure the
network as close as possible to the optimal operating point, where the required reliability
is achieved with minimum energy consumption and without network congestion. Thus,
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ESRT protocol operation is determined by the current network state based on the reliabil-
ity achieved and the congestion condition. In this regard, five possible network states Si
∈ {(NC,LR),(NC,HR),(C,HR),(C,LR),OOR} were identified and ESRT operation in
each of these states was discussed in detail in Section 7.4.1. The main ideas are summarized
in Table 4.
ESRT protocol also accommodates the scenarios where multiple events concurrently
occur in the wireless sensor field. The sink exploits the collective identification of the sensor
nodes in order to accurately capture if a single or multiple events occur and in case of
multiple events whether the flows generated by these events are isolated or not. Hence,
according to this information, the sink uses the ESRT protocol to achieve the required
event-to-sink reliability levels for each of these concurrent events.
Analytical performance evaluation and simulation results show that ESRT converges
to state OOR regardless of the initial network state S0. Furthermore, the simulation
experiments show that ESRT can also achieve the required event-to-sink reliability in case of
multiple concurrent events. This self-configuring aspect of ESRT is valuable under random,
dynamic topology frequently encountered in WSN applications.
8.2 Future Research Directions
• Adaptive transport in proximity wireless environments: The Next Genera-
tion Wireless Internet (NGWI) will converge a wide range of heterogeneous wireless
network architectures from wireless LANs to satellite networks. In this thesis, the
adaptive transport layer (ATL) suite was developed to address these heterogeneities.
In addition to that, it may be required to integrate wireless sensor networks to the
NGWI architecture. To achieve this, ATL mechanisms must be extended to ad-
dress the challenges posed by the proximity wireless environments such as wireless ad
hoc networks, wireless sensor networks. The new solution must also be adaptive to
changing wireless architecture as well as able to address the individual architectural
requirements.
• Reliable transport in PlaNetary Networks: The PlaNetary Networks, which
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will compose scientific devices and communication nodes on and around the planets,
will also require reliable data transport mechanisms for successful scientific delivery.
Although the existing solutions proposed in the literature for terrestrial wireless net-
works and satellite networks may be applicable, their performance evaluation must be
assessed to understand their potential shortcomings and consequently new solutions
to be developed.
• Spatio-temporal correlation in WSN: In addition to the collaborative nature
of WSN, the spatio-temporal correlation between the sensor observations is another
significant and unique characteristic of WSN which can be exploited to drastically
enhance the overall network performance by reducing the energy consumption. While
the Event-to-Sink Reliable Transport protocol achieves reliable event detection with
minimum energy expenditure, it can be extended to explicitly exploit the correlation
in the WSN in order to achieve further performance improvements.
• Integration of NGWI, IPN Internet, and WSN: In this thesis, advanced trans-
port layer protocols have been developed for NGWI, IPN Internet, and WSN. How-
ever, there will be scenarios where a connection path may go through all of these next
generation heterogeneous wireless network architectures. For example, a sensor node
which is part of a WSN on a planet surface may need to be reached from a node in
the NGWI. Therefore, integration of the proposed transport layer protocols must be
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